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CASE MEE

Purse Snatching

First Setting

Police Station, later the same evening; the desk
sergeant is discussing with the arresting officer possible
dispositions In a, purse-snatching case involving two boys.

Characters

Sgt. Male Beata Juvenile Bureau

Brant Nbttar Arresting Officer

Mrs. Roach Complainant (victim)

Ralph James juvenile Offender

Matthew Johnson Juvenile Offender



It was about 10:3C p.m. Ever since Officer Brant Mottar brought
in the three youngsters involved in the lavatory case, he had been
working on a purse snatching involving two 15-year-old Neg*-o yoteuns,

Ralph James and Matthew Johnson. He came out for a chat with
Sergeant Keats.

The Sergeant took out a pack of cigarettes, offered one to Patrolman
Mottar and lighted them both.

"What do you think, Mike? That James is a. bad actor. Was he as
bad-mouthed with you as he was with me on the way down here?"

Sergeant Keats sat down next to Matter. The two were old friends
who had worked. together since high school.

"rou know, Brant, all that noise is a front. He's beginning to get
a little nervous now, and I think he's scared."

"Rz was talking pretty tough when I last saw him. How about the
Johnson boyl He seems like a quiet kid. How does he fit in with
James?"

"I don't know. As long as you're here gad still interested, come
into the office and fill me in on the reports."

"Well, about 8:20 p.m. I was driving down Hawthorne Avenue when I
was flagged down, by an old lady screaming at the top of her voice
that a, boy stole her purse with her rent money in it. I told her
to get in, and we'd try to find the boy. Down the street we sew
these two Negro boys walking along Hawthorne."

"I approached the boys. The woman remembered that the boy who had
stolen her purse was a Negro 'cut that there was cnly one. When I
ccme up one of the boys ran and the other stayed still. I chased
the boy and caught him in an alley. I put both boys in the car
and talked to them. Johnson didn't seem to be involved so I let
him go. He said he had just met Jams. Of course, I brought James
in. He's been in trouble before. Here are the reports."
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JUVENILE CCNTACT REPORT ;

I

0:borne Cltv F...$4ec Department
NAME

DM-

/76"
:.,ATr" OF,BERTH f fr.= 1;p: IRI-,CE AGE/474Gifi Voilarri:1".: !i.gR CXL7
4; AVOI, AEC,/ AK _X/ A: t;" 'f"' CZ

.

, SCARS, ETC.
.

...-

a-0-Inc, wziv,c2cAcr C,00". SECTION

l=:3f7iNUMBERS Fte.S

DATE OF CONTACT

I P

Z

J:4E OF ARREST10 ERZ OR CITIZENS) BALVW, (OR A=REESEF)
r/<_S- 4tC .1row4c_ OWL 7,4

C7IONC TO MRENTC OR GUARDIANZ: Y8u are Gereby notiried that the above named
minor vz::: involved in the t34.1-,d offenrc and id roleased to you pursuant to Section 26
of the Welfare and In:titution: Code upon your promioe tc bring aaid minor before the
probation officer of Hovurd Courr...y at the County Frobation Offices, 17900 Jefferson
Street, Caborne City at pciam on

promire to appear and to bring the above named minor az directocd. I understand
that any wilful failure tc perform a. promised eonrtitutez a misdemeanor and is punish- i

able under the nroviziona of Section 513 of the !:elfare snd Institution: Code.

BRING THIS. FORM Simed Parent
TO TEE BEAR/NG

Siched Ninor



Offense No.

. .

J . &......,

...Juv. Bur. No. 3.i2501. JUVENILE PROCESSING REPORT
JUN,: Hall No. Onborne City - Howard tJoursty

IProb. Off. N. --

l'TELD SECTION Date Time

_.8 .:20lItIME (Last) (First) (Iiidd lc)

Jaies Ralph
Sexl Age; Ra celOffense
ML 10' N PC211

Pi:Aup 9/20

Juv_ Bur.NO. PICKUP
2

LOC. OFFENSE
Hawthorne .

LOC. PICKUP ;RESIST
Hawthorne 1Yes

WPN
No

HMD
9/20

Parents Not.COMPLAINANT
S. J. Roach

ADDRESS
560 Hawthorne

PHONE
CL 3-20 7

ReleaseWITNESSES

None

JADDRESSES

i

?HONES

Juv. Hall

Parents Not.

Petition

Dot. HearingDETAII,S OF PICKUP
8:20: Stopped on patroJi by complainant - claiming
Regro boy grabbed her urse and ran toward
Sq. Later 2 Negro boy4 seen walking on HaNtthorne.
One dropped an article land fled down a blind
The other remained Aster firing one shot
the first boy stopped. Talked to both boys
First held for juw. BuxF. Second released.

Milton

alley.
in the ain

Release

Hearing

in the car. PICKUP OFEICERS
Brant Mbttar

TRANSPORTING OYFICERS

JUVEMLE BUREAU SECTION
i'aCKNAKES 1 DAM OF BIRTH

I6/1847
I STATE
lAla.

HT.
519 "

1 11T. I

1145 1Br.
EYES ; HAIR

I mak.
CGMPL
Dark

1 MARKS, SCARS, TATTOOS
I Scar on right -wrist

SCHOOL !GRADE !REPORT
Rivault IJr./1I C ave

WELFARE
Yes

lay= WITI-(ADUL)
Mandy James

ADDRESS
1706 Devon

1 pliaaD

ICL 3-2246
RELATION
Mbther

ASSOCIA1E

Matthew
Jobinson

RACE

N

AGE.

15

SEX

M

ADDRESS

209 Washingt5n

PHONE NAT. FATHER
3am James .

ALCIRFS
Unknown

NAT. MOTHER
--- landy James

ATDRESS
Above

*PRINTED
Yes

PHOTO
No

i INVEST. OFF.
INbttar

[REMARKS Disclosed by suspect James that associate Johnson .RELATED
..

' also involved in robbery. 10:00 picked johnson'up at home.
Johnson also admits 5 other similwr- thefts

FILE NUNREPS

PROBATION OFFICE/JUV.- HALL -- INTAKE SECTION
REASON ADMITTED ;BROUGHT IN EY I NO. TIMES PREV. DETAINED

I

RELIGION I MED/bENTAD PROBLEMS (EXPLAIN)

1

FATFLU1 FIGURE _

I

'ADDRESS TEONE REMARKS

.

MOTHER FIGURE !ADDRESS
i

PHCNE.

CUSTODIAN (IF OTHER) ADDRESS \PHONE.

STEPFATHM STEPMOTHER

KO. OF SIBLINGS

5



"Here are our records on James - Not much, although he says he was
picked up a couple of times by the Blomville Police. Probation
will have a record of that, I suppose."



Ogfense Nc. i

Jill'. Bur. Wc.6491 JUVENILE E730CESSINC RFPORT r77.44

J1-1,.. Hall No.
Orl,orne Cit:v. - H'z:I.:ard ::,::.41.,ty F171. ..

.;47.
'-;,,

Prob. Off. No.

YIELL SECTION
Dat ITim.a

Pikup 4/12/62 :3(:1 pm

NAME (Lastl (First) (Middle)ISEN:.:47-claoei9,47cnse
James Ralph 14 1'15 It T2

3 PM
WO. PICKUP

1
LOC. OFFENSE
Rivault H.S.

LOC. ?Ica:UP FIESIST
iva1LLt A.S. ;Bo

WFWIHBD
Xes

JUV. Bur. 4/12/62

Parent- Not. 4112/62 IND

OOMPLAILI.AL.
A. Stephens

U
ult
ADDRES
va A..

2-7,17,

m-r.-33.

Release
WITNESSES

Keith Bryan

ADDRESSES

100 Astoria

rEONE2

w 6-024 Suv. Hail

Partnts Not.

PetiT.ion

Det. Hearing
DETAILS OF PICKUP
Ralph James reported to
Dickson with a knife. Investigated

Dickson at RivauIt K.S.

Principal. James adamartly
Keith Bryan was witness
weapon found on James

have threatened Donald
James ani

In presence of ¢: Vice

denies offense bat
to entire episode. So

Release

Hearing
i

PICKUP OFFICERS
Jack Fowler

TRANSPORTING OFFICERS

JUVENILE BUREAU SECTICN

ZIOKKAMES LPATT. OF BIRTH
p/18/47

!STATE! liZei3FT. 1.-,ElaMT.ITAIR
NQiI, !,::-.ARKTqaawiikiw-,,,os

41a. 15NLY f.35 4Ar !Au. 1,-ar

SCHOOL
Rivault

bRADEISTE1201 !WELFARE
10 ave. 1

IIIVINGWITH(AIZZal QDRESS i 7--4-1CLI:a-

Yes !Mandy James 1706 Devon FL-3-24240
_RT:74TIO74
Mafier

ASSOCIATE
None

RACE AGE. SEX ADDRESS PHONE NAT. FATI-ma! ADDR3MS
Sam James Unknown

_ZIA., IIGTHER
Mandy James

ADDRESS
Above

PRINTED 1 PHOTO i INVEST. OFF.
1 I

1
1

REMkRKS
IRELATRD FILE 11-0,5711R3

Case closed atter Officer Fowler reprimanded in presence

of Vice Principal Stephens. i

PROBATION OFFICE/JUV. WALD -- INTAKE SECTION

REASON ALNITTED
't-"*ROUGI-IT IN BY : NO. TIMES PREY. DETAINLM
i- ,

r

FrXJ-GTON
I'LL:WM.:MAL PROBLEMS (EXPLAIN)

1

FATHER-FIGURE ADDRESS 'EHONE .ZIfARKS
-

, L yrza A

)411-tefi )-4P
.ejjLaL:g

60164- 4

MOTR-KR FIGURE ADDRESS Bn.:..-

CUSTODIAN (EF OMER)1 ADDRESS nicsiE

SlEelA.1:4E1-: SMFMOT.H.-R

NO. OF S-Tw-,TNGS
M ( ) F ( )
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JUMITLE CCNTACT REPORT
Osborne City Police Department

i I
?i

1 P DilCir2T.T.1%.44

NC,TICE-TO APPEAR
TRAFFIC CITATION

(----fr<57. 4- Juv. v.

1 Juv. li,.... OR & R

NAME de
/494/1-1/-e=oer....-

ADDRESS
PHONE

2..Z.7 9 /1/agZ,..,10"-cr-m....
a- 3- FVZS---

fy, OF riis.siEr
/ 2 7 4

cipl A GEimIc_ijy.:E I Gm in 1
I X/ AS. ..5 -..1'." /20

Ek HA2CUielj
i ...gt

DRESS, SCARS, ETC.
I Sts

Into ogation
1 Field

j... !GRADE

Zi,at...--/r 1 Sebdoh.-
IDATE OF COBITAC%
1 42,2 5e c 6 _)

I TIME APIACE OF CONTACT
I /0 "Ael ,442,7'74-4

ICCDE SECTION
I cee... .. z ./

REASON FOR CONTACf

_

R=a-tENCE NUMBERS (FIT:PS)

DETAILS OF CONTACT

ce..0,

NAME OF ARRESTING OFFICERS ( OR IT IZMIfS )
BAD= NUMBYR:.1; ( OR IsDIDRSES )

7f

INSTRUCTIONS TO PARENTS OR GUARDIANS: You are hereby notified that the above named

minor was involved in the stated offense and is released to you pursuant to Section 26

of the "jelfare and Institutions Code upon your prmise to bring said minor before the

probation officer of Howard County at the County Probation Offices, 1790 Jefferson

Street, Osborne City at 9 pw/gM on _...ce7/0C ,2S-- -

.

f
I promise to appear and to bring the above named minor as directed. I understand

, that any wilful failure to perform as promised constitutes a misdemeanor and is punish-

, able under the Provisions of Section 513 of the ::elfare end Institutions Code.

;
S.

. ,
i BRING THIS FORM Sipxied I, /

Parent

TO TKE HEARING
i

0

I

Signed PO or
4

I
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"Even though Johnson hasn't been in trouble with the police before,
this is a serious offense. He doesn't seem to have much to do with
the incident. I think he's a follower going along with nis big bad
buddy."

"He seems like a good kid who got fouled up with the wrong ow.
He was very quiet in'the police car on the way down here."

"I suppose it's O.K. to release Johnson with a citation to appear
before the probation officer. I think It would be safe to leave
him at home until the probation officer interviews him What do
you think, Brant?"

"NO, I don't tbink he'll cause any more trouble as long as James
is kept in custody. He's a follower, all right, and James led
him. on."

10



DISCUSSION

This case is fraught with racial overtones. The many problems

which arise as the result of conflicts between different cultures are treated

at greater length in the Readings. Certain points which toudh on social

questions will emerge in the discussion of this case, but we can do little

justice to the Immensity of the problemiwith which society is presently faced

by discussing it here.

Robbery and. purse snatr.hing are serious offenses. They may be

accompanied by violence which does permanent physical, mental, and emotional

damage. It is only natural, therefore, that society should take strong

action on such offenses even -when juveniles are concerned. This is one of

the instances in which the demands made by the citizen come in conflict with

the intent of the juvenile law; it is also an example of the many pressures

which affect the police. When the public peace is threatened, the police

officer must remember that his primary duty is to preserve it.

It is conventional to believe that the course of justice is not

subject to external pressures. Ideally, the crime, the previous history of

the offender, and the penalty prescribed by-law should be the only considera

tions which influence the handling of the case. When juveniles are con-

cerned, the philosophy of the law requires that the history and interest of

the child should govern.

11
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It will :lot come as a shock, even to the novice, to find that

external pressures exist which can deflect the course of justice away from

the supposed ideal. Some of these pressures are legitimate because they are

in the interest of the child, although they may not seem so at first sight.

For example, on the rare occasion when a policeman happens to know

that Juvenile Hall is overcrowded., he may let this determine that a child

will be reprimanded and released rather than cited to appear. An officer

can make a more responsible decision if he knows the conditions at Juvenile

Hall and the state of the juvenile court calendar In a. word, the more he

knows about the process of which he is part, the more effective he will be.

Sometimes it may not be in the child's interest to make him wait

in suspense for two or three weeks until an overcrowded and overworked

probation departmert can call blm in for an interview. By that time the

child may no longer be impressed by the seriousness of the offense or, more

likely, he may have brooded or boasted about his offense, neither of which

is to be desired. The policeman must decide whether an official reprimand

and release on the spot, with the parents present, would have a. more salutary

effect.

The officer must weigh the chances of a. particular youth continuing

to be a danger to himself or to others if he is released on algotice toAppear.

Tbe alternative is to request that he be detained in Juvenile Hall, which is

22



oerhaps the ideal solution. But what if the Hall is overcrowded; what if some

of his cronies are there and he is likely to become a source of trouble?

The officer must weigh these factors too.

If an officer decides to take a youth to Juvenile Hall, he should

be very carefUl about what he says. It is easy to make threats about what

will happen in the Hall, just to keep the youngster quiet, but such threats

may have a far-reaching effect. If they are not fulfilled. by the probation

department, the youngster will begin to distrust both the police and pro-

bation deputies, the one for lying to him and the other for not living up

to his expectations. Irresponsible statements can be magnified by the

youngster into facts of major importance. Youngsters frequently he only

what they want to hear.

These are some instances of influences which work in the child's

interest. But what of tbe pressures which are in society's interests? How

much attention should be given to them and how much do they affect the

obilosophy of the juvenile court lawl When a prominent citizen is the victim

of a particularly outrageous crime, when an officer has been made to look

foolish, -when business firms make threats because they nave suffered from

vandalism, when the newspapers are highly critical, what can the police

officer or probation officer do? The truth is that he can do very little

13
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These matters are decided at higher levels. When public pressure forces his

superiors to make a decision which seems unwise to the operating officer,

he must recognize that it is usually society which demands this action.

To see how the police look at them-
selves and the pressures that are
exerted by society to influence their
actions see s 26-30.

We do not endorse these pressures because we believe they are

opposed to the basic philosophy of the juvenile court law; we merely point

to their existence and to the serious effect they can have. It is up to the

officer to be prepared to recognize them and to take them in his stride.

In a purse-snatchlag offense, delivery to Juvenile Hall is the

usual practice. For Ralph James, it was automatic since he had a record

with OCPD. If he had not had a record, probation and the Blomville police

should have been asked for information about him. This is the sort of

situation in which good interdepartmental liaison counts for a great deal

and a central jumenile index is invaluable. However, in this case, James'

bad record made his disposition certain.

It was more difficult to determine whether the Johnson boy should

be taken to Juvenile Hall, but Matter acted 'within his discretion when he

let him go. He was not able to question the boy effectively in the car;

furthermore, Johnson had nothing on him and he had not attempted to run.

14



It vas not until James was interviewed in more favorable surroundings

that his complicity began to be evident. By that time he had probably been

able to thinat things over.

According to the books, the ideal place for an interview is an

office with no windows and no other distractions such as a, phone. Only a

desk, two chairs, and good lighting are needed. If any police station has

such a room, it is probably occupied by the chief.

The ideal situation falls 3o far short of reality that it may as

well be forgotten. The police officer must unke do with 'what be has, and

strive within these limitations for a minimum of distraction and a. maximum

of privacy (although he must remember that in many cases it is advisable

to have a witness present, especially when girls are being interviewed.)

Convenient places away from the station are ususilly available The

office of the school principal or dean is a familiar setting for many youngsters

who must be interviewed. The nurse's room in the school is also a-good

place, especially for girls, and school corridors can be surprisingly private.

On the street, the patrol car is usefUl for interviews. Sometimes the police

radio can be used to set an interview going, and even to terminate one.

In shoplifting cases or break-ins, there is usually a small office,

for example, amsmager's office, which can be used. If the cbilA is in his

home, do not interview him in front of his parents, be should be taken to a

roomvhere be can talk without the risk of being overheard. The boy's own

15



bedroom is a gocd place since it is ftll of familiar objects ',Mich mill not

serve as distractions.

If the officer shows that he wants to help the child, the juvenile

will respond with some degree of trust. His trust must not be betrayed. If

the officer lies, or lets the child down in a less direct way, the news will

spread. All officers will be distrusted and all interviews will become less

fruitful. FUture relations cf officers and juvenile offenders will be

seriously impaired.

Within the framework of helpfUlness and trust, several techniques

are usefUl. Be sympathetic: Many youngsters get little sympathy at home.

Wbrk in the child's best interests: ail too frequently no one else cares

much about him. Many kids like to boast of their exploits: let them talk.

Others will talk a:great deal if they believe they are telling you something

you do not already know. Some children need stern treatment, and some need

help, especially when they don't want their parents to know what they have

done. Talking About the trodble they are in helps to get facts straight.

Tbe policeman can volunteer to tell the parents. It's up to him to determine

how and when to tell them, but he should do it in such away that he allays

fears and keeps them calm. Bemember that a. juvenile officer contacts parents

every day of:his life, butmost parents never have more than one official

contact with a. pollommm and to them it is a special occasion and a frighteming

one.



In sex cases, youngsters are often at a loss for words. They know

very well what happened but they also know that their vocabulary is not

"respectable" and often they will have to be helped out with the "proper"

word. Sex cases can be difficult, and when girls or young children are con-

zerned they are best left to policewomen. When a group of youths is involved

in an offense, it is best to interview them separately, but it is sometimes

advisable to talk to the whole group later when you have the knoWledge gained

nrom interviewing each member. Thus you will be able to play off one

mmber of the group against another and possibly obtain further information.

One word of warning to newcomers to juverile work. Do not expect

to succeed the first time. Interviewing youngsters takes time and patience

anoi you w111 be conned occasionally. Our advice is to be aware of the pitfalls

and to persevere.

There are several points in this case whf_ch deserve fUrther comment.

The abusive language which Ralph James was reported to have used

nay be no more than the normal vocabulary of his culture. What is abnormal

Ln. one society is commonplace in another.

Anthropologists have emphasized the importance of recogni ing cultural

!actors in dealing with problems in our own American society. Such grows

Ls PUerto Ricans, Italians, and Negroes often have a cultural system as rigid

Ls that of a primitive society in New Guinea. Such cultural systems are
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characterized by a set of behavior patterns and attitudes shared by all

members. These attitudes and behavior patterns, and not those of the

surrounding or dominant culture, are the ones considered right and "moral"

by- the group members. It is not possible to understand the actions of an

individual if you do not unde,-stand his cultural system, or subculture:

you cannot judge an iceberg by its visible fraction above the water. You

must know the values a subculture imposes upon its members and how they differ

from your own values; you must examine the member's actions fromiwithin his

group.

For example, "the culture of the gang" is a term commonly used to

describe a-social group -with a culture which values an erratic street-corner

existence, strong comradeship, and immediate emotional gratification through

excitement and daring action deemed immoral and improper by the larger society.

This subculture has behavior patterns and attitudes distinctly diffardnt

fram those of the dominant middle-class culture which values ambition, achieve-

ment, education, etc. Workers in social welfare, law enforcement, education,

and other fields often judge people from different cultural groups by their

awn middle-class values, a method as foolish as telling time with a. yardstick.

And. the results are equally absurd and useless. These cultures are not simply

disorganized, wayward, or inferior versions of middle-class culture; they have

a set of positive beliefs to which their members adhere. We must see the
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actions of such groups as logical within their own cultural context.

POr a study of the beliefs, attitudes and

values of cultuls and subcultures with-

in the American society, see pages 31-38.

And we must not think that a culture is bad because it differs from our awn.

Juveniles should be detained by the police for as short a time as

possible, certainly no longer than necessary to complete the preliminary

Investigation. A youth who is not officially detained, within 48 hours of

arrest, by order of the judge or his appointed representative must be

released. The 48 hours begin at the moment he is stopped by the police

officer or patrolman on the street. It is Imperative that the time be

recorded accurately for the probation department so that the petition can be

filed and the detention hearing held within the allotted time.

Apart from the legal aspects of detention, one must ask haw it

affects the child. Haaf an hour in a detention room may not seem a long time

to the busy officer, but to the child it can be a frightening thing. If the

child is over-anxious-or ftetf111:a period of detention at the police station

may have a harmful effect. The officer must be the judge of that, but he

must also be aware of the possibilitiesland the risk is a grave one for any

man to assume. If the child must be detained further (for example, when the

parents cannot be found or will not take him home), the case should be turned
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over to the probatiau, department which has the proper facilities for taking

care of the child.

The citation is a legal document and should be signed by the

parent or legal guardian of the minor. Only in this way can attendance at

the probation departaent be assured. For the benefit of the juvenile, as well
-

as for economic reasons, it is preferable that citations be used as much as

possible as long as community safety is not compromised. A more serious

offense wil: warrant an ear/ler appearance date.

Matthew Johnson had no previous record and his behavior did not

give rise to any suspicion that he would flee or be a danger to others.

Bbwever, when it became evident that hews implicatedpa becond interview and

aVotice to Appear became necessary.

Perhaps in Johaisonts case,mori information should have been sought.

What would yon have done'?

Mottar mentioned la nis conversation that he had to chase James,

and the processing report stated that a shot was fired to stop him. Should

Mottar have fired? This question is well worth considering.

The police officer in the heat of action must remember an important

fact about juveniles -- they are not geographically mobile. They can usually

be picked up in a day or two, and if they flee the neighborhood they will

usually be found within two months. The reasons for this are not difficult to

see.



Consider the boy who escapes after committing a crime. Where can

he go? His best chance is to return home and behave as if nothing has

happened. But what does be do if he is scared, positive that he has been

recognized and that the police will be calling for him? At first, he avoids -

places where he can be foundhome or school or his usual hauntsand he is

then reported missing. He must eat, and that means he will commit another

crime, which increases his chances of being caught, or he will look for his

friends. After a few days, a boy nearly always seeks old company la familiar

places, either outside the school or in the usual hangouts. If he tries to

leave town, the highway patrol may nick him un for hitchhiking; if he reaches

another city, the local police nay pick him up for loitering or for curfew

violations. Frequently he goes to relatives who return him.

The inability of the juvenile to move fast and far from his home or

home town plus the certainty that he will eventually be caught, means that

the officer should heed two important preceots: Never shoot at a juvenile

except in self-defanse and never give hot pursuit to a juvenile in an auto.

(This presupposes, of course, that the suspect is known to be a juvenile.)

Apart from the danger of hitting an innocent person, the repercus-

sions- of shooting at a juvenile are enormous. A. policeman who kills a

youngster is severely affected emotionally. Even if no one is hurt, a

shooting incident will receive wide and damaging publicity; wounding or

killing a juvenile will undo years of good community relations.

41.
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Shooting is not worth the risk since the boy will certainly be found

sooner or later. Hot pursuit also is not worth the risk. In the panic of

a chase, even a competent and experienced driver is an extreme hazard to

public safety, and juveniles are seldom competent or experienced. Youths

seldom commit crimes serious enough tc warrant endangering the lives of

other citizens. Let a juvenile go, for he will be caught later; the gain

of catehing him Immediately is small and the risk is great.

One would not expect an oId hand like Mottar to behave this way,

but remember that sometimes "old hands" have "behaved this way" for so long

that they do not ehpnge very easily.

One of the tasks of a juvenile officer is to help older mee-ers of

the department understand the intent of the juvenile court law.

The effectiveness of the juvenile bureau depends to a great extent

on the nal cooperation of the rest of the department. Although the bureauts

function is defined by policy and by general orders., it is sucoessful only

when the rest of the department approves of its actions. Thus, the bureau

which sees itself as specializing in the way in which robbery and homicide

details do, will find itself having to do without a great deal of help from

patrol.

The juvenile bureau is, In effect, a police department within a

police department. It provides services for all other sections of the

department whenever juveniles are concerned., and, in return, all matters



involving juveniles are brought to its attention. Close cooperation with

the other divisions is essential, and this is best Obtained by being on

friendly terms, by encouraging members of patrol and other divisions to call

in when they are in doubt, and, above all, by not patronizing the..L.

It is easy enough to disseminate new information and procedures

through formal channels, e.g., general orders and line-up training. When a

good informal understanding exists, you can then make sure, through informal

liaison, that the importance of the procedures is fully understood.

Patrolmen and command officers alike should be encouraged to call

the juvenile bureau for help and advice. Even the most trivial inquirY

deserves a friendly reply from the juvenile officer. Encourage telephone

cPlls and give what help you can in such a way that the recipient will not

hesitate to call again. Only in this way can the juvenile bureau perform

its job and be given the recognition it deserves within the department.

POI- a look at the positive and negative

values of the environment of the

"Culturally Deprived. Child" see pages 396_43.

Let us note one last thing in this case. Ralph James lived with.

his mother and his father's whereabouts were not known. Among Negroes who have

recently migrated fromtbe South, you will frequently find that the family

structure is quite different from the one to which you are accustomed. This

does not mean that it is bad or inferior in an abstract sense (although
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adherence to it does not facilitate transition to the new environment.) The

family structure found among lower-class Negroes is termed "matriarchal" by

anthropologists and sociologists, i.e., the family centers around the mother.

There is often no father who occupies a permanent place in the family.

Many factors have contributed to the creation of this type of family,

some of them stemming directly from American history. The family unit can

be a source of resistance to new ways; consequently, in the days of slavery,

slave owners separated families. Since slaves were worth a good deal of

money, slave owners, many of whom had no other business, Insisted that Negro

women bear many children. The larger a family becomes, the more likely it is

that the mother will be its most Important member. This is the family

structure which Negroes bring with them when they migrate from the South,

and the police and other agencies of justice must deal with it when they are

in contact with minority groups. The economic -Der..terns of the North tend

to reinforce this structure. It is easier for Negro women than for their

men to get work and consequently the man has to struggle to achieve status

within the .Pamily.

A matriarchal family must not be thought of as "bad" or "wrong."

It is a viable unit, it works; in fact, it may sometimes Drove more versatile

than the prevailing nuclear -ramily of the middle class, i.e., a family which

has a nucleus of two permanent adults.
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A failure to understand the matriarchal family structure can produce

enormous problems. Consider, for instance, the usual practice of releasing

a child to the parents with an official reprimand. If there is no father in

the family, it is very likely that the mother will be working during a good

part of the day and evening in order to earn enough money to keep the house

going and it maybe hard to contact her.The agencies of our society have not

yr:t been able to accommodate themselves to this different family structure,

and the result Is that many juveniles are detained in juvenile Ball because

the parents cannot be located. However, an interesting feature of the

matriarchal family is that it often has many ramifications or branches which

spread out through the community and wnich help to sustain it. Some of these

extended families are quite capable of looking after themselves and their

youngsters by utilizing a "parent" system. of cousins and aunts and grandmothers.

When you are handling a child who comes from such a family, question him

closely to determine whethftr there is anyone to whom he can be released safely.
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From William A. Westley, "Violence and the Police," The American Journal
of Sociology (University of Chicago Press), Vol. LIX, No. 1
(July 1953), po. 34.-35, and "Secrecy and the Police," Social
Forces (Uniirersity of North Carolina Press), Vol. 34,711377
Timya. 1956) DD. 254-255. Reprinted by Permission.

INTRODUCTION

There are certain aspects of the Police role in the

community that bear upon the way they relate to juveniles.

Community reaction to juveniles involves two opposing senti-

ments and the police are victims of this contradiction. On

the one hand, the public exerts pressure on the police to

treat juvenile delinquents in a manner which distinguishes them

from adult criminals. On the other hand, the Public demands

that the police apprehend "young hoodlums" or juvenile "volt

packs" and deal with them "accordingly." Westley describes sand

of the responses that develop among police as a professional

group to these conflicting public expectations.

THE POLICE AS AN OCCUPATIONAL GROUP

"The social definition of .5ne's7 occupation invests its members

with a common prestige position. Thus, a man's occuoation is a major determin-

ing factor of his conduct and social identity. This being so, it involves
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more than man's work, and one must go beyond the technical in the explanation

of work behavior. One must discover the occupationally derived definitions

of self and conduct. . . and trsck them back to the occupational problems in

which they have their genesis.

"The policeman finds his most pressing problems in his relationshil,s

to the public. His is a service occupation but of an incongruous kind, since

be must discipline those whom he serves. He is regarded as corrupt and in-

efficient by, and meets with hostility and criticism from, the public. He

regards the public as his enemy, feels his occupation to be in conflict with

the community, and regards himself to be a pariah. The experience and the

feeling gives rise to a collective emphasis on secrecy, an attempt to coerce

respect from the public, and a belief that almost any means are legitimate

in completing an important arrest. These are for the policeman basic occupa,

tional values. They arise from his experience, . . . are central to an under-

standing of his conduct, and form the occupational contexts within which

violence gains its meaning."

"The study of one police force, 5mmnicipal police department la

a.midwestern industrial citg, has shown that the maintenance of secrecy is

a fUndamental rule. This is characteristic of many occupations which feel

themselves under- public scrutiny. The fUnctions of secrecy among the police

are closely related to the manner in which the policeman is defined in the

American community. . . . Secrecy stands as a shield against the attacks of
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the outside world; against bad newspaper publicity 'which would lower the

reputation of the police; against public criticism fromutich tne police feel

that they suffer too much; against the criminal who is eager to know the

moves of the police. . . . giae pollogare constantly sUbject to investigations.

Therefore they need secrecy."

"Police powers include the use of violence, fOr to them, within

civil society, has been delegated the monopoly of the legitimate means of

violence possessed. by the state. Police are obliged by tneir duties to use

violence as the only measure adequate to contr61 and apprehension In the

presence of counterviolence. . . . EVery policeman nas some such experiences

bitildh force the use of violence by-the police), and they proliferate:in. poldice

lore. They constitute a common-sense and legal justification for the use

of violence by-the police and for training police in the skills of violence. . .

Ftrtherincre, although.legaIly their use of violence is limited to the require-

ments of arrest and the protection of themselves and the community, the

contingencies of their occupation lead them to enlarge the area in which

violence maybe used."

Westleygs main point is that the conflicting demands made

upon the police are responsible for their emphasis on secrecy
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and their ydllingness to use any means in important arrests.

Westley's concern wa4 with the police as a professional group

and his observations dealt umixtly with adult criminals. The

discretion available to police in apprehending adult criminals

is even broader in the juvenile area .

laws provide for special treatment for juveniles. In

Califrnia, distinctions are made between dependent-neglected

children (Section 600 ol the Welfare and Institutions Code),

delinquency-prone children (Section 601) and delinquents

(Section 602). However, most young people who have committed

an offense are only misdemeanants. Police have tremendous

discretion in deciding when to initiate the process of juvenile

justice because of the delinquency-prone provision in our code.

Official agencies can intervene whenever they have cause to

believe that a child is in danger of leading a "lewd, immoral

or lascivious life." The same discretionary situation exists

in a modified form in the field of adult criminal activity.

As Goldstein states in an article published in the Yale Law

Journal la March, 1960:

Full enforcement is not a realistic expectation.
In addition to ambiguities in the definitions
of both substantive offenses and due process
boundaries, countless limitations and pressures
preclude the possibility of the police seeking

262-252 0-67-3
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Abstracted from Richard A. Cloward and Lloyd E. Ohlin, Delinquency and
Opportunity. The Free Press of Glencoe, Glencoe, Ill., 1960,
and Walter B. Miller, "Lower Class Culture as a Generating Milieu
of Gang Delinquency," Journal of Social Issues, Vol. XIV, No. 3,
(1958) DD. g-16. Reprinted by permission.

INTRODUCTION

Short, in his investigations, has indicated that delinquency

(fighting, thieving, gambling, sexual promiscuity, vandalism,

and the use of narcotics) is distributed throughout the DODD-

lation, and is not a peculiar product of lower-class culture.

Schwendinger reports the same conclusion in his study of Los

Angeles youth. However, statistics on delinquency show a high

proportion of lower-class youth. One explanation is that middle-

and upper-class People have the resources for handling the problems

of their youngster's delinquencies Informally whereas lower-

class people do not. Whatever the cause, agencies of

juvenile justice deal largely with lower-income youth:

The selection from Cloward and Ohlin and the selection

from Miller assume, however, that official statistics sub-

stantially reflect the real situation. They proceed to

exolain why lay bra.aking is more common In ane part of the

social structure thatn another. Their explanations are more

suggestive than PrescriPtive and are included to give some
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perspective to police, probation and court workers, the bulk

of whose clients are lower class.

:LIU; SOCIAL SOURCES OF DELINQUENCY

Richard A. Cloward and Lloyd E. Ohlin explain why lower class

youngsters are overrepresented In official statistics. They point out

that most Americans accept the general value of economic success. This

value is transmitted. through the schools, in our families, in our litera-

ture and in our mass commnnications. A number of opinion polls taken on

samples of our population substantiate the point that economic success is a

generally shared value in our society. While we place great emphasis on

success, we do not place an equivalent emphasis on the means for attaining itmost

people hold to the goal of economic success without ever beilig able to attain

it in legitimate ways. The pressure to engage In disapproved behavior becomes

very great if one does not have the resources to achieve the value in any

other way. This is the situation lower-class youth find themselves in--

enjoined to succeed yet with limited. access to the means of success. The

primary means of success in an industrial society 'Ikea ours is education. aut

economic necessity requires early employment so many working clasp youth do

not or cannot orient themselves to higher education. In the face of this

objective situation of disadvantage, the only legal avenues open to lower-
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class youth are entertainment, sports, or success through the political ma-

chine. The illegal avenues open to attain economic success are criminal ones.

And a large number of lower-class juveniles take the illegal route and end up

as clients of our agencies of juvenile justice.

Miller's explanation of lower-class delinquency is somewhat dif-

ferent. He does not ascribe lower-class misbehavior to thwarted andbitions or

a desire for economic success which cannot be realized. He sees lower-class

culture as a way of life, an outlook separate from the predominant middle-

class one. Lower-class youth are likely to come into conflict with the law

because of their exaggerated attachment to some of the values or focal concerns

which make this subculture distinctive.

The "focal concerns," values, or preoccupations which characterize

the lower class and which predispose its meMbers to law-violating behavior are

defined by Miller as follows:

"rrouble: Concern over "trouble" is a dominant feature of lower-

class culture. . . -"Trouble" In one of its aspects represents a situation or

a kind of behavior which results in unwelcome or complicating involvement with

official authorities or agencies of middle-class society. . . For men,

"trouble" frequently involves fighting or sexual adventures while drinking;

for women, sexual involvement with disadvantageous consequences. Mcpressed de-

sire to avoid behavior which violates moral or legal norms is often based less

on an explicit commitment to "official" moral or legal standards thmn on a
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desire to avoid "getting into trouble", e.g., the complicating consequences

of the action . .

Toughness: The corcept of "toughness'' in lower-class culture rep-

resents a compound combination of qualities or itates. Among its most im-

portant components are physical prowess, evidenced both by demonstrated pos-

session of strength and endurance and athletic skill; "masculinity," symbolized

by a distinctive complex of acts and avoidance (bodily tattooing; absence of

sentimentality; non-concern with "art", "literature," conceptualization of

women as conquest objects, etc); and bravery in the face of physical threat.

The model for the "tough guy" -- hard, fearless, undemonstrative, skilled in

physical combat -- is represented by the movie gangster of the thirties, the

"private eye," and the movie cowboy .

Smartness: "Smartness" . . . involves the capacity to outsmart,

outfox, outwit, dupe, "take", "con" another or others, and the concomitant

capacity to avoid being outwitted, "taken," or duped oneself. In its essence,

smartness involves the capacity to achieve a valued entity -- material goods,

personal status -- through a maximum use of mental agility and a minimum use

of physical effort. .

Ekcitement: For many lower-class individuals the rhythm of life

fluctuates between periods of relatively routine or repetitive activity and

sought situations of great emotional stimulation. Ehny of the most characteris-

tic features of lower-class life are related to the search for excitement or
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"thrill." Involved here are the highly prevalent use of alcohol by both

sexes and the widespread use of gambling of all kinds . . . . The quest for

excitement finds what is perhaps its most vivid expression in the . . . re-

current "night on the town," . . . a patterned set of activities in which al-

cohol, music, and sexual adventuring are major components.

Fate: Related to the quest for excitement is the concern with fate,

fortune, or luck. Here also a distinction is made between two states -- being

"lucky" or "in ludk," and being unlucky or jinxed. Many lawer-class individuals

feel that their lives are subject to a set of forces over which they have

relatively little control. These are not equated directly with the super-

natural forces of formally organized religion, but relate more to a concept of

"destiny," or man as a pawn of magical powers. Not infrequently this often

implicit world view is associated with a conception of the ultimate *utility

of directed effort toward a goal . .

Autonomy: The extent and nature of control over the behavior of the

individual -- an important concern in most cultares -- has a special signifi-

cance and is distin_tively natterned in lawer-class culture . . . . On the

overt level there is a strong and frequently expressed resentilient of the idea

of external controls, restrictions on behavior, and unjust or coercive

authority . . . Actual patterns of behavior, however, reveal a marked dis-

crepancy between expressed sentiment and what is covertly valued. Mhny lower-

class people appear to seek out highly restrictive social environments wherein
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stringent external controls are maintained over their behavior . . . . Lower-

class patients in mental hospitals will exercise considerable ingenuity to

insure continued commitment while voicing the desire to get out; delinquent

boys will frequently "run" from a correctional institution to activate efforts

to return them; to be caught and returned means that one is cared for -

Focal concerns of the male adolescent corner group are those of the

general cultural milieu in which it functions. The relative weighting and

importance of these concerns pattern somewhat different/y for ado/escents than

for adults. The nature of this patterning centers around two additional "con-

cerns" of particular importance to this group -- concern with "belonging",

and with "status" . . achieved via cited concern areas of Toughness, etc.

Belonging: Since the corner group fUlfills essential fUnctions for

the individual, beingamember in good standing of the group is of vital impor-

tance for its members. . . . One achieves "belongilme primarily by demonstra-

ting knowledge of and a determination to adhere to the systen of standards and

valued qualities defined by the group. One maintains membership by acting in

conformity with valued aspects of Toughness, Smartness, Autonomy,etc . . .

Status: In general, "Status" is achieved and. maintained by demon-

strated possession of the valued qualities of lower-class culture . . . . The

concern with "status" is manifested in a variety of ways. Intragroup status

is a continued concern and is derived and tested constantly by means of a set

of status-ranking activities; the .iUtragroup "pecking order" is constantly

at issue. . . .
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The concern over status in the adolescent corner group imvolves

in particular the component of "adultness," the intense desire to be seen

as "grown up," and a corresponding aversion to "kid stuff". . . .

Concern over status is also manifested in reference to other street

corner groups. The term "rep" used in this regard . . . refers to the "tough-

ness" of the corner group as a whole relative to that of other groups."

SIMMARY

Miller's thesis may be reduced to three main proposi-

tions: (1) The way of life of the lowest social level of

our society embodies certain distinctive values. (2) These

deviate in varying degrees fram the middle-class values which

undergird the legal code. (3) As a result, behavior which

is in conformity with certain lover-class values may auto-

matically result in violation of the law. In other words,

important practices of the lower-class way of lite as such

involve a high potential for law violation, since they run

counter to behavioral norms that prevail in other sectors

of the society.
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Miller's injunction to us is to understand the distinc-

tive set of values that the lower-class sub-subculture represents.

If we do, then our remedies for the youngsters who come to us

will be more relevant and effective.
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From Frank Riessmam, "Low Income Culture: The Strengths of the Poor,"

Journal of Marriage and the Family Vol. 26, No. 4, (November

1964) MD. 417-421. Reprinted by permission.

INTRODUCTION

There is much official concern about the character of

the juvenile delinquent's family life. Police dispositions

are often made in terms of the family's ability to supervise

the child, as are Probation and court decisions.

Riessmah suggests some of the positive features of a

type of famil,y that is increasingly becoming part of our urban

scene. Awareness of these positive features can aid in our

work with the children coming from extended families

The strengths of the poor arise out of their efforts at coping

with an essentially negative environment. These coping efforts may in

some cases lead to new difficulties, but it is important to view the

behavior in terms of what the disadvantaged are trying to do rather than

the more typical one-sided emphasis on their failures and pathology. Nor

should these efforts be compared to standard middle-class behaviors as though

these were likely alternatives for the moor.
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For example, the so-called broken family that presumably produces

child neglect, disorganizatton, lack of male identification figures for the

boys, etc., deserves re-examination as a female-based extended family structure.

Careful examination shows that economic (and related historical) factors

have produced a situation in which Job stability and security has been far

less available for the Negro male than for the female. This Provides a threat

to the traditional patriarchal family pattern. If nothing were done in face

of this threat, disorganization, anarcky, and the disintegration of family

2ife would eventuate. But among the Negro poor, anew fami/y pattern evolved

to meet this environmental threat: namely, the femalebased, extended

family structure where the mother, grandmother, aunts, and other members

of the larger family band together to share the responsibilities of homy

management, child-reating, and earning a living.

Actually, this family frequently evidences considerable inter-

dependence, organizabion, and stability. But it also has many strainsland

pressures constantly invading it, and sometimes these pressures produce

pathology (drug addiction, violence, delinquency, and the like). Most likely,

this pathology erupts when the coping efforts embodied in the normative family

pattern are not operative--when the family is really smashed.

The extended matriarchal family, functioning in the circumstances

described, represents an important asset of the Negro Poor. This is not to

say that this ts a "good" family pattern, one to be strtven for in the long

development of history, Quite the reverse: as poverty disappears, this

Igo
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family form will undoubtedly fall away to be replaced by more Patriarchal

and equalitarian structures. But this should not Prevent the Perception

that under sPecial undesirable environmental conditions, the female-led, ex-

tended family is a powerfUl coping device for dealing with the problems of

the Poor.

Poverty produces uneven effects. In Part, it produces strengths, some

of which are glamorized add idealized by anti-middle-class Proponents of the

noble savage myth. The strengths themselves are uneven and complex; often

they are the reverse side of weaknesses. Thus the positive features found in

the Peer culture and the greater sibling interaction may arise from the

limited time available to the Parents in large families; the greater freedom

fram intellectualization may stem fram less access to intellectual occupations;

the less prestige-centered, competitive, individualistic ethos mey be derived

from removal from the more individualistic Professional occupations and

preparatory educational structures; the proclivity for independence and self-

education (noted by some Nbntessorians) and the maturity of the children

may be, to some extent, related to the fact that the poor are less educated

by parents and teachers and hence are forced to develop th-Nir own resources

at an early age; the greater receptivity to therapeutic techniques based an

suggestion and authority is probably the other side of their more apthoritarian

training and traditionalistic world view.
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Some of these strengths reflect the fragment of truth in the nable

savage argument. It is in Part true that being deprived of the basic goods

of middle-class life also brings "deprivation" from some negative aspects of

this life, such as the rat race.

Comparison with the middle class is dangerous because the poor and

the middle class face very different problems, and a middle-class yardstick

generally should not be employed in appraising the characteristics of the

disadvantaged. But it is necessary to recognize in analyzing the origins of

the strengths of the poor that one of the sources is removal from some of the

more harmful conditions of the life of the"haves." This argument only becomes

spurious if one then attempts an over-all comparison of the classes.

The positives of the poor are not to be viewed in an abstract, idealistic

fashion, as though they repr,sented some ultimate qualities to be aspired

to by man. To repeat, frequently their strengths are partial, interwoven

with weaknesses, transitory reflections of the situation of the Poor.

A great many Positive dimensions of the culture and style of the

pJor are discussed more fully in the author's book, The CulturaTly Deprived

Child (New York: HarPer, 1962): the cocmerativeness and mutual aid that

mark the extended family; the avoidance of the strain accompanying competitiveness

a-ld individualism; the equalitarianism, informality, and humor; the freedom

'from self-blame and parental overprotection; the children's enjoyment of each

other's company and lessened sibling rivalry; the security found'iz the extended
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family. . ./Straditional outlook; the enjoyment of music, games, sports,

and cards; the ability to express anger; the freedom from being word-bound;

and, finally, the physical style involved in learning:7

SUMMARY

The family, if worked with Properly (and not blamed for

its children's actions), can perhaps play a powerful role

in combating juvenile delincuency. Thus, strong efforts

should be made to enlist the aid of members of the extended

family. Juvenile delinquency is often explained, in an over-

simplified manner, as resulting from broken families and in-

sufficient love and attention. If we recognize the role of

the larger family, we cannot accept this exPlanation quite

so readily.
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Second Setting

The Probation Office, the next day; a discussion of

recommended dispositions to the Court.

Characters

Herb Brownlow Supervising Probation
Officer

Bud HaleY Probation Officer

Ralph James Juvenile Offender

Mhtthew Johnson Juvenile Offender

4/5/45
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"Busy, Herb?"

"Well, little Buddy Haley, as I live and breathe! Come let kindly

old Uncle Herb wipe away the evil from your twisted, vicious lit-

tle soul."

"Yeah, Tom Bressler said you went to the Mhyor's Committee meeting

this morning. How did it go?"

"Eud, it was an Action Meeting of the Mayor's Emergency Committee

for the Immediate Suppression of Juvenile Crime. That's how it

went. You know this Mrs. Roach who owns the Roach Building down-

town? It seems some kid snatched her purse . . ."

"Yeah, that's the case I have here."

"I can't tell you how pleased I am to hear that, Bud."

"Tell me about the meeting. What's their pitch?"

"Well, Mrs. Roach heard that one of the kids involved in the purse-

snatch was released by the police on a Notice to Appear She went

to her church congregation and told them about it and tley're all

mad. These people are next to the apostles in this town, and we

can't ignore them. I don't blame her, really. It's a vicious thing

to bang little old ladies around, and steal from them. BUt these

people want the boys at hard labor for life, with public flagel-

lation. And they'd just as soon throw in the probation officer who

handles their case. Well, anyway, the Board of Supervisors and the

City Council will both release statements this afternoon questioning

the haudling of the case. The reporters should be in about thirty

or forty seconds later."

"I think we can make a good case, Herb. One of the boys, Matthew
Johnson, really belongs on probation, and I'm sure the reporters will

buy that when we talk to them.. Ralph James, the other boy, is off

to a pretty bad start. They might think we're making an example of

him, and that will ease the pressure. But I honestly can't make any

other recommendation. What do you think?"
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MATTHEW JOHNSON Court Report Part I Offense
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CONCEMING: MATTHEW JOHNSON, bora April 27, 1948, in Oalcland

California, (age 15 years, 4 months)

Father: Harold Johnson, 209 Washington Street

Osborne City, California

Mother: Mary Johnson, same address as father

Matthew appears in Court with both parents on a Notice to

Appear.

BEASON FOR HEARING:

Petition alleges robbery on September 20, 1963, through the

forcible taking of a purse from ifts. S. J. Roach, 560 Hawthorne

Avenue, without her consent, and subsequently carrying it away.

The contents therein were distributed between the culprits. The

victim went into a mild state of shock but suffered no bodily harm.

Ralph Janes appears jointly at the. hearing (16 years, 3 months)

FACTS CONCERNING ALLEGATION:

At approximately 8:15 p.m., the victim: Mrs. S. j. Roach,

was walking on Hawthorne Avenue near Dorset Street when she heard

a boy speak to her front beictind. She turned around and. was pudhed

off balance by a boy who grabbed her purse and fled. toward. Milton

Square. Mrs. Roadh started toward a nearby house to phone the

police when s.he saw a patrol car approadhing on Hawthorne. She

ran into the street and waved the patrol car to a stop.

At approximately. 8:20 p.m., Patrolman Matter saw a woman who

appeared to be hysterical waving at him from the middle of the

street. When he stopped the car to investigate, Mrs. Roadh

claimed. that she had just been robbed of her purse by a bcs, who

had. run toward Milton Square. The patrolman took the woman into

his car and drove down Hawthorne. He observed. two Negro boys about
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was a Negro.

Vhen Mbttar arproached the two boys, one (Ralph James) immed-

iately ran, while the other boy (Matthew Johnson) remained at the

side of the 4.,ar. Officer Mbttar gave Chase on foot and apprehen-

ded James. The boy was taken back to the petrol car where he was

very hostile to the officer, uttering streams of abusive language.

Officer Mbttar talked to both boys in the presence of Mrs. Roach.

It was determined that Ralph James actually committed the robbery

and, at the time, it appeared that Matthew-Johnson had no know-

ledge of the incident. Johnson was released while Jemes was

taken into custo4Y-

Ralph James was later interviewed. by Officer Mottar and ad-

mitted taking the purse. The boy also stated that Matthew

Johnson had in fact been involved in the present incident, and

also in a theft the night before.

Matthew Johnson was interviewed at his home in the presence

of his parents and admitted that he was involved with James. Both

parents were cooperative with the officer. Since Johnson had no

prior record of arrests, the officer felt it unnecessary to take

the youth into custody. He and his parents were given a Notice to

Appear in the Juvenile Court.

STATEMENT OF VICTIM:

/Mrs. S. J. Roach will testify that she left her home at

approximately 8:05 p.m. in order to pey her rent to the apartment

manager. She was suddenly knocked off balance by a boy who grabbed

her purse and ran. She will also testifY that she saw Ralph. James

discarding the articles from her purse in some shrubbery along
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Hawthorne Avenue. The purse contained. approximately $127.

STATEMENT OF WITNESSES:

Officer Brant Mottar (Badge No. 074) will testify that his

attention was attracted at approximately 8:20 p.m. by Mrs. Roach

who claimed she had been robbed of her rent money and. purse by a

boy who ran toward Milton Square. He chased. Ralph James on foot

and had to fire a warning shot in the air to stop the boy from

escaping custody. Officer ottar recovered a s=II. money purse

and wallet, together with a plastic purse and $127.50 from the

person of Ralph James.

MINOR'S STATEMENT:

Matthew admits committing the alleged offense. Although he

had. nothing to do with the actual taking of the purse, he parti-

cipated in the p1ATTn5ng of the offense and. in the disposal of the

stolen property. The minor also admits having been involved in

the robbery of a teenage boy the night before the present offense.

Johnson says that he, Ralph James, and several other boys

frequently play basketball at the playground of Rivault High School.

On September 20, several youths congregated. in the basketball

court and planned to commit several robberies. Status would. be

accorded. to the youth who stole the most money and. property during

the night. "Ralph and. me was to hit somebody for money. I stay-

ed at the fountain in Milton Square. Ralph.would meet me, and. we'd

see how much we jot, then it would be Ey turn to steal something.

I was sure scared but didn't want Ralph to know."

RECOMMENDATD3N REGARDING FINDING OF FACT:

It is respectfully recomended that the Court find, the

allegations of the petition to be true as alleged.
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MATTHEW JOHNSON Court -rt Part II Social

ADDITIONAL MISCX)NDUCr:

In addition to the above incident, Matthew relates the action

of the night of September 19, 1963 when he and Ralph James robbed

a teenage boy. In Blomvill.e, at approximately 11:00 p.m., he and.

James saw a boy walking down the street directly in front of them.

Ralph James said, "The one who gets the closest to the stud lets

him have it, and. we take what he's got on him." James then pro-

ceeded to knock the victim to the ground by hitting him In the

face, and Johnson took the boy's wallet, ring, and watch. This

property was recovered at the time Officer Mottar interviewed

Johnson in his home. Th owner, however, has not yet reported

'.:he robbery, and. the offense is presently under investigation by

the Blowille Police Department.

PREMUS HISTOPI:

No prior arrest record exists on Matthew Johnson nor has he

ever come to the attention of the probation authorities.

THE FAMII2C:

Matthew is the oldest child. of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Johnson.

The couple moved to Osborne City from Oakland, California, in 1961

after Mr. Johnson got a job in an Osborne City tanning factory.

Mr. Johnson works fifteen hours a day (from 10:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.)

and has only the weekends to spend with his family.

Mrs. Johnson is a housewife and spends inDst of her time

taking care of her home and. her three younger children: &OW

Johnson (la years, 9 months), Prieta Johnson (5 years, 4- months)

and. Roberta Johnson (5 months). The family lives in a four-room

apartment, deteriorated. on the outside but clean and meticulously

kept within. According to Mrs. Johnson, she has always lived
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happily with her husband. There has never been any trouble with

Matthew. She is unable to understand the meaning of Matthew';?

conduct since he has always been a "msdel child" in the home. Both

parents appear to be conscientious about their household and quite

concerned about Matthew's =expected behavior.

THE MINOR:

Matthew Johnson is a light-complesdoned, small-boned Negro

boy of neat appearance in which he takes pride. The boy appears

sby and withdrawn. But he speaks in deliberate phrases and is of

normal intelligence.
At Oakland High School, Matthew participated in outside acti-

vities and was a member of the Boys' Club and School Choir, but

he has had difficulty in adjusting to his new neighborhood and.

school. Much of his time is spent practicing the saxophone and he

hopes to have his own jazz band some dpv.

In the past year the boy has been restless and. troubled

because of his father, who rIEL-ely has time to spend with his son.

In the words of Matthew, "My old. man don't (0.e a dean about me

or anything I'm interested in, and Mom can't understand. what I got

to say, so it's no use talk:Lug to her either." Consequently, he

is forced to look for acceptance from the neighborhood groups.

These groups have played a major role in the boy's present --ouble

with the law.

The boy is quite concerned about his activities with Ralph

James, and only now has he realired the true aterrirs of his acts;

in the past he was really unable to comprehend. the possible results

of his acts. Since Matthew is passive, and dependent on other boys

for supy,ort, he looked upon the stronger and. more aggressive
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MATZHEil JOE1ZON Court Report Part II Social

personality of Ralph James with admiration and respect.

Psicancmcia, REPORT:
Environmental problems seem to be the focal concern with

Matthew. He is mentally and emotionally alert. The external

problems of lack of identification and misguidance should not

be hard to correct.

EVALUATION:

Matthew is not a threat to the conmunity when alone and. awaY

X`rom the influence of the deleterious environmental contacts in

his neighborhood. Re engages in much constructize activity and, is

capable of lmiding a productive life, but a greater degree of

self-confidence and independence needs to be instilled into him.

The conditions in his home are favorable. Both parents are

anxious to cooperate with the probation authorities for the benefit

of their boor. The father states that he will now devote more

time to his son's interests and spend weekends with him..

As the present offense is Matthew's oy involvement with the

lair, and since the boy's attitude is conducive to healthy activity,

it is felt that guidance in the home will bring about a satisfactory

change in his behavior. The offense is serious, but the act is an

expression of misg.L:Ldance and lack of identity on the part of the

boy rather than deliberate mal.tclous conduct.

RECOMENDATION FOR DISPOSITION:

It is resptrully recommended that Matthew Johnson be

declared a ward of the Juvenile Court to be supervised. in his

ova home under the care and. guidance of the probation officer.

ftr.
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"I think you're right, Bud. This is Johnson's first contact here,

and his case historY is Promising."

"It will matter whether the papers give him another chance or not."

"Well, if they know our reasoning, I don't see why not. Do you?"

"Maybes Seib- If it mere :ust Mts. Roach's outraged flodk, that'd

be one tame, but this is the fourteenth purse-snatdh this month.

Wel/, we'll just have to esphasize his tangential InNolvement. Here,

loOk at James' sodial history. Does it loOk like we're offering him

up for tbe Johnson kid?"
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CONCERNING: RALPH JAMES, born June 18, 1947 in Birmingham,

Alabama (age 16 years, 3 months)

Father: Samuel James, address unknown

Mother: Mandy James, 1706 Devon Street

Osborne City, California

Mother has actual custody of minor.

Ralph comes to Court from Juvenile Hall where he was detained

from the time of booking, 10:15 p.m. on September 20, 1963. During

the Detention Hearing, September 23,, 1963, 11:30 a.m., the Court

held, it to be an 'urgent necessity to detain the boy in Juvenile

Hall, both to protect the personal property of others and to

prevent the youth from fleeing the jurisdiction of the Court.

ADDITIONAL MISCONDUCT:

On September 19, 1963, at approximately 11:00 a.m., in

Blomirille, California, Ralph James and. Matthew Johnson knocked

down a teenage youth and took his wallet, watch, and ring. James

admits to having knocked, down the boy by "hitting in the mouth

with nzr fist." Johnson took the property, which vas later recover-

ed by Officer Mottar from the boy. Me owner, however, has not

reported the offense. The incident is under investigation by the

Bloimrille Police Department.

PREVIO1E HISTORY:

April 12, 1962--Comp1aint from Vice-Principal of Rivault High

School that Ralph James approached a classmate, Donald. Dickson,

with a knife and stated, "You little bastard., stay away from my

sister or cut your liver out some day." Case investigated.

by Officer Jack Fowler wbo interviewed both boys in the presence

of the Vice-Principal. James was given an Official Reprimand and
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released without referral at this time.

june 5, 1963Ralph James appeared in Court at this time

with five other boys on petition alleging auto theft of a 1955

Ford convertible. James and Samuel Walker were walking home after

a party When four other boys drove by in a stolen vehicle. James

and Walker, without knowledge that the car bad been stolen, jump-

ed into the car and aided the other four In the disposal of the

car in Blommille Bay. James was declared a Ward of the Court and

placed on probation under the care and supervision of the pro-

bation officer.

THE FAMILY:

Ralph is the oldest of six children. Mrs. James has been

married four mines. Her other children are Sonny Hanson (14),

Jeraldine Hanson (12 years, 4 months), Jackie Gray (11 years,

2 months), Jimmy Jacksom (8 years, 5 months) and Charles

Jackson (1 years, 9 months). The last two are the children of her

present husband whose whereabouts is unknown at this time. Mrs.

James lives alone with her six children and works nights, when

she has the time, as a cleaning woman. She is not helped

financially by any of her former husbands; the children are sup-

ported. by Aid to Reedy Children funds and County Welfare fUnds

in the amount of $350.00 per month.

Ralph has no knowledge of his father, who, according to Mrs.

James, still lives in Birmingham, Alabama. She separated from

Mr. James immediately after the birth of Ralph and came to

California, where she lived in Mainsville until moving to Osborne

City.

The maternal grandfather of the two youngest children, Charles
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and Jimmy, came to live with Mfrs. James in 1962 to assist in the

support of the family.

Ws. James does not express great concern about aalph's

activities. She is unaware of the rapid deterioration of his

attitude toward the community and school. Ws. James appears to

be mentally retarded and exhibits difficulty in the verbalization

of her thoughts.

She states that Ralph has not been attending school lately

and that the authorities at Rivault High School have contacted her

several times regarding Ralph's aggressive conduct toward fellow

classmates and his frequent truancy. Ws. James is concerned

about the type of boys Ralph has been seeing in the past six

months and asserts that several Lave been "in jail for years."

Since Ralph has been "running with this gang of thugs," he has

become increasingly difficult to control and frequently comes home

very late in the evening.

THE MINOR:

Ralph is a Negro boy of medi.um build. Re Is extremely ner-

vous and speaks in short, rapid phrases in a random, assertive

manner. The boy is extremely suspicious in nature and feels he

is always "picked on by teachers, cops, and everybody else." He

is hostile toward the community and is not afraid to express his

anger in streams of abusive and obscene language.

No medical history is available, but his physical condition

appears sound. However, he is reluctant to engage in athletics

for he thinks school sports are for the "finks" vho receive

priority in the eyes of teachers and coaches.

Since Ralph has little interest in school activities, most of
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his time is spent with other youths who feel similarly deprived.

The boy states that he likes to walk the streets at night and

thinlc, and he derives pleasure from participating in destructive

activities with a specific group in the community not unfamiliar

to the police. Some of these boys are white and Ralph appears to

be quit e concerned with being respected by white youths in his

neighborhood.

JUVENILE HALL REPORT:

Ralph was a continual problem in Juvenile Hall and had much

difficulty in conforming to the rules and regulations of the

detention facility. Repeated arguments with other youths, dis-

regard for the rights of others, and explosive outbursts of

aggressive behavior caused him to be isolated from the rest of

the group on two occasions.

SCHOOL REPORT:

Rivault High School, eleventh grade

Attendance* Poor (five truancies)

Behavior: Poor

Scholarship: "Low C" average

204 (C43-Prornia Development Scale, September 1959)

No excuse was given for three of the five truancies. The

mother did not respond to written notice thereof from the school.

The boy' s counselor reports that RalPh occasionfo iy disrupts

his classes by talking and. ridiculing his teachers. H:e requires

an excessive amount of attention from fellow classmates, and his

scholastic achievement is far below his ability.

PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORT:

A. report from the school psychologist states that Ralph' s
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intellectual efficiency is below normal but not due to any path-

ology in thinking. Emotional conflict and hyperactive behavior

have made it difficult for the boy to concentrate. He has a low

tension tolerance and is not able to control bis temper in situa-

tions of slight stress. As a result, he is inclined to act imr

pulsively and explosively.

Ralph suffers strong internal conflict caused partly by un-

resolved feelings toward his mother and partly by fears of rejec-

tion by his associates. The focal point of the boy's thoughts

rests on being "tough," strong and independent of adult pressure

to conform. His explosive temper and extreme sensitivity to the

values of his group associates prevent him from establishing a

satisfactory relationship with adults.

The home environment is deleterious and there is a lack of

male identification in thp home to impose constructive discipline.

Because the boy receives little guidance at home, he is forced to

seek support from his peer groups.

much. antisocial activity.

EVALUATION:

Ralph in= way appreciates or

These groups have engaged in

comprehends the nature and

seriousness of his offense, and he is in danger of leeding an idle,

delinquent life if proper action is not taken to help him gain

insight into his own. behavior and the meaning of his situation.

His record indicates a rapid decrease in emotional control, lack

of respect for the rights of others and complete disregard for

authority. The youth thiplc of his activities as pleasurable and

as bis only means of exoression. Long-term treatment is necessary

28 in order to redirect his attitudes and. behavior. Ralph is a
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menace to the community as long as he continues to lead. a misguided

and. =controlled. existence.
RECD24MENDATION FOR DISPOSITIGN:

It is respectfully recommended that Ralph James be declared

a Ward. of the State of California and. placed under the care and

supervision of the Youth Authority. .
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"It's almost impossible to individualize these kids when you have
to say the same things sbout so many of them."

"I don't know, Bud- The judge won't be anywhere near out of bounds
if he thinks we're trying tootake an example out of James. He'll
prObably raise the issue with you anyway."

Nhat would you have done?"

"Oh, I agree. It's the only possfble recommendation. When do you
go to court?"

"Tomorrow."

"Good luck."

"Thanks, Herb."
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ZISCUSSION

Several fortes influence this case.. Between 1950 and 1960, almost

two million rural Negroes replaced two million whites in the centers of our

large cities. This astonishing migration can be compared to the movement of

Fbr a discussion of the impact of

this migration - see the article by

Lohmaii_ti pp. 68-73.

population from EUrope to the United States early in the century. Like the

earlier immigrants, the Negro is confused and disorganized by urban life, and

his gradual assimilation repeats a familiar cycle. The newcomer is fiercely

loyal to old ways and tries to reconstruct the world he has left. Young

children are less fixed in their habits. In school they meet the larger comr-

munity, try to adapt to it, and rebel against the aging hand of the past.

The parents find the new-style youth beyond control by old methods. Delin-

quency and crime rates increase. The young, vho live in limbo bet-ieen present

and past, particularly value violent behavior.

This revolutionary change has another, less familiar, aspect.

Pressures, within and without the Negro communityphave created a Negro ide-

ology which is beginning to be expressed by militant spokesmen who have a

clear point of view, a strategy, and a set of Objectives. This ideology re-

flects a considerable amount of resentment. It is unimportant to our pur-

pose here to explain this phenomenon, even if it were possible. The point
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is that the Negro juvenile translates the feelings clustered about this

ideology into hostility and belligerence, and he finds in it justification

for socially unacceptable acts.

Although it has been yell established that delinquent behavior is

spread fairly evenly throughout the population, Negroes commit a dispropor.

tionate nuMber of the recorded delinquent acts. We are not concerned with

explaining why many delinquencies escape official attention; ye only point

out that you will probably deal vith a good many Negro youngsters. Each one

will be an individual manifestation of the powerfUl forces affecting American

society.

The pressure to conform is very great among juveniles, and especially

among minority groups. The Johnson boy yas not particularly interested in

stealing, but yhen his reputation among his friends vas put at stake by the

group's agreement to steal, he had no choice but to go along.

Violent offenses are serious in themselves and can inflame public

opinion. Thls was one such case. The woman vas old and fraillbut she was

well known and vas therefore able to call public attention to the case and

its IlArvil4ng by police and probation officials. Up to that point, the treat.

ment of the boys had not been affected by external pressures. Or had it?

Influence can also be brought to bear upon probation and police

departments by the press. Your department undoubtedly has a policy on press

releases, but in the long run it is best to be straightforward and to give
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the truth. A reporter can cause damage through ignorance as well as malice,

and if your department distorts stories, it may suffer from this. If you

try to conceal a story, a reporter will probably get it in the end, to your

pdblic eMbarrassment, and he may withdraw -he considerable help which he mould

otherwise give you.

A comparison of the structure of the boys' families is usefUl.

Johnson came from a nuclear family (typical of a second or third generation

northern Negro family); the children lived with both parents. The father

worked 15 hours a day to gain a reasonably comfortable life for his family;

his wife was a conscientious housewife and mother. She had never had any

trodble with her son and was shocked by his inVolvement in the crime. Like

many adults, including often police, probation officers and Judges, she had

no =inception of the great pressures for conformity, even for delinquency,

within adolescent society. Perhaps this is not surprising, since adults often

do not recognize the extent of their own conformity. Adult society announces

to itself, in flickering evening living rooms - "Drink Crankcaseoil" - and

in the morning drinks craukcaseoil:

For the prOblems that present them-
selves in "urbanise and people's
eh:mg-611g relationship with each other,

see pp.. 74-81..

Ralph James came from a typically matriarchal family. Mien passed

through the family, but bis mother vas permanently there. She had been married
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four times and the six children in the family had four different last names.

Like many in her position who have recently come from the South, she had to

work at night to add enough to Welfare funds to support the family. This

meant, of course, that she could not spend much time with her children, al-

though, as we have pointed out before, a matriarchal family puts out its

feelers and its roots very quickly when it settles in a neighborhood, and an

informal family of aunts, grandmothers,and cousins who look after the children

is spontaneously created.

It was reported in effect that Mrs. James gave insufficient time to

Ralph, failed to control his actions, and allowed him to run around in un-

desirable company. These statements are true if her behavior is compared with

tiva 'aehavior of the parents of most probation officers. When the probation

officer questioned her, she admitted her shortcomings as a parent, but probably

her admission meant only that she knew what was expected of her. In the terms

of her culture, she may well have thoughtthat She had given ample attention

to Ralph. Furthermore, Ralph's friends, who were "undesirable" to society

at large, were quite desirable friends in the urban Negro world.

The difference in the description of the two families in the court

reports requires some comment. How does a probation officer set about des-

cribing and evaluating a family" Ideally, in every case, he should visit the

home and interview the parents or relations closest to the child. Practically

speaking, this is impossible. The intake caseload is very heavy, most parents
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are not available except in the evenings, and sometimes when they come home

from work, they are not in the mood to answer questions. The result is that

information in many repoits is obtained by tel-6phonelby asking the parents to

come in for an interview, or by talking to the children. RemeMber that parents

who come in for an interview may lose money by taking half a day off. This

may damage the family finances and cause further deterioration in the relation-

ship of boy and parents.

If you are able to make home visits, make an appointment, at least

for the first visit. The house will probably be unnaturally orderly for your

visit; if you want to see the uncorseted home life, tell the family that you

will drop by again and then call without an appointment. Unfortunately, you

will seldom have time to make one home visit, much less two, and much of your

information will be secondhand. In this connection you yill sometimes be

bothered by neighbors who will give you good or bad advice about the boy or

his home. RemeMber that people who volunteer help may have dubious motives.

Information from these sources should be confirmed elsewhere.

The psychological report on Ralph James also shows a certain amount

of middle-class thinking. His activities are judged as if helere a child from

a white middle-clans home. "Emotional conflict and hyperactive behavior have

made it difficult for the boy to concentrate. He has a low tension tolerance

and is not able to control his temper in situations of slight stress. As a

result, he is inclined to act impulsively and explosively. Ralph suffers
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strong internal conflict caused partly by unresolved feelings toward his mother

and partly by fears of rejection by his associates." These statements may be

false. They may be statements of attitudes and behavior which are the norm in

the group from which Ralph.comes. Psychiatrists and psychologists who work in

our metropolitan kaleidoscopes should remember that behavior which is generally

considered abnormal in one group may be perfectly normal in another. This

complicates psychiatric reporting considerably, Perhaps in the future the

psychological report to the court will be accompanied by a sociological report,

but until then, beware of cultural bias.

For a review of the bias in testing
methods and interpretation of results,
see pp. 82-84.

The dispositions in these cases, which were amply justified by the

facts, differed widely for obvious reasons. Johnson came from a home which

the probation department and the court could understand and accept. As a rule,

the nuclear family can handle its children; if it begins to fail in its task,

society is designed to help it. But James came from a home which was strange,

unfamiliar Society has developed no way to support it when it weakens. In

the case of the Johnson boy, probation means family casework, but there are

no casework techniques designed for use with Ralph James' extended matriarchal

family. In view of these facts (which illuminate the state of our society and

its adaptive ability), the recommendation that Ralph James be placed under the
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care and supervision of the California Youth Authority was the only possible

one. In time we shall have to devise a probation caseload discipline and adopt

a professional outlook which can deal with different family and culture groups

in our society.

The new probation officer will often wonder whether to be thoroughly

objective and base his recommendation on the facts alone, or whether he should

attempt to influence the judge by slanting the facts toward a recommendation.

Should one soft-pedal the elements of a given case which argue for institutional

care and hammer on those which plead for prdbation? Or should one report with-

out distortion and trust that the judge will accept his recommendation? Training

manuals cannot untangle this knot. Only experience with courts and familiarity

with various habits of the judicial mind will help you toward an answer.

Occasionally, you will have to write a report which emphasizes the

things which you think need to be emphasized in order to reinforce a recommen-

dation which you intend to make. Judges seem to weigh reports from the psychia-

tric clinic a little more heavily than the prdbation officer's report; as a

result, some probation officers collaborate in the psychiatric clinic report

in an attempt to insure the acceptance of their recommendations. We do not

enataise this use of the clinic, but we know that it exists and that it may be

effective.

As an exercise, re-examine the ease histories of Ralph James and

Nhtthew Johnson to see how they differ, in their representation of two stages of

a subculture. Try also to look at the histories as if you were a member of the

subculture.
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From a speech given by J.D. Lohman before the Berkeley Unified School Dis-

trict Community Enlightenment Series on Youth, Fall 1962.

Reprinted by permission.

INTRODUCTION

Dean Lohman is concerned with the problems of increasing

population, especially the youth population. The changing

composition of our urban population has produced more "mouths"

than "hands"; the population pyramid is expanding at the top

and bottom. This has transformed the character of all social

relationships in the community. But more important is the

arrival of a new group of people to our cities, migrants from

other parts of the country, with limited experience in city

living. Dean Lohman explores some of the implications of

these changes.

num AND THE LAW

Let us examine the general social context within which the cm-

munity is changing. The changing community is producing a changing profile

of crime, a profile more dramatically different than most of us =maize. All

of us are familiar with the often reported fact that we are in the midst of a

great population crisis which threatens our traditional way of life,
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nationally, and, as well, within what were formerly called local communities.

This crisis will become increasingly severe before the 21st century is upon

us. The change in the population is something more than a mere increase in

numbers, for the change is uneven and results in disproportionate increases in

two sectors of the population. America today, paradoxically enough, is at

one and the same time becoming younger and older. The number of children in

the total population is increasing both absolutely and relatively; thanks to

antibiotics and improvenents in nedical technology, pdople are now liVing

longer. In the total
population,there are now more who are very young and more

who are old than there were a generation ago. This has produced striking changes

in human relations and a new set of social practices which temper the whole

because of the ascendancy of these two groups.

The increase in crimes committed by young people is more -than keeping

abreast of their increase in numbers. Without taking into consideration other

factors making for crime, there will be, due to the increase in numbers alone,

44 percent more crime in the next decade among the 15- to 19-year-

olds than at the present time, simply because the 15- to 19-year-olds

will have increased by that percentage. Youths in this age group commit more

than ))n3f of the serious crimes committed in the country today, but our in-

stitutional services have not been reorganized
correspondingly to take this

factor into account.
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The increase in population is acommpanied by a change in the dis-

tribution of the population. The metropolitan character of the San Francisco

Bay Area is a relatively new phenomenon. The relations of the separate, dis-

crete, independent, autonomous communities of the Bay Area in 1940 were very

different from the relations of the same communities today. The community

pattern of residence, business, worship, recreation, education, is a new one;

the distribution of the population is new.

In 1940, a little more than one-half of the population of the United

States lived in metropolitan communities. Today, a quarter of a century later,

two-thirds of the American population lives in metropolitan areas. Is this

a mere change in the place of residence? It is more. The population has been

sifted and sorted. People in equal numbers have not moved from the country

to the city, or from the central city to the peripheral sdburbs. In the pro-

cess, there has been a selection of some, an exclusion of others, and an emphasis

on special groups. The result has been the transformation of the ethnic and

racial composition of the urban communities of America.

We can see in the 12 major cities of the United States a develop-

ment which has bTought ypon us in one generation an,alnost total transfornation

of the character of human relations within those communities. The 12

largest cities of the country lost 2,000,000 of their white residents be-

tween 1950 and 1960. In that same 10-year period, the 2,000,000 whites were

replaced by almost 2,000,000-nonwhites. This has produced an extraordinary
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change in the character of the social relations of the metropolitan community;

the vay in which sectors of the population-relate to each other.is very dif-

ferent from the way in which they related in 1950.

One result is that the traditional
institutions of service and the

manner in which they function have been found wanting. These services, pro-

vided witnout consideration of the changed social situation, have created

stresses within the community of such proportions as to produce a chronic state

of tension and conflict. The demands of the new groups upon the traditional

services have increased, but there has been little corresponding change in the

institutional structure of service in the community.

As an example of the effect of the changing structure of the American

population, let us consider the relationships between consumers and producers.

Fbr every hundred of the population, who were producers in 1930, there were 70

who were consumers. In 1962, due to the increase in the numbers of the age

group at each end of the continuum, there are 92 consumers for every hundred

producers in the community. (Producers are defined as those between 20 and 64;

consumers are under 20 and over 64; the young and the old are consumers of socia/

service rather than producers of economic goods.)

On the yhole, this tendency is continuing, and it is likely that

by 1985 there will be more mouths than there will be hands. This is not a

cause for alarm, for there will be a sufficiency of the things which we re-

quire, if for no other reason than the technological advances of automation,
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but it does suggest to us enormous changes in the pattern of human relations.

Our inadequacies in facing up to the :requirements and needs of the

various groups have been reflected in the rates of delinquency and crime core

than in anything else. I have mentioned that,even if juvenile delinquency

rates vere to remain the same as they are today, the volume of juvenile delin-

quency among persons 15 to 19 would increase by 44 percent simply

because of the increase in the size of this age group alone. Observe this

change in terms of the 2,000,000 mentioned earlier - those vho are vtite

and those are are nonwhite - in the major cities of the United States.

SUMMARY

Lohman points out the effects of population change on

the delinquency problem. The increase in our youth popula-

tion alone would affect the rate of delinquency if nothing

else were to happen. Hovever, other changes have complicated

the situation and made the delinquency problem worse. In our

largest cities, 2,000,000 white residents have been re-

placed by 2,00C,000 nonwhite residents, unfaniliarvIth the

veys of the ety. Traditional community services have not

peen able to keep abreast of these changes and assimilate the

newcomers. Our cities have never had to assimilate so many
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migrants so fast as the greatest part of this change has

taken place within the lest 10 years Or 80. It poses 8 prdb-

lem of public order for our communitY. DelingnenOy rates are

highest in this new migrant group, as are unemployment rates,

and the numbers of those receiving welfare. This population

change has been one or the most far-reaching and revolutionary

changes in the history of the world. If the trend continues,

we can estimate that betveen 1960 and 1970, 40 to 50 percent

of the population of the 12 largest cities will be non-

uttte because of migration and higher birth rates.
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From an article by Louis Wirth in American Journal of Sociology,(Univeraity
of Chicago Press), Vol, XLIV, No. 1 (julY 193b), pp. 8-18. Re-

printed bY permissinau

WRODUCTION

Wirth does not limit urbanism to incorporated cities

or specific political boundaries. Be calls it a "way of

life." It is associated with population density and hetero-

geneity. Though the city Provides opportunities for a. varietY

of styles of life, it caa create problems for those residents

who are unfamiliar vith its vats and. vho have no settled tra-

ditions congenial to city living.

UE004141AS AWAY OP LIFE

"A of Urbanism"

n. . . The larger, '4* more densely populated, and the more hatero-

geneous a community, the more acoontlated the characteristics associated with

urbanism will be.

tion.

"Size of the u......._tinaAeigate"

"Large nuMbers . luvolve agxeater range of individual varia-

. . . the greater the nuOber of individuals participating in a process



of interaction, the greater is the potential differentiation between then.

The personal traits, the occupations, the cultural life, and the ideas of the

members of an urban community may, therefore, be expected to range between

more widely separated poles than those of rural innabitants.

"That such variations should give rise to the spatial segregation

of individuals according to eolorlethnic heritage, economic and social status,

tastes and preferences, may readily be inferred. The bonds of kinship, of

neighborliness, and the sentiments arising out of living together for generas

tions under a common folk tradition are likey to be absent or, at best,

relationay weak in an aggregate the members of which have such diverse origins

and backgrounds. Under such circumstances,competition and formal control

mechanisms fUrnish the substitutes for the bonds of solidarity that are relied

upon to hold a folk society together.

"Increase in the number of inhabitants of a commmiity beyond aft',

hundred limits the possibility of each meMber of the conmstUleykmcming all

the others personally. . . . The multiplication of persons in a state of inter-

action under conditions wbich make their contact as full personalities ims

possible produces that segmentalization of human relationships vhich has some-

times been seized upon by students of the mental life of the cities as an

explaztationfor the "schizoid" character of urban personality. . . .

"Characteristically, urbanites meet one another in highly segmental

roles. They are, to be sure, dependent upon more people for the satisfactions
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of their life-needs than are rural people and thus are associated with a

greater number of organized groups, but they are less dependent upon par-

ticular nersons, and their dependence upon others is confined to a highly

fractionalized aspect of the other's round of activity. . . . The contacts

of the city may indeed be face to face, but they axe nevertheless impersonal,

superficial, transitory, and segmental.

*Whereas, therefore, the individual gains, on the one hand, a certain

degree of emancipation or freedom from the personal and emotional controls of

intimate groups, he loses, on the other hand, the spontaneous self-expression,

the morale, and the sense of participation that comes with living in an inte-

grated society. This constitutes essentially the state of anomie or the

social void to which Durkheim alludes in attempting-to account for the various

forms of social disorganization in technological society. . . .

"Density"

. An increase in numbers when area is held constant (i.e.,

an increase in density) tends to produce differentiation and specialization,

since only in this way can the area support increased. numbers. Density tftus

reinforces the effect of numbers in diversifying men and their activities and

in increasing the complexity of the social structure.

"Oa the sdbjective side . . . the close physical contact of

numerous individuals necessarily produces a shift in the mediums through
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which we orient ourselves to the urban milieu, especially to our fellow-

men. Typically, our physical contacts are close but our social contacts are

distant. The urban world puts a premium on visual recognition. We see the

uniform which denotes the role of the functionaries, and are oblivious to the

personal eccentricities hidden behind the uniform . . . .

"We are exposed to glaring contrasts betueen splendor and squalor,

between riches and poverty, intelligence and ignorance, order and chaos. . .

Place of work tends to become dissociated from place of residence, for the

proximity of industrial and commercial establishments makes an area both

economically and socially undesirable for residential purposes.

Place and nature of work, income, racial andethnic charac-

teristicsIsocial status, custom, habit, taste, preference, and prejudice are

among the significant factors in accordance with which the urban population is

selected and distributed into more or less distinct settlements. . . . The

different parts of the city thus acquire specialized functions. Tne city

consequently comes to resemble a mosaic of social worlds in which the transi-

tion from one to the other is abrupt. . . .

"The close living together and working together of individuals who

have no sentimental and, emotional ties foster a spirit of competition, ag-

grandizement, and mutual exploitation. To counteract irresponsibility and

potential disorder, formal controls tend to be resorted to. . . . Frequent

close physical contact, coupled with great social distance, accentuates the

262-252 0-67-6
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reserve of unattached individuals towards one another and, unleas compensated

by other opportunities for response, gives rise to loneliness. . . . Nervous

tensions which derive from such personal frustrations are increased by the

rapid tempo and the complicated technology under which life in dense areas

must be lived.

"Heterogeneity"

"The social interaction among such a. variety of personality types

in the urban milieu tends to break down the rigidity of caste lines and to

complicate the class structure, and thus induces a more ramified and differen-

tiated framework of social stratification than is found in more integrated

societies. The heightened mobility of the individual, which brings him within

the range of stimulation by a great number of diverse individuals and subjects

him to fluctuating status in the differentiated social groups that compose

the social structure of the city, tends toward the acceptance of instability

and insecurity in the world at large as a norm. . . . No single group has the

undivided allegiance of the individual. . . . By virtue of his different in-

terests arising out of different aspects of social life, the individual ac-

quires membership in widely divergent groups, each of which functions only

with reference to a single segment of his personality. . . .

"Partly as a result of the physical footlooseness of the population

and partly as a result of their social mobility, the turnover in group membership
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generally is rapid. Place of residence, place and character of employment,

income and interests fluctuate, and the task of holding organizations together

and maintaining and promoting intimate and lasting acquaintanceships between the

members is difficult. This applies strikingly to the local areas within the

city into which persons become segregated more by virtue of differences in

race, language, income, and social status, than through choice or positive

attraction to people like themselves. . . . There is little opportunity for

the individual to obtain a conception of the city as a. whole or to survey his

place in the total scheme . . .
Individuals who are thus detached from the

organized bodies which integrate scciety comprise the fluid masses that make

collective behavior in the urban commun_ty so unpredictable and hence so

problematical.

"Although the city, through the recruitment of variant types to

perform its diverse tasks and the accentuation of their uniqueness through

competition and the premium upon eccentricity, novelty, efficient performance,

and inventiveness, produces a highly differentiated population, it also exer-

cises a leveling influence. Wherever large numbers of differently constituted

individuals congregate, the process of depersonalization also enters. . . .

Tndividuality under these circumstances mnst be replaced. by categories. When

large numbers have to make common use of facilities and institutions, an

arrangement must be made to adjust the facilities and institutions to the

needs of the average person rather than those of particular individuals.
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Similarly, the cultural institutions, such as the schools, the movies, the

radio and the newspapers, by virtue of thair mass clientele, must necessarily

operate as leveling influences. . . . If the individual would participate at

all in the sociall.political, and economic life of the city, he must sub-

ordinate some of his individuality to the demands of the larger community and

in that measure immerse himself in mass movement."

SUNIMARY

People with differing points of view who are in close

contact are likely tc come into conflict. These conflicts

can and do pose problems for the entire community, not merely

for agencies of law enforcement. Established communities

have a history of working out their problems -- a network of

social institutions which lessen conflict between people.

The change taking place today is introducing to our cities

newcomers whose experience is based on the bonds of kinship

or neighborliness in small towns or rural areas and on the

sentiments arising out of living together for generations under

a folk tradition. These bonds, which help to hold people to-

gather and to guide youth effortlessly to adulthood, are absent

or relatively weak in the city. Primary control which operated
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through the family and a close-knit local cccmunity is re-

placed by secondary controls operating through such agencies

as the school and the police. Wirthts article suggests some

of the negative features of urban life which seriously affect

people: impersonality, anonymity, and the disruption of pri-

mary controls.



Abstracted from Seymour B. Sarason in Criminal Law by Richard C. Connelly,

Joscoh Goldstein, and Richard D. Schwartz, Free Press of Glencoe, Inc.

New York, 1962. pp. 872-873. Reprinted by 'Permission.

INTRODUCTION

The I.Q. index has become a critical tool and is used

by many schools to separate children into different groupings.

When a youngster is assigned to a lower grouping by virtue of

his test scores, then chances are that his grades will reflect

the school's evaluation of him.

Cautious use of the intelligence test scores should as-

sure that official agencies interpret them only as part of a

general evaluation of the youngster.

"PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN MENTAL DEFICIENCY"

Intelligence tests, bazically, measure educational opportunity and

achievement. This has far reach.l.ng and distyrbing implications since

the possibility eadsts that these tests are only a measure of a restricted

range of problem-solving stimuli and intellectual activities. For many

children, partibilar4 those designated as mentally ret rded or slow learners

there is a possibility that these stimuli and activities, observed in a

f..
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test or school setting, are of a different level and/or kind from

those observed outside such settings. It is possible that the range

of cross-cultural differences may be found, though to a lesser degree,

within groups if a representative sampling of problem-solving behavior

was obtained. This is not to equate problem-solving with all intellectual

activity or thinking behavior. Rather it is stressed because it enables

us to make inferences about types and dharacteristics of thougbt processes.

It is equally Important to note that the problem-solving sitmation, as an

e2ample of motivated behavior, enables us to study relationships between

intellectual and personality variables. Practicing clinicians will

readily confirm that intelligence tests may be good indicators of

educational achievement and Door indicators of non-academic intellectual

activity.

SUMMARY

Sarason emphasizes the fact that intelligence tests

taD only certain kinds of Droblem-solving dbilities. Some

work has been done to develop "culture free" tests but without

a great deal of saccess since all tests must contain Droblems

which are relevant to particolar situations. And yet it is
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possible to develop a lower-class i.Q. test which the high

achieving middle-class student would fail.

Consequently, a low I.Q. and a DOOr school record may

only indicate the failure of the school to "reach" the young-

ster, whose intelligence lies in areas undervalued by the

school. It is important that tbe I.Q. be used only with full

awareness of its many lim:itations.
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Third Setting

Juvenile Court, the following day; a detention hearing.

Characters

The Judge Juvenile Court'

Herb Brownlaw Probation Officer

Mandy James Ralph's Mbther

Ralph James juvenile Offender
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CAL/FORM IN AND FOR TEE COUNTY OF HOWARD

In the Matter of
Ralph james

IN SESSION AS A JUVENILE COURT

)

)

)

)

)

Age 16 Birthdate 411014T )

)

Address .1706.PVT9U.5t#,.(209r4c.gttr )

No. .9449 III

SUPPLEMENTAL PEMETEON

I, the undersigned petitioner, say on information and belief:

(1) The person named in the dbove caption ishcilmk a ward of-the
dbove entitled Court.

(2) The previous orders of this Court have not been effective in the
rehabilitation of the dbove named person, in that: he /ast appeared
before this Court on june 5, 1963, =dyes placed under the care and super-
vision of the Probation Officer; this order is still in full force and effect;

That he is a person described by Section 602 of the Welfare and
Institutions Code in that on or about September 20, 1963, he did wilfully
and. unlawfully take a purse and. contents, said property being the property
of and, in the possession of Mrs. S. J. Roach, 560 Hawtharne Avenue, Osborne
City, CalifoLnia, against said person's will and by means of force and fear,
there violating Section 211 of the Penal Code of California;

Father: Samuel James, wheredbouts unknown
Maher: Mandy James, 1736 Devon Street, Osborne Ctty, California

Taken into custody at 8:20 PM on September 20, 1963

The dbove named person is/112mm* detained. Bearing as to fUrther
detention is set for 1:30 PM on September 237 1963

Therefore, I request that the juvenile Court have a further hearing
on this matter.

Dated.Septetber.23,.196g.
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SUPER/OR CCURT OF ISE SULTE OF CALIFORNIA IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ECRARD

IN SESSION' AS A JUVENILE COURT

In the Matter of

Ralph James

16 years, 3 months

(Age Years)

Proceeding kio Case
=1

HECOMIMATTON FOR
ORDER OF DETEMION

The Probation Officer hereby recommends in connection with the

supplemental pe ation filed in the matter of the above named
person that an c.:.-der of detention of said person pending hearing be made
by this Court for the following reason:

) Said minor has violated an order of the Juvenile Court.

) Said minor has escaped from a commitment of the Juvenile Court.

) It is a matter of immediate and urgent necessity for the pro-
tection of said minor that said minor be detained.

x) It is a matter of immediate and urgent necessity for the pro-
tection of the person or property of another that said minor
be detained.

x) Said minor is likely to flee the jurisdiction of the Court.

The facts in justification of the recommendation for such holding
order in this matter are as follows:

Ralph was brought to Juvenile Hall by a police officer at 8:45 P14

on September 20, 1963. An Osborne City patrolman vas stopped on the street

by an hysterical roman claiming that she bad been robbed of her purse. The

patrolman drove the women around in his car. On Hawthorne they spotted two

boys fitting Mrs. Roach* s description. Mien approached by the officer Ralph
immediately ran while the other boy, Matthew Johnson, remained by the car.

After the officer apprehended him James was taken into the patrol car where

he was quite hostile.

The boy admits knocking this woman off balance and. grabbing her purse.

He also admits a robbegy the previous evening whiCh is currently being

investigated.

His previous history consists of: reprimand and. release following
a report from school officials that he had threatened a schoolmate with a
knife on April 12, 1962; declared a ward of the court and placed on pro-
bation as the result of the sustaining of a petition alleging auto theft,
June 5, 1963.
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The Judge signalled to Herb Brownlow that he was ready for the next
hearing, and Herb signalled to Bailiff Rank Williams *to open the court-
room door. Three teenage boys, two of them white and one Negro,
marched in, single file. A Juvenile Hall counselor brought up the
rear. The boys were seated in a raw of chairs slightly to the right
of the court desk. The counselor sat a few feet from them. Hadk
Williams thcn opened the courtroom door again and ushered two white
couples and a Negro woman into the courtroom. They were seated in
a raw of chairs about ten feet behind the boys.

Herb Brownlow picked up one of the three folders on his desk. "Boys,

answer when your name is called. Duncan David Karp?"

One of the white boys pat up his hand limply. "Here," he said.

"Are Duncan's parents present?" the probation officer asked glancing
at the row of adults. One of the white men put up his hand.

"I'm Duncan's father and this is his mother," he said in a firm
voice, motioning to the woman seated next to him

"W12.1iamGemther?" the probation officer went on-

"We 're here," the other-white man said. with vehemence. His wife
was clutching his arM. Wiliam said nothing.

"Ralph James?"

"Here", the Nwro boy said in a bored tone.

"And you're Nit's. James, Ralph's mother?" the probation officer asked.

"That's right Your Ronar," she said shyly.

Herb nodded to the Judge, who straightened up in his chair and
looked sternly at the bays. "Our purpose today is to determine



vhere you are going to stay until your hearings."

The Judge spoke loudly enough so the adults could hear him clearly.

"Between now and the dates of the hearings the probation officer will

complete his imireztigation of the circumstances of each of your cases.

If it is necessary, the probation officer may bring in witnesses

at the hearing to prove the allegations. Each of you can bring in

witnesses to testify on your behalf .If you or your parents want to

bring la any witnesses, you should give the names to the clerk of

the court or the probction officer and we will see that subpoenas are

issued. If there should be insufficient evidence at the hearing,

the petition will be dismissed in your case and that will be the

end of the matter. However, if the evidence shows that you have

violated the law as your petition alleges, we will have to deter-

mine what the best course of treatment for you should be.

"The purpose of the juvenile court is to help young boys like your-

selves to grow up into healthy, law-abiding citizens. The court

prefers that this growing up be done in the home, but the home may

not always be the best place for you. Sometimes an institution can

give you better training."

"Now, I assume you have all been informed that you are entitled

to have an attorney represent you. It is not necessary to have

one, but if you want one, it would be a good idea to contact one

as soon as possible. If you cannot afford one, the public defender

will represent you. If you are in detention, you can ask for your

probation officer to contact your attorney for you."

NOTE: As our readers know, the FOUR often con-

siders at the same hearing the cases of youths

involved in unrelated crimes. In this instance,

for the purpose of "setting the stage," three

youths have been introduced; for the sake of

brevity, only the case of Ralph James will be

considered. Readers are referred to Case IV for

the decisions made with regard to Duncan Harp

and Wil3lam Ganther, pp. 170-171.
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The Judge turned to the Negro youngster, Ralph James, who was
smirking at William Ganther sitting next to him.

"Ralph, and Mrs. James, do you understand the allegations?"

"Did Ralph say he did it?" Mrs. James asked.

"Ralph's report states that he admits taking the woman's purse,
James," the Judge answered patiently, "but we are here today

cinly to decide if Ralph will be detained pending this hearing."

"I understand, Your Honor," Mrs. James said.

The Judge looked at the recommendation for order of detention. He
signed the detention order and handed it to the clerk. 1Mrs. (Tames,"

he said, "Ralph is going to have to stay here until his hearing."

"All right, boys, you can get up naw," the bailiZf said. "Parents
will remain seated." The boys stood up and followed the counselor
out of the room in orderly single file. Then the parents left, all
talking at once.
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DISCUbb i. 4..)

The case of Ralph James is most assuredly an argument against

bail La juvenile court cases. He is clearly a threat to the community and

to himself. To release such a 'boy would be in invite disaster. (One of the

ironies is that if be were to be remanded to criminal court for prosecution,

he would become eligible for bail.) On the other hand, keeping him la Ju.-

venile Hall means that he may be detained in the same quarters with boys of

11 or 12. Moreover, older boys may "learn" from him, either as "buddies"

or as "victims."

Should a special effort be made to schedule early hearings for boys

like Ralph. James la order to determine quickly-whether they will be certified

to criminal court?



Fourth Setting

Juvenile Court, two weeks later; an adjudication hearing.

Characters

The Jud.ge Juvenile Court

Ben Lacey Board of Supervisors

Bud. Haley Probation Officer

Mr. and. Mrs. H. Johnson Matthew s Parents

Mandy- James Ralpht s Mother

Matthew Johnson Juvenile Offender

Ralph James Juvenile Offerd.er



The Judge usually arrived at his office at 8:30 A.M. This gave him
enough time before court commenced at 10 A.M. to dispose of his cor-
respondence, review the folders on the cases calendared for the day
and scan the New York Times and the local newspaper. On this morning,
the Judge was just reaching for the Osborne City Gazette when the
phone rang.

"Judge, this is Ben Lacey. How ya doing?"

"All rigiat, Ben. How's the public business operating?" Lacey wss
on the Board of Supervisors. His election Platform had been that
only a business man like himself could bring real efficiency to
county government. He wss on record as opposing the proposed salary
increases for the probation department.

"Well, if we all do our jobs, things will be all right," Lacey replied.

"A little bomb is going to explode any moment," the Judge said to
himself.

"Judge, I thougbt I'd remind you that the Finance Committee is holding
hearings on the salary increases for the probation department next
Thursday evening. We'd like to have you appear to answer sone ques-
tions."

"Might as well light the ftse," the Judge thougbt to himself. "Of
course, Ben, be glad to be there. Those raises are long overdue."

"Yes, well, we'll see, Judge. See you Thursday."

The Judge began to read the Gazette. Almost Immediately a boxed front
page story caugbt his eye. It wss about the hearing to be held in
the Judge's court that morning concerning two purse snatchers.
Ben Lacey wss quoted in the article as stating that something had
to be done about the young hoodlums who were roaming the streets of
the city and threatening the property and the physical safety of
law-abiding citizens. He was In favor of purse snatchers receiving
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severe punishments which would "make examples of thee

"So that's what was bothering old Ben," the Judge said to himself.

The long hand of the clock jumped forward. It was 10 o'clock. The

Judge straggled into his robe and headed for the courtroom..

In the courtroom, Matthew-Johnson sat in a crouched position in

his chair. His mother and father were with him. Mrs. James was

sitting with ber son, Ralph. The petitions had just been read by

the clerk. Bud Haley had informed the Judge that both boys were

prepared to admit their involvement.

The Judge turned to Ralph. "'Bow, tell me ezactly vlaat happened."

"I took a lady's purse," said Ralph looking at the ceiling.

"From what direction did you approach the 'woman, front or rear?"

"Behind," Ralph shrugged.

"Did. you say anything?"

He shrugged his shoulders again.

"Well, did you say anything?"

Ralph looked at the Judge. "I told her, tgimme the purse.'"

"Then what happened?"

"She turned. around and I shaved at her. I got the purse and took

off and this here cop shot at me."

"Did the woman, fall dovn when you shoved her?"

lgaYbe she did."
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"Did the policeman fire his gun when you were running away, right
after you took the purse?"

"I dunno, man, I mean Judge, maybe he shot at me later on."

The judge then turned to Matthew. "Matthew) vben Ralph went to
look far someone to steal from, did the two of you have &Ay idea
who it vas going to be?"

rah-uh." EMphasis on the first grunt. Matthew had his band in front
of his mouth. He was quite nervous.

"No?"

"Nope."

"All right. Did you at aAy time go out with Ralph to look for
someone to rob?"

"No, I was too scared. I welted by the fountain."

"Did. Ralph come beak after be left you?"

"ah-uh." EMphasis on the second grunt.

"No? Please put your band down. I can't hear you.

"No, I mean yeah. Ralph come back."

"What did. be say to you2"

"Be-asid we had to cut out."

"Cut out?"

"Yeah, we had. to cut out of there."

"Did be tell you why?"

"No."

clam.
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"Then what happened?"

"Well, we wws going down the street when this here cop car came
up and they said that we should stap. Ralph startel running and
the cops shot at him."

"Did. Ralph give you anything while you were going down the street?"

No

"Very well. Mr. Haley, would any of your witnesses testify any
differently?"

"No sir "

"All righ.t, gcing to sustain the allegations conomming Ralph
James, and dismiss the petition filed on behalf of Mtthew Johnson
for insufficient evidence."

"But, Your, Honor, the boy obviously con:spired. . ." Bud. Haley began

to protest.

"The petition doesn't allege conspiracy, and. the evidence does not
sustain the elements of conspiracy because there is no showing of
agreement-to participate in the particular robbery that was committed."

"What about the other theft he admits to?"

"That's not in issue here."

The Judge turned to the Johnson family-who were still seated.

"You can go nourl Mr. and Mrs. Johnson."

"You mean you ain't gonna& nothint to Matt, Your Honor?" ltr.

Jbhnson asked timorously.

"No, but Matthew had, better learn his lesson from this. He could
have been in very serious trouble."
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"We'll see that he behaves. Thark you," said Mr. Johnson. He

bowed slightly several times to the judge as he backed out of the

door after his wife and son.

The Judge turned back to Ralph who was drumming his fingers on the

side of his chair.

"Ralph, look at me."

Ralph grimaced, and looked at the judge.

"Ralph, what's bothering you?"

"That ***** *****

"We'll have none of that language here,"the judge cut in sharply.

"Well, the man shot his big gun at me. All I'd done is knodk a lady

down.

"rou could have killed her when you knodked her down. She should

be just as mad at you for what you did to her. The officer at least

vas doing his job."

Thresh." Ralph looked down at the floor.

"How do you even know the officer shot at you?"

"I heard a shot, man."

"The officer says he shot in the air."

"I don't know about that." Ral0h shrugged again.

"You should be thankful the officer took such pains not to shoot you."

Ralph said notting. The Judge turned to his mother. "Mrs. James,

how has Ralph been at home?"

Ws. James looked at the judge but didn't answer.
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"How does he treat yolr" he asked again.

"He gimme some back talk sometimes."

Iffow does he get along with his younger brothers and sisters?"

"Oh, he's fine with them. They look up to him."

"Ralph," the judge turned badk to the boy. "Do you know what the
prdbation officer recommends I do with you?"

Another shrug.

"Do you want to go to the Youth Authority?"

lffo."

"Do you think you're worth another chance?"

"I dunno if I am. Why don't everybody quit buggin' me?"

"Does your mother bug you?"

"Oh, she's O.K., I guess, but she picks on me too mudh."

"Ralph, you leave me no choice but to send you to the Youth Authority.
Right now you're too much of a threat to other people and yourse/f
to be sent home."

Bud Raley did not try to hide his audible sigh of relief.

Suddenly Ralph stood up, screaming a stream of four-letter words at
the judge. The Bailiff and the probation officer grabbed him and
dragged him out of the room. As Bud went past Ws. James, he tried
to reassure her. "He'll be all right. They'll teadh him how to
behave properly, and maybe he'll learn a trade."

She held her hands together tightly and looked vacantly at him.
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Though judges are aware of the shortcomings of both the classical

system of punishment used in the criminal court, and of the experiments vith

rehabilitation in the juvenile court, most judges feel the latter offers more

promise for eventually reducing crime and delinquency. Vbfortunately, a sdb-

stantial segment of the community still believes in punishment as the sole

deterrent. Consequently, it is very easy for those vho wit& to cater to the

ignorance of the general pUblic for their own personal gain (politicians de-

siring votes, newspaper editors desiring sales, administrators desiring a scape-

goat for their errors) to use the :uvenile court as a whipping boy for the

social prdblems which beset society. In this case, the politician implicitly

threatened to use his influence to deny adequate !tads to the prdhation depart,

ment if the case vere not settled the maybe vented. The judge vas put on the

spot, because improved performance in prdbation would be impossible vithout

decent pay. 1n fact, without improved performance the entire juvenile court

idea could be scuttled. Often judges hold their breath when they feel the

screws of extrajudicial pressure tightening on them. They may remove the more

difficult eases from juvenile court by certifying them to criminal court. This

could have been done in the case of Ralph James. At timessjudges vill permit

the allegations of the petition to be sustained even though the evidence is

flimsy, and then attempt to "protect" the boy by dispensing a "light" disposition
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such as probation. Each judge must examine his own conscience as to the best

course to pursue.

Some judges actively engage in community relations in a deliberate

effort to forestall the creation of extrajudicial pressures. Mhny judges are

appointed from the ranks of successful politicians and maintain a discreet

interest in le--;.7%) politics. For example, the Judge was aware of -ne political

position of Supervisor Lacey. Political sophistication on the part of the judge

is indispensable in maintaining the viability of the juvenile court and is one

of the most persuasive arguments against appointing only academic "experts" to

the juvenile bench.

Judges must also be aware of social realities. No matter how un-

prejudiced the judges, policemen, and probation officers maybe, ore of the

social facts of life is that certain minority groups, chiefly the Negroes, have

been treated in the past with gross unfairness and bias by white-controlled

authoritarian agencies. It is not surprising that Negroes regard these agen-

cies with suspicion, distrust and hostility. The personnel in these agencies

To better understand minority group
reaction to certain well Meaning social
institutions, see Tops. 109,112;

must be sympathetic and understanding of these feelings. Excessive humility,

ftmbling thankfulness,and superficial gaiety are some of the terbbniques Negroes

have developed through the years to ward off harsh treatment by vhites. Mr.
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Johnson's obsequious fawning before the judge is an example. It is diffi-

cult to overcome almost 350 years of history in a few minutes. Nevertheless,

thejudge was making a beginning. He treated the Negro adults with the same

respect accorded white parents. He made an dbvious effort to be fair to Mat-

thew and he accepted the fact that the James family was a viable one despite

the irregular marital status and lack of a dominant male in Ralph's home.

Equal treatment before the law, however, does not mean that violent

or antisocial behavior should be tolerated. Thus, the judge was correct in

not permitting Ralph James to "sound off" in the courtroom even though such

colorful language is common among certain lower-class Negro elements. The

judge, however, did not let the use of this language influence him against the

boy. Similarly, though violence is an acceptable method of solving disputes

and establishing status among lower-class Negro boys, the Judge took the only

step open to him to insure that Ralph's propensity toward uncontrolled violence

would not continue to be a threat to others in the community, white or black

Throughout the hearing the Judge made an earnest attempt to maxi-

mize communications. However, no matter how careful a judge is to conduct a

fair hearing, it is not always possible to overcome all of the shortcomings

inherent in the public confrontation of inarticulate and untrained people with

constituted authority. Despite the simplicity of the proceedings, Matthew's

parents did not seem to know that the Charges against their boy mere being dis-

missed. All too often judges fail to understand the limited level of comprehension
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of parents and youths concerning the progress of the hearing. Perhaps the

Judge should have made sure that the parents were aware of the import of the

testimony earlier in the hearing. Luckily, in this instance no obvious harm

resulted from his failure to do so.

On the other hand, the judge should not be mislead into thinking that

youths such as Ralph James are dull witted, simply because they speak a special

language made up of short sentence fragments and esoteric slang. Such youths

may be extremely intelligent and auite crafty. Those who have been court yards,

especially if they have been institutimuiz4 are often "con-wise." They

know the acceptable types of responses and offer them glibly. As a "red her-

ring" to divert attention from the allegations azainst them, they frequently

complain of mishandling and unnecessary force or provocation by law enforcement

officials. Ralph's answers to the Judge's questions perhaps indicated a

growing sophistication about how to act when in trouble. He underplayed the

offense by stating that he took a lady's purse. This sounds less serious than

saying that he grabbed the purse from a lady's hand. Moreover, he neglected

to comment directly on whether his victim had fallen down but placed consider-

able emphasis on the great injustice of being shot at.

That the Judge was aware of Ralph's sophistication can be inferred

from the wording of his questions. Instead of emphasizing the trez.tment

philosophy of the court the Judge stressed the authoritarian and punitive as-

pects. For example, the Judge asked Ralph, "Do you know what the probation

°facer recommends I do with you?" He could have asked, "Do you know what the

probation
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officer recommends I do to help you get straightened out?" The latter state-

ment implies that both the Judge and Ralph agree that Ralph's conduct needs

correcting.

Consider the followtrs exchange:

Judge: Do you want to do to the Youth Authority?

Ralph: Bo.

Judge: Do you think you're worth another chance'

Here the Judge has given up any pretense of suggesting that the

Youth Authority commitment is for treatment purposes and that Ralph's"chances"

may in fact be enhanced by such a commitment. EVen if the reality of a Youth

Authority commitment corresponded exactly to the theories under which it is

made (a highly debatable point) it would do no good to say this if Ralph did

not believe it. On the other hand, stressing the positive values of Youth

Authority training, as the probation officer did to Ralph's mother, makes more

sense since she may still have hopes that with the proper guidance Ralph will

"straighten out." Not only will such a gesture allay her feelings of alarm but

it may begin the process of eliciting her support in rehabilitative efforts.

Some authorities might say that the Judge provoked Ralph's emotional

outburst by his conduct of the hearing. This is probably so but it is not

determinative of whether the hearing was unsuccessful. The outburst may in

fact indicate that the Judge had "reached" Ralph. This may have been the first

step in overcoming Ralph's image of the juvenile court as a naive and unrealistic
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organization to be treated with boredom, impatience and contempt.

An issue which frequently arises in purse snatching cases is whetLer

tbe offense is robbery or theft. This question turns on whether "force" or

"fear" were used to.take the property. In most cases, robbery is not alleged

unless bodily harm has been inflicted or attempted, or the victim has been

threatened ylth a weapon or with words. In this case, the facts were not clear

in the probation report, but through dirv,.:t
examination, tbe Judge was able

to determine that*Relph used threatening words, and committed a violent act

which could have led to grave bodily harm Therefore, he sustained the rob-

bery allegations.

It is not enough, however, for the judge to be an astute legal

expert. He must also have a behavioral scientist's
comprehension of the ju-

venile adjudication process. In this case, a group of boys got together and in

a spirit of mutual braggadocio agreed to commit "robberies." This is not an

unusual occurrence and often nothtng r.omes of it. Legelly, the boys had en-

tered into a conspiracy and had broken the law. In practice, action is almost

never taken on such offenses because of (1) the practical problem of detection

and apprehension, (2) the technical problem that the testimony of co-consnirators

by itself is insufficient to establish the corpus delicti, and (3) the theo-

retical problem of how society will benefit from the adjudication of youngsters

who do not know themselves whether they are joking or serious.
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Often, however, the police are likely to investigate crines to dis-

cover whether youths are "implicated." AP in this ease, implication in the

conspiracy eaa come quite close to participation in the crime and the police

leave it to the discretion of the probation authorities to decide whether fur-

ther action should be taken. Many times youngsters such as Matthew Johnson

are screened out and never taken to court.

In this case, it was left up to the Judge to decide whether (1) Mat-

thew had actually participated in the purse snatch and (2) if he had not,

whether there was evidence of conspiracy to commit the robbery. The evidence

clearly indicated that Matthew was not implicated and the Judge did not feel

the evidence was sufficient for a conspiracy allegation. Matthew admitted

having robbed a boy the previous night but this offense was not in evidence,

and legally the Judge could not take notice of it.

Assuming the facts justified it, do you feel that a finding by the

Judge of jurisdiction over Matthew would increase or decrease the probability

that Matthew will engage in future delinquent acts?

In answering this question, would the following factors influence

you one way or another:

1) Matthew's home situation?

2) The quality of the probation department's supervision services?

3) The compiling of a juvenile court record?
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In connection with the last question, consider how Matthew is likely

to be regarded by his teachers and the parents of his nondelinquent friends

once it becomes known that he is a ward of the court. One of the unfortunate

results of a wardship may be to limit Matthew to associations only with others

who have been similarly stigmatized. His participazion in activities with

such associates will probably result in his apprehension once again by the

police and then a repeat adjudication and disposition by the court. EVentually,

as in Relph's case, the court may be forced to send Matthew to a custodial

Institution where he will be thrust into an environment which demands that he

adopt the values of his fellow "delinquents" as the price of survival. Soon

he may come to see law enforcement personnel as "them" and delinquents and

criminals as "us." His"education" as a criminal would then be complete.

Because of the possfble undesirable consequences of labelling a boy

as a ward of the court, some judges refrain from taking aay action even after a

finding has been made. Others resort to the procedure of probation without

wardship when they feel some attention from a probation officer would be de-

sirable. 3Ven though there are many potential -.ngers in custodial commitment,

the judge has little choice in some cases because of the youth's threat to the

community. It is clear that this was such a case, but it is not clear why

Ralph James was not committed to a county camp instead-of to CYA. The probation

report should have considered this alternative. County camps are usually not

equipped to handle psychological problems, especially those requiring extensive
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confinement. Howeverlthe probation report vas abbivalent on this point: it

implied that Ralph had emotional prOblems and therefore needed long-term treat-

ment, yet it specifieally stated that there vas no "patholtly in thinking" and

that treatment should be devoted to redirecting his attitudes.

Do you feel that commitment to a camp rather than to a CYA would

have n more likely to assure that Ralph would not recidivate? In answering

this question, which of the following factors would influence you one way or

another?

1) The likely difference between waiting periods in Juvenile Ball

for boys committed to camp or CYA?

2) The like4 differences Sn length of time boys committed to camps

or CYA will be confined?

3) The existence of specialized facilities at CYA, such as psychia-

tric aid and opportunities to learn a trade?

4) The fact that the community regards a CYA commitment as a more

"severe punishuent" than confinement in a county camp?

DO you thidk the Judge should have presented the CYA commitment as

being essentially for custodial purposes?

Should the prObation officer have explained to the mother the purpose

of a CYA commitment?
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From John P. Spiegel in Jules H. Masserman, MD. (ed.), Individual and Familial
Dynamics, New York: Grune & Stratton, Inc., 1959. pp. 161-175.
Reprinted by permission.

INTRODUCTION

2he community at large finds it difficult to understand

that the values espoused by low-income families are legitimate

ones. If we view such families' strategiBs for survival and

their problem-solving devices as appropriate for the set of

circumstances in which they find themselves, then our own re-

lationship to them as professionals requires re-examination.

Spiegel, a psychiatrist who has had considerable experience

with lower-class Irish clients, suggests what this might mean

in terms of our methods of operation.

"SOME CULTURAL ASPECTS OF TRANSFERENCE
AND COMTERTRANSFERENCE"

"In recent decades, the cultural anthropologists have brought to

everyone's attention the extraordinary variety in patterns of living and in

basic values throughout the world. As Florence Kluckhohn has stated, continuous

cross-cultmcal research has demonstrated that although people everywhere face

much the same proWems and choices between alternatives, they do not find the

same solutions for them. Moreover, it has been shown that the cultural value
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orientations guiding these solutions are not superficial, nor are they present

in conscious awareness. On the contrary, although they pervade every area of

thought and activity, they can usually be formulated only in the most frag-

mentary fashion, if at all. They thus represent an example of a phenomenon

which has recently been called 'behavior without awarenessr. . . .

[As Florence Kluckhohn has said], Three major assumptions underlie

both the classification system of value orientations and the theory of varia-

tion in value orientations. First, it is assumed that there is a limited

number of common human problems for which ell peoples at all times must find

some solution. . . . The second assumption, then, is that while there is

variability in solutions of all the problems, it is neither limitless nor ran-

dom but is definitel within a rai e of _ossible solutions. The third assump-

tion. . . is that all variants of all solutions are in varying degrees present

in all societies at all times. Thus, every society has, in addition to its

dominant profile of value orientations, numerous variant or substitute profiles.

[The psychologist working with a family in difficulties or with

one child in a family setting brings with him a set of values derived from

American middle-class orientations. He has a neutral attitude toward good and

evil; he believes man can attain mastery over nature; he accepts the predomi-

nant emphasis on the future, though he uses the past, (e.g., reconstruction of

early childhood) to point to it; he believes in the importance of doing and

performance, and in individualism. The psychologist, the case worker and the
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therapist define reality in terms of these values, but the reality that their

clients are adjusting to mmy be quite different.]

"For purposes of illustration [how would] a father in one of our

(lower-income] Irish-American families. . . perceive the 'reality' of the be-

havior which the therapist expects of him? He is expected to tell everything

he knows about himself. Mut his training is that one does not tell intimate

details about oneself, even to family or friends, much less a total stranger.

If the details are shameful or guilt-ridden, one doesn't evn admit such things

to oneself. They are too suffused with evil, and there are only two mays to

handle such things. Either deny their existence, or confess them to a properly

constituted authority such as a priest. . . .

"But, one might well ask, how about the 'benevolent neutrality?'

Won't this neutral attitude help to counteract the fear of sinfulness and its

associated hostility to the sinner? Unfortunately, the answer is again no.

In the perceptions of the [lower-class] Iridh-American patient, such an atti-

tude is hypocritical. It smacks of the benevolence of the upper classes toward

the 'deserving poor.' It signifies merely that one's real feelings remain un-

declared behind a condealing: mask of condescension. Hiding one's real feelings

is a familiar affair, and, according to his experience, is inevitably followed

by brutal frahkness when it is least expected. So thisIneutralityl is merely

a. Latter of waiting for the axe to fall.
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The premises upon which Spiegel's investigation vas made

are perhaps too complex to be summarized so briefly. What he

does suggest, hovever, is that mapcultures do exist in our

society and that our methods of working with people within

these subcultures must be reformulated to suit their needs and

orientation. If this reformulation does not occur, we find

ourselves trying to transforn lower-class clients into middle-

class ones without changing the fUndamental conditions ftom

vhich their values spring. Thus we complicate the problem

rather than help in its solution.

In an effort to deal with the problem, Spiegel has developed

some striking modifiCations in the traditional setting of PsYcho-

therapy. The therapists at times attended family celebrations,

accompanied the father to his place of vork and conducted thera-

peutic interviews in this setting, as well as in trucks, bars,

and other unusual places.
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CASES=

Joyriding, Possession of Liquor, No Operator's License.

First Setting

Police Station, later the same evening: The desk

sergeant is discussing the arrest of five jv/eniles with

the officer in relation to a reported auto tneft.

Sgt. Mike iZ=ats

V.B. O'Rourke

D.T. Thornton

William Ganther

Duncan Karp

John Carter

Bonnie Ward

Hilary Peterson

Characters

Juvenile Bureau

Arresting Officer

Complainant

Juvenile Offender

Juvenile Offender

Juvenile Offender

Juvenile Offender

Juvenile Offender'
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Officer O'Rourke had just come in with five youngsters, all about

16 and all scared and sheepish.

"I caught these
youngsters in a stolen car with a bottle of bour-

bon, Sorge. What should I do with them?"

"Let's see the Contact Report. You make out an Offense Report too?"

"Here it is. And here are the Contact Reports. I haven't made out

Processing Reports yet. They haven't given much trouble. I think

we could probably reprimand some of them."

"I'll take a lodk at the reports."
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Notification of
Osborne City -

OFFENSE REPORT

to Division !!v;AFfrim
$ 5 .. ii.

Y ^-44-44-4----4

&ward County
Copy

OFFENSE REPORT

OFFENSE NO.
10085

DATE REFORM
20 Sept. 1963

TIME REPORTED
9:15 PM

TAKEN BY
Smith

LEVISION NO. DATE REFERRED
20 Sept. 1963

TII4E REFERRED
1 9:20 PM

TALN BY
Smith

ORIGIN OF REROgN
Patrol call in

NAME
1 K.B. O'Rourke

ADDRESS
1039

PHONE

REPORT
C611 in Patrol (O'Rourke #039). Stopped 5

juveniles. Given go ahead to act.

REZATED OFFENSE
REPORTS

ACTION TAXEN

DIVISION
Juv.

DATE
20 Sept. 1963

ME
9:15 PM

KEN,BY
K.B.. O'Rour,

'SUSPECT-
William Ganther
Duncan Karp
John Carter
Bonnie Ward
Hilary Peterson

ALWESS
348 Astoria Drive
635 Pine Street
630 Beech Street
637 Sycamore
740 Beech Street

PHONE
CL 2-1640
CL 4-4992
None
CL 4-4040
CL 4-1978

PROCESS REPORT NO.

N S

D.T. Thornton

, sI6Eic.

621 Pine Street

PHONE

CL 4-1121

OCCUPATION

IMPORT
Stopped car with five juveniles (above). Unopened bottle of liquor:

no valid op. lic. Juveniles admittei stealing car. Had, board coil

reg. owner who identifiLk. car (description) and said. he would pirk

it up. Took juveniles to JUv. Bur. Thornton to meet us there.

DISPOSITION DATE TIME I MADE BY
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1 CITATION
, NOTICE TO APPEAR
1 TRAFFIC CITATION

I

1

14---75 Del. to Juv. Div.v I Juv. Hall/OR & R

I.

JUVENILE CONTACT REPORT i

Osborne City Police Department '
NAME

.

j0Le_..e .1.4.2/P7 /152"1-, et . _.. . . . . i

ADDRESS
i
, PHONE
; cc_ 4 / .2VY.21
,

DATE OE" BIFMHI STATE 1SOC IRACE

.54 1414.4e 1,447 vo
AGEIHZIGETIEIGET1WE i.ti! CQI4
/5-15,,dvi /es 1

Station gUtrACARS, ETC.

Interrogation

ziUhOOL

46tar .°e

GRADE
,0

DATE OF CONTACT

c.20 .3..-e, 6 3
TINE ___LARIACE OF CON^ACT 1OODF;e4i7
5?:/s vkz4.4 7" a674-- :51117'

ONTACT

5 (3,-4-44-' 4.41 eau 40C-1-,:w-e-mi-c-4-0"

RrENCE NUMBERS (FILES) 1

,
I

I

DETAILS OF CONTACT cip../s-, 60_4=4_
id-0-1 d'i'd/c4r-'744(l':k

ui 1 i 1r o.. '-': .. rICERS Oi4. CITIM'S: BAEW ow OR ADDRESSES

1 INSTRUCTIONS TO PARENTS OR GUKRDIMS: You are hereby notified that the above named

1

minor was involved in the stated offense and is released to you pursuant to Section 26

of the ".ielfare and Institution:- Code UDOM your promise to bring said minor before the

; probation officer of Howard County at the County Prdbation Offices, 1790 Jefferson
iStreet, Osborne City at pm/am on

>

1 I promise to appear and to bring the above named minor ..,s directed. I understand

1 that any wilful failure to perform as promised constitutes a misdemeanor and is punish-
, able under the provisions of Section 513 of the '.7elfare and Institutions Code.
ir

/

BRING THIS FORM
TO THE BEARING

Signed Parent

Signed I.T4 nor
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I CITATION
I NOTICE TO APPEAR
i TRAFFIC CITATION

JUT:MILE CONTACT REPORT
Osborne City Police Department

; e...,7,1elm
` ',,:'yj

..., z. ;-.. : ..

: . r . . .A .

t ,c.. L 1...ii .:
NAME

.

LZ/t.ei.,,
!

1

1. juv.

1./.."...ZGx-.
ADDRESS PHONE

ce_ 2 -/G90
341 g ad:Co-"r44L Xar--4"-t-to Div.

Juv. & R DATE OF BIRTH STATEISEX RACE
&iJeI

AGEIHEIGHT
1 et°

'e:EIGHT

/
=HAIR COMP

4.
Hall/OR

Station DEE& SCARS, ETC:
Interrogation cee-e.. (4

Field
(...$4L-44-0.34,L., -..--4/--.4 .MZ.?

i..ALeAkig-AP>

GRADE
/1 jI DATE 01 CONTACTXo iyo- 6 3

TIME 1PLACE

'C".
OF CONTACkt4CODE SE.CTION_ I

I 4/ ?_74-
REASON FOR CONTACT

.,.d...e.4./ 6-14,-et 4031 CAA_ dr-liez%."e.t.c.e.c.,, 444E4
/47

NUMBERS (FILES)

; MAILS OF CONTACT 9,./sr- ..S . , 4 4 , tu-zze.w... ..."...4.0.ed-c_
1 --I co.... te1'"....,s4.44.0, ..fiefica4i a-t--..K.c..
1 -,.......ae 414 - dc.,..44-34,a, :i.rtia_ .T.ic.,..
t NAME OF AIREST/ingtrat zEhr
! A'/5 0 'Aez.z.e4.4k.._

BKDM SJMBERS (OR ADDRMSES ;

I

i INSTRUCTIONS TO PARENTS OR : You-are hereby notified that th above named

Iminor was involved in the stated offense and is released tà you pursuant to Section 26

of the welfare and Institutions Code upon your promise to bring said minor before the

i probation officer cf Howard County at the County Probation Offices, 1790 Jefferson
iStreet, Osborne City at pm/am on

:

1
I promise to appear and to bring the above maned minor as directed. I understand

1 that any wilful failure to perform as promised constitutes a misdemeanor and is punish-

; able under the provisions of Section 513 of the '.:elfare and Institutions Code.
;

i MING ISIS FORM Signed Parent

TO TEE HEARING
Signed Minor
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I CITATION
a NOTICE TO APPEAR
! TRAFFIC CITATION

a

li774-1 Del. to Juv.

Juv. Hall/OR & R

is
41 1 Station

Interrogation
Field

NAME

JUVENILE CONTACT REPORT
Osborne City Police Department

4;34' 6E2,41( 3 /7

DATE OF EIRTH1SLATEISID[IPACE

;k.A... 4! IV' 177
DRESS, cCARS, LTC.

AGEMIGF_T rZEIGHT 1 14 AIR COM...I:ILIIS- ded /1144 1

:7A;EUOL. KMADE DATE OF CONTACT TINE PLACE CF CONTACT OD SECTION

J"' 4: 35 C'''5"-/' imit-xtffeAmt ame44,04 *c?-9 4 ,=2
REASON FOR. CONTACT RENCE NUMBERS FLIES

401.1/.1.240.4.-

! DETAILS OF CONTACT1:7fetp° adr..2Pr-

ISA?noga--dL. 060.1.14/.

r

NAME-OF ARRESTING OFFZERS (OR CITIZENS)
/1. '<-',ArCi._

BADGE NUMBERS (OR ADDRESSES) 1

I INSTRUCTIONS TO PARENTS OR GUARDIANS: You are nereby notified that the bove named
'minor was involved in the stated offense and is released to you pursuant to Section 26
of the :ielfare and Institution: Code upon your prcmise to bring said minor before the

1 probation officer of Howard County at the County Probation Offices, 179O Jcfferson
I Street, Osborne City at am/am on

I promise tc appear and to bring the above named minor as directed. I understand i

; that any wilful failure to perform as promised constitutes a misdemeanor and is punish-
/

I able under the provisions of Section 513 of the '::elfare and Institutions Code.

[ BRING THIE FORM SiEned Parent
TO ME HEARING

Signed Minor
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CITATION
NOTICE TO APPEAR

: TRAFFIC CITATION

1. to Juv. Div.
Juv. Hall/OR & R

Station
Interrogation

C:::] Field

JUVENILE CONTACT REPORT i

Osborne City Police Department'
NAME

ez 1

;DDRESS 'PHONE

, C4 ie 411.05edC-3 :7 -5ycez-e/4-444--g-
DATEMWRFiSTealS

DRESS

,AG Tst:',I;11;

i 1--,OhUOI, D DATE OF CONTACZ TIKR K.ACE OF CONTI
! Rc. 97 C? ..sv.,.. 3

/7 7 5 ikazk 7idekcmt
f REASON OR CONVICT

6r-e---011-4%-- Pco-g".-"-4X---:o cisp..L.

:

: DETAILS OF. CONTACT 9- '/ 5- /*.47 So-c-- bo-e7-4._ eir."ra? A-t e.a.t

i

cat xe

i
1

NAME OF ARRESTINC- OFFICERS (DR CITIMS) /7 HADO NUDIWS (OR ADDRESS, ;
/74-) <9 ,.,..e.44..".LE --W-- Off ?

1 INSTRUCTIONS TO PARENTS OR GUARDIANS: You are hereby notified that the abovefnamed
Iminor was involved in the stated offense and is released to you pursuant to Section 26
r of the ":1e1fare and Institution:. Code upon your promise to bring said minor before the
r

! probation officer of Howard County at the County Probation Offices, 1790 Jefferson
: street, Osborne City at pm/am on
!

c'Lleg." C ODE SZ,Cric:iR

Fir.ERMICE Nunms (FnEs)

I promise to appear and to bring the above named minor as directed.- I understand

that any wilful failure to perform as promised constitutes a misdemeanor and is punish- !

able under the provisions of Section 513 of the '.:elfare and Institutions Code.

BRING THIS FORM
TO '1' MARING

Signed Parent

Signed Ninor
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CITATION
NOTICE TO APPEAR
TRAFFIC CITATION

Juv.

JUVENILE CONTACT REPORT
Osborne City Police Department ACTION ]

NAME
lae...U1107.-1

ADDM'SS4147
7 410 6,42-C-k. :::-.1*--,

PHONE .

CZ 4 Al/9 7R
el. to Div.

Juv. Hall/OR EAR DATE OF BIRTHISTMISELBACE
2 41; -gi I- 1-A-)

AGEIMIGEMEIGETIMESRAIR
/.41 /4400i

COMPL
eft .43)1 flu-4

ii Station DEES, ETC.
------b./../-7"-.4-------Interrogation

Field
SCECOL GRADE

r f,free--
DATE OF CONTACT

T/Y
X.LACE C CTONTA CODE SECTION

Ava.44

OF

-
REASON CONTACT

co-i-../......k,adifle4AL,R..a._

\.

AN 04 NUMBERS FILES

DETAILS OF CONTACT f%41-5....c.... ef,..2_-.44.,4.47-amAi4(Awkt:04

31-4 40-0 L- 41
./....._ - C...--t .. s4,4...._

fE OF ARRESTING OFFICERS (OR CITIZENS) BADGE NI,RPERS (OR ADDRESS'ES)

=RUCTIONS TO PARENTS OR GUARDIANS: You are hereby notified that the above named
minor was involved In the stated offense and is released to you pursuant to Section 26

of the :Ielfare and :nstitutions Code upon your promise to bring said minor before the
probation officer of Howard County at the Co:inty Probation Offices, 1790 Jefferson
Street, Osborne City at pm/am on .

I promise to appear and to bring the above named minor as directed. I understand

that any wilful failure to perform as promised constitutes a misdemeanor and is punish-
able under the provisions of Section 513 of the ::elfare and Institutions Code-

BRING THIS FORM Signed Parent

TO THE BEARING
Signed Minor

.

1
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"Were they all cooperative?"

"This Karp's kind of wise. I think he's the leader. It was his

idea to steal the car, I think. Ganther had the bourbon, and he's

an arrogant squirt."

"I think we better deliver Karp to juvenile Hall, prObably Geuther
too, but see What his parents have to say first. Why don't you
cite the other three kids, John Carter, Hilary Peterson and Bonnie
Ward."

"Make sure you fill out the Processing Reports and send them to
juvenile Hall. You could take them all at once. There are some
other kids waiting to go over there."

"I can't get any answer at the Peterson house so I'll have to take

her to juvenile Hall. She says her mother prObably has a man there
and won't answer the phone."

"Yeah? Maybe she'll be better off over there, then."
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DISCUSSION

On the face of it, this case is relatively simple. As it pro-

gresses, we shall see that it gets more complicated.

Joyriding and drinking by juveniles are common and potentially

dangerous offenses, especially in the age group of 15 to 16. Drunk

driving is serious enough even when the car has not been stolen; when the

two offenses are committed together, there can be extreme danger. Since the

youths were under 18, there is no doubt the officers acted properly under the

rules governing arrests of juveniles.

Legally, prdbable cause in the arrest of juveniles under 18 differs

in two important respects from probable cause in adult cases. First, no

warrant is required to arrest for misdemeanors not witnessed by the appre-

hending officer. Second, the probable cause does not have to relate to any

criminal law; it maybe based on the belief that the juvenile is beyond parental

control or in danger of leading an idle and dissolute life, as defined in

Section 600 and 601 of the Welfare and Institutions Code.

It is best not to formulate rigid rules to guide the officer, but

he should be suspicious if he sees an older boy in a group of younger children,

youngsters on the street during school hours or after curfew, youngsters

loitering, riding in expensive cars, or driving badly or dangerously. need-

less to say, children who are seen with adult criminals or homosexuals, boys

with expensive or strange dbjects, girls in the company of girls much older
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than themselves and hitchhikers dhould also be regarded with suspicion.

The problem in this case is one of disposition. Is the possession

of alcohol sufficient to warrant delivering the offenders to Juvenile Hall?

Only the Karp boy had been in any trouble; Ganther apparently was arrogant,

which probably made the officer angry. Karp was taken to Juvenile Hall be-

cause it was believed that he stole the car and Ganther was taken there partly

because of his parents: attitude and partly because of his own behavior.

The officer used Juvenile Hall to shock the teenagers, but this is

not a legitimate use of the Hall and it cannot be endorsed. Not only does

the law specifically forbid it, but in many cases it has a bad effect on the

detained youth. (However, in some cases where this technique has been used,

the youth has been frightened badly enough to discourage him from getting in-

volved with the law again.)

However, an offense of this nature cannot be ignored and a citation

was in order. The youngsters only wanted to "act big", but they went too far

and had to be taught a lesson. It is the prerogattire of the courts to "teach

lessons."

Whether Hilary Peterson should have been released was a difficult

question, but her home life seemed harmful and she was taken to Juvenile Hall

for her own benefit. Situations of this kind should be followed. up. There

may be serious family trouble, or at least a family situation in vhich the

girl needs help.
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To what extent should the police engage in community or social

work? This is a question to which there is no definite answer. Whenever the

police have provided services for the community over and above those normally

expected of them, it has been for a good reason -- usually to prevent crime.

Police athletic clubs and baseball junior leagues are formed because they

help to reduce delinquency, not because a philanthropic impulse
arises in the

hearts of police chiefs. In many cities these functions have now been taken

over by recreation departments, but wherever la cap has occurred in society's

defense against crime, wherever a need has developed in the community, the

police have usually seen it first and often have taken measures to fill it.

It should be a matter of pride that the police have been forerunne: in many

of the welfare fields.

There are a number of social welfare agencies which can belp the

citizen in trouble. If he is not helped, the chances of his turning to crime

increase. Xany parents know that they need help with their Children, but they

do not know where to turn. A major part of any delinquency prevention pro-

gram must therefore be a referral service which advises parents of services

available to them. The police department, and in particular the juvenile

bureau, is increasingly filling that need. It is good law enforcement; it is

good public relations; it is good prevention. EVery officer in the bureau

should know the public and private welfare agencies in his city; be should be

familiar with the services they offer and be should be ready and able to direct
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to the proper place the people who ask his help. In the Boston Police De-

partment Juvenile Bureau, it is part of the day's routine for every officer

to spend 15 minutes with a member of one of the welfare agencies. In this

way a close liaison has been developed with all the city agencies and the

Jtvenile Bureau is able to provide a first-rate referral service. This is

prevention at its best.

In the present case, except i'or Karp, these youngsters had their

first contact with justice. This is an everyday affair for the officer, but

he must remember that the juvenile is scared, whether or not he shows it. The

officer's attitude at sudh a time may have far-reaching effects.

The process of rehabilitation should begin at the moment the offender

comes into contact with the policeman. This vas clearly demonstrated by a

study 'by. Wattenburg in Detroit, vho found that when the officer was considered

by his superiors to be a "good" officer the recidivism rate of his first con-

tacts vas low.

The important role played by. Youth
Bureau officers in the life of a
delinquent, "The Wattenburg Study,"
is presented and summarized on pp. 132-136.

Perhaps this is not a surprising discovery. The youngster who gets

into trouble generally wants to get out of it,too. If the first contact he

has with the law is friendly and understanding, he will probably be more

amenable to the treatment he receives. Conversely., the treatment a youngster
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receives depends largely upon the attitudes he holds toward the police at

the time of contact. From past experiences with the police he may feel he

has had "a raw deal" or he may live in an area where the police are stereo-

typ.td as the "bad guys." These attitudes on the part of a youngster, which

are usually expressed by negative behavior such as stubbornness, profanity,

crude gestures or ridicule may cause the officer to lose bis patience and his

temper. But if the first contact with the law is to be rehabilitative in-

stead of debilitative, the officer must not allow himself to become preoccupied

with or offended by the expression of such attitudes. If the officer is really

in charge of the situation and of himself, the child's attitudes will cool

gradually, and the job at band will be easier as a result. This, then, is

probdblY the most important part in rehabilitation an officer can play - to

remember that he is the first step in a continuous process which has as its

goal the making of a delinquent into a good citizen.

Nhny Police departments go a little further and run small-scale

rehabilitation programs, for example, traffic school which youngsters who

violate minor traffic regulations are "invited" to attend to learn traffic

laws and their purpose.

Sometimes the police officer thinks that the youngster has been

taught a sufficient lesson 'by being caught,and that there need be no follow-

up. This is often the case with younger children.
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Most avious of all rebabilitative measures is the questionable

practice known as police prdbation. This system has many ramifications and

effects far beyond the scope of thisbodk. /ts existence is a policy matter

and largely out of the hands of the officer.
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From William W. Wattenberg and Noel Bufe, "The Effectiveness of Police

Youth Bureau Officers," Reprinted by special permission of the
Journal of Criminal Law, CriminoloEr and Police Science, Copyright

19 3 by the Northwestern Lnivernity School of Law, Vol. 54,

No. 4 (December 1963), pp. 47l-475.

INTRODUCTION

Wattenberg and Bufe underline the important role played

by Youth Bureau officers in the life of the delinquent. Their

iuquiry was not based on the assumption that experience with

the police can have only a negative effect. Using juvenile

recidivism as an index, they examined the differences between

a good juvenile officer and a poor one. The study was made at

the request of the Detroit Police Department, Who wanted a

more scientific basis for the selection of officers to be

assigned to the Youth Bureau.

" WATTENBNRG sTurry

"If we can consider it a sign of effectiveness for an officer to

have a high proportion of non-repeaters among boys for whom he vas the initial

police contact, then we have a measure of the relative effectiveness of each

officer. The size of any difference in this index would provide a clue to

the over-all importance of the police work. If differences vere large, this

would indicate roughly what reduction in the delinquency represented by
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repeating could be attained if the least effective officers could be upgraded

so they achieved the records of the most effective officers.

. . . the differences [were] quite large in some cases. For

some of the 'worst' precincts the best officer had been twice as effective

as the one with the lowest non-repeater rate. The fact that the non-repeating

rate in the 'worst' precincts vas so low for all officers attests to the

power of social causation; the size of the repeating rate in the 'best' pre-

cinct prObably reveals the importance of individual nsychological factors. In

any case, the size of the difference indicates that had all Youth Bureau of-

ricers in every precinct been as effective as the most effective in that pre-

cinct there would have been a sufficient reduction in total delinquency in the

city to have been worth the effort expended in either a selection program, a

training program, or both, if such a program or programs could have so improved

officers' effectiveness. Thie portion of the study, if it can be taken at

face value, indicates thdt development of a good police youth set-up will pay

off in delinquency reduction in a manner which compares quite favorably to

effects thus far Objectively measured for any of the presumably more profound

efforts. This is not to say that a good police organization can be an adequate

sdbstitute for programs geared to deal with fundamental causes, but it cannot

be ignored as a major ingredient in a community program.

"The next step in the procedure was to interview all the supervising
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officers of the Youth Bureau in an effort to determine from their viewpoint

what qualities appeared to be responsible for the relative success of tbe more

effective officers. . . .

"in summary, the effective Youth Bureau ofAcer can be described

as follows:

"As might be expected he has a genuine interest in young people,

which shows itself in extra effort on their behalf. He is a good police of-

ficer, tending to give each task the time it requires to do a thorough job; he

works well with his fellow-officers. In his dealings with juveniles be is calm,

manly, firm and patient. He talks well to them, wording his remarks to their

level. He keeps his promises to young people, and exerts 'salesmandhip' in

support of a law-abiding course of action. He presents a good appearance and

keeps his records well. Outside activities,
surprisingly, did not loom as

important. In fact, so strong an allegiance to an outside organization as

to unduly influence dispositions appeared on the negative side. Leaderdhip

ability did not appear to be critically essential. However, competence in

speaking and writing were highly important. So was willingness to work hard

with parents. As to disposition, the key attribute was a tendency to judge

cases on their merits as contrasted with a policy of either quickly filing

charges with the juvenile court or being reluctant to do so.

"Of these attributes, the ones which might appear at the time of

selection would be attitude towards young people, general
effectiveness as a

2,31:
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police officer, appearance, record-keeping, and ability to speak and write.

"The most significant result of the study was to produce evidence

which would appear to indicate that the relatively brief contact between a boy

or his family and a police officer may be highly influential on a fUture

'career in delinquency. Although suCh contact may tend to be regarded as

relatively 'superficial:-by theorists impressed with the profound nature of

the demonstrated causes of juvenile delinquency, its influence would seem to

justify considerable attention being given to it as one element in any community

2ffort designed to bring about substantial reduction in delinquency."

SUMMARY

One important point made by. Wattenberg is that experienced

sergeants, lieutenants and inspectors in the Youth Bureau had

a very good idea who the more effective officers were. Sur-

prisingly, their judgment was confirmed by the objective data;

the more effective officers had fewer repeaters. Wattenberg

suggested a number of reasons for this conclusive finding.

The good juvenile officer likes young people and is willing

to exert extra effort in their behalf, including working with

their parents. He can retain a certain amount of social
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distance yet make himself understood by younger people -- he

can speak their language yet command their respect. The ef-

fective juvenile officer keeps the kind of information on

youngsters that enables him to follow them up. He resists

simple categorizing of youths and makes each disposition de-

cision carefully. Probably the single most important charac-

teristic is the actual amount of time spent over and above

that required by the job.

3.36



Second Setting

The Probation Office, the next day.

Characters

Herb Brownlow

Peter Green

Tom Bressler

William Ganther

Duncan Karp

John Carter

Bonnie Ward

Hilary Peterson

1.37

Supervising P.O.

Probation Officer

Probation Officer

Juvenile Offender

Juvenile Offender

juvenile Offender

Juvenile Offender

juvenile Offender



"Mr. Brownlow, -- oh, excuse me. Tam, I didn't knoW-you were
here."

"That's all right, Pete. Herb's just unlatched the fetters of my
soul. I'm flying away right now."

"I don'-t want to interrupt."

"No, that's all right, Green. Come in. What do you have there?"

"It's a joyriding case. Three boys stole a car, and had two girls
with them."

"Any complications?"

lqo, none that I can see anyway. Thls Duncan Karp is on six months'
informal for the same thing, so I'm recommending wardship. Here's
the case, and a statement the police had him make."
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DUNCAN DAVID KARP
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Court Report Part I Offense

. pr. W V.1-1- ary4 di s "KAM* Ob

=August 4, 1948 (age 15 years, 1 month), 635

Pine Street, Osborne CitY, California

Father: Raynoad B. Harp, 635 Pine Street

Mother: Gladys Karp, same as above

Duncan cones to Court fram Juvenile Hall where he bas been

detained since FrIdaY, September 20, 1963.

REASON FORBEARING:

Petition alleges theft of autonobile owned by D. T. Thornton,

621 Pine Street, on September 20, 1963, in violation of Cal. P. C.

Sec 4991b.

William Ganther (WNS 16 years)

John PhilliP Carter (WMJ 15 years)

Bonnie Ward (WFJ 14 years)

HilarY Joyce Peterson (WFJ 16 years)

FACTS CONCERNING ALLEGATION:

PetroInan O'Rourke was patrolling along Nark Twain Avenue in

the vicinity of Chestnut on Friday, September 20, 1963, vhen a

car full of Juveniles vent by heading in the direction of the "Hill"

residential area. As the car passed, Patrolman O'Rourke noticed

one or the bcys waving a bottle. A:t approximately 9:15 p.m., he

stopped the car and la questioning the occupants he found. that the

car vas stolen. There were three boys in the car, one of whom

vas driving, and two girls- None of the occupants bad. a valid

operator's license.

After searching the stolen car, Patrolman O'Rourke took the

five Juveniles to the Juvenile Bureau. The stolen car was left

at the pickgp sPot.
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DUNCAN DAVID KARP Court Report Part I Ot.fense
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OF WITNESS:

Patrolman O'Rourke will testify that on September 20, 1963,

in the patrolling of his assigned area, a car of juveniles went

by. Observing one of the occupants waving a bottle (which vpon

inspection turned out to be an unopened bottle of bourbon), he

halted the car and questioned the driver. In the course of ques-

tioning he learned that the car bad. been stolen from D. T. Thornton,

of 621 Pine Street. Mr. Thornton was reported sleeping at the time

of 4:12 e theft (approld.mateiy 9:00 p.m.). Further search of the

car yielded nothing. Patrolman questioned the occupants further,

tbree boys and. two girls, then took the juveniles into custody at'

the Juvenile Bureau in the Police Department.

At the Police Station, Sergeant Keats of the Juvenile Bureau

interviewed the juveniles briefly and then had. them make written

statements. They were all cooperative in this effort.

141N0RIS STATEMENT:

Duncan Karp stated that William Geuther came to his house at

approximately 8:00 p.m. to suggest that ther walk over to the

Drive Inn Center and. "shoot some pool." The brivs began complain-

ing about not having "wheels" and. having to walk everywhere.

William Geuther has a license but lost his driving privilege for

six mouths for too many moving-traffic violations. Duncan then

stated that both he and "Chip" got a beer out or the rerrigerator

and. it vas about that time he got the idea of taking Thornton's

car. "I live near Thornton and. know he goes to bed. early 'cause

he's sick." Duncan says that he wants a car badly because all

the other lads have cars, but his folks will not let him get one.

4"Having a kid. is just too expenSive for them."
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DUNCAN DAVID KARP Court Report Part I Offense
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Duncan says he wired Mr. Thornton's car and he and Geuther

got in; he was in the driver's seat. Geuther suggested a party

was in order to drink the bottle of bourbon he had taken from his

father's stock. Duncan suggested going aver to Hilary's house and

then going up to the "hills" for a party. They got to Hilary's

house About 9:00 p.m. and found that Bonnie Ward also was there.

"She sort of hangs around Hilary and is a real drag. Hilary onlY

let's her stick around 'cause she feels sorry for ber." He states

that the Ward girl was somewhat reluctant but was persuaded by the

Peterson girl to go.

They left Hilary Peterson's house at approximately 9:10 p.m.,

and as they turned into Mark Twain Avenue with Duncan driving,

Ganther saw John Carter walking Duncan states that Ganther told

blulto pull over to see if Carter would like to go along. Duncan

admits that be vas reluctant. "Five's a crowd, you see; anyway

that punk gets on gy nerves, always hanging around." He gave in

to Geuther and pulled the car over to the curb. Carter got in

the back seat, and they started off again, "heading for the hills

to have a party." At approximately 9:15 p.m., just as Duncan was

`getting the cobwebs out of that old engine," they were spotted

by the patrolman who stopped them.

AMC= is current/y on probation for an earlier auto theft.

He resents his difficulties and blames the police for creating

trouble far him.

BECOMMEMUMECONEDEGABDING FINDING OF FACT:

It is respectfully redommended that the facts of the allega-

tion be found true as alleged.

. 262-252 0-67-10
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DUNCAN DAVID ICARP Court Report Part II Social

PREVIOUS HISTORY:

On April 12, 1963, Duncan waa cited by the Momville police

for auto theft. He was placed on six months' probation without

wardship by the Court on April 26, 1963.

THE FAMILY:

Duncan is the oldest of three children. His yoimger brother,

Ted, is nine years old and. his sister, Joan, is five years old.

The ffirrtly lives in a lower middle-class area, even though they

could afford much better housing. Duncan's father, Raymond Karp,

is vice-president in charge of advertising for Hopkins' Depart-

ment Store, one of the largest in the county. He grosses appro-

ximately $700 a month. Duncan's mother, Gladys, takes in sewing

from the the neighbors and averages about $30 per month. She

keeps this money in a special hiding place whose location only

she knows. She is saving her money. "Some day I'll have a maid

and a cook just like Willi.am's mother does." Duncan's mother

seems to be very conscious of the distance between her house and

the expensive hom-is on the hill. She stat.u3 that, "..411 my life

17 never had a penny until I met Ray. I'm never going to be poor

eirain-m

The family is fairly close-knIt, and both the parents are at

a loss to expl_ain Duncan's constant difficulties with the police.

The mother statea that they give him everything within reason but

that they cannot give him the car he wants. "We just cannot

afford a car. He should be more considerate and realize the pre-

dicat we're in. He thinks that we're rich or something."

In observing the family, it appears that Mrs. Karp is the

dominant parent. She answered most of the questions and seems to

/4/4
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DUNGAN DAVID KARP L.ourt Report Part II Social
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dominate her husband completely. Her excessive interest in money

has an effect on her husband, who is on a restricted diet because

of a serious stomach condition. "Gladys is a good woman," be

states, 'but She pushes awfully hard sometimes. I do my best and

that's all I can do."

The family spends most of its free time together in the back

yard, preferring not to "waste" money hy going anyWhere. Both

parents seem to resent the difficulty being caused them. "The

neighbors will think we're trash with all the policemen coming

here and asking questions."

TEE KEZIOR:

The boy is difficult to talk to and is someWhat bored with

the "whole bit." He is very coCky and abusive, and the interview-

er had to struggle with his own emotions in order to continue the

Interview.

Duncan says that he spends his free time "Shooting the bull

with the other guys over at the Dearie-In." He has never held. a

job even though his mother "vas on ay hack about it all summer."

When he's not at the Dream-Iu, he spends most of his time watch-

ing TV.

Theboy's major goal in life is to have his own car. He

resents his parents' refusal to buy him one. "Man, mcr maw's got

money staahed all over that dumo " He seems to feel that his

parents are persecuting him by not giving hisiwtat he wants. When

queiWt.dcnuAebout not being old enough to have a driver's license,

he looked, at me, looked away and said, "Christ, youtoo. Listen,

nan, I'll be 16 next summer. You know what else? There are

plenty of guys in this town drive without licenses."

116
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=CAN DAVID KARP Court Report Part II Social
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Duncan says that his brother and sister are 'ND.X., I goons."

This boy does not seem to be emotional about anything except the

car he vents so badly.

SCIDOL REPORT:

Rivault High School, 10th grade

Scholarship: C average

Attendance: Sparadic--not good

X.Q. 205

Behavior: Poor, talks back to teachers in classroom.

The school report shows that Dtincan is a poor student, lack-

ing the proper activation. He never does his boaevork and con-

sistently interrupts the class with his jokes and laughter. Be

hns always been a problem.

PSICZOIOCICAL MVP:2:

Duncan is sufferiag from a deep inferiority camplex. Out-

vxrdly he is bold, abusive, extremely self-confident and resentful,

tut this is only a defense. Undermatth this facade is a small

frightened child who fears he has nothing of value to offer the

world and who believes he has failed in everything he has attemp-

ted.

Duncan has accepted. tis =thee's valne-scale grudgingly, seem-

lag to realize.the artificiality of her life, but he has much boa-

tillty toward/slier. He laughs openly at the vey she dominates his

father but nnderneath his contempt one can perceive disgust. Exm-

tensive confusion has resulted fro= the mixed--up roles of his

parents.

The boy desperatey needs treatment In order to better under-

stand his parents and their Individual problems and needs, and

1286



TANCAN DAVID KAN' Cour,t Report Part II Social

I also to lessen the hostaalty brewing within him.

2 COM AGENCY CONTACT:

The family is not on record. with any other community agency.

14. EVALUATION:

5 Me boy is a troublemaker. It was his idea to steal the car,

6 and. he is on probation now for a similar offense. In talking to

7 him, it's hard to get beneath his protective veneer, but it is
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clear that he needs therapy. He seems to be suffering from the

lack of a proper male image to id.atify with. He is disgusted

with the way his mother pushes his father around. He is confused

as to his role in the world and. will probably continue to commit

delinquencies until he is afforded some insight into his difficul-

ties through the means of therapy.

REOMMENDATION:

It is respectfully recommended that Duncan David. Karp be

declared a Ward of the Court and be placed under the care and.

supervision of the probation officer.



"Yeah, I think we ought to do something about him, but the Judge
may think your recommendation is lenient."

"Really? Well, it seemed all that was called for."

"O.K. If you think you're right, we'll let it stand."

"This next boy is from up in the hill district. It's funny to see
him with these other kids."

"Yes, but it's not odd from his point of view. Right now it's more
important to him that he's a teenager than that he's rich."

"It's not to his folks. They thought they could pull strings and
get the case handled informally, but the case is too serious for a
reprimand, I think. I'm asking for six months' informal.

"The facts are the same as the Karp case?"

"Yes. And there's a statement by him too."

"Let me have the history, then."

"Here's the statement first."
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WILLIAM GANTHER Court Report Part II Social

ii
CONCERNING: WILLIAM GANTHER0 born May 20 1947, in Auburn,

2 Californias (age 16 years, 4 months) 348 Astoria

3 Drive, Osborne City, California

4 Father: Rich=rd D. Geuther, 348 Astoria Drive

5 Mbther: Nancy S.-Ganther, same as above

6 FAMILY:

71 William's parents live on Astoria Drive. His father, Richard

81 D. Ganther owns two of the warehouses along the docks--and also

91 dabbles profitably in the stockmarket. William's mother, Mrs:
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Nancy S. Geuther, is one of the social pillars of the comimmity

and the head of four of the five charity committees in Osborne

City. The family income is approximately $2,000 gross per month.

William has one brother, Richard, who is older (21 years).

He is now in the Navy for a period of three years and is stationed

at Guam. William has always idolized his big brother, who was

the star of the Rivault High School football and track teams, and.

is anxiously awaiting ris brother's discharge from the Navy,

"Dick promised me he*d help me build a rod which would be mine to

drive any time and anywhere I wanted to."

On the surface the family is close-knit. William and his

parents spend summers together .at the family cabin at Ieke Tahoe.

Both the parents are interested in William's future and hc..-ve al-

ready begun corresponding with Stanford University, of which both

are graduates, regarding Williamts admission to the "old alma

meter." But there was some resentment noticeable when the parents

had to take time off from their activities to talk to the Probation

Officer. They thi nk that there is nothing wrong with their boy

and that he is only sowing a few wild oats, "just like his old

1$1



WILLIAM GANTBER Court Report Part II Social
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man in his day." The parents do not comprehend the seriousness

of the offense or the fact that William could spend some time in

one of the State institutions if the Judge, whom "Mr. Ganther

knows personal yl" so decides. They were both outraged at this

suggestion, at the "scandal" it would cause, and the possible

blemish on their "standing in the community."

TEE MINOR:

William is an lute)", Igent, nice lookin,g, arrogant boy whose

major source of trouble is time. He is the type of kid vho must

be doing something all the time; he Is plagued. with the fear of

wasting his life. His references to life, old age, "waiting to

die," and other synbols of death may reveal a source of mental

trouble. "I'm young, I can't sit around like I vas old and just

'Ault to die." If he does not engage in constant activity, the

Pear of death seems to arise In his thi rtkl rig .

Els major activity prior to the loss of his driving privileges

vas cruising around town in his mother's car picking up any Young-

ster who had. time to waste with him This was a source of social

activity for the boy. Now he feels cooped up, with no outlet for

his restlessness.

He spends just enough time on his sdhool work to keep his

father "off my back." Even so, he has a good school record. E:e

doesn't like to work around. the house, and. his mother says "'Why

should he when the maid and the gardener do all the work?"

Els parents seem indifferent to the whole situation. They

do not seem to want to take time off from their own activities to

"fnse with the boy. He is considered, "just an average boy with

adolescent problems like all the rest." His one source of true

3.52
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and friendship within his family bas been his brother, whom the

boy idolizes completely. "Dick is the greatest guy in the world."

It seens that the parents have provided him solely with material

goods and not with emotional support.

JUVENILE HALL OBSERVATION:

The boy spent his time at the Ball in various activities or

in talking with the other boys. He vas well liked by everyone and

seemed to be an extrovert. The staff had no complaints about the

boy, except to say that he ran them ramed in their efforts to

keep him busy. He was always looking for something to do or some-

one to talk with. Otherwise he was no problem.

&MOM REPOM:

Rivault High School, eleventh grade

Scholarshiu: B average

Attendance: Excellent

I.Q.: 120

Eehavior: Sonewhat talkative in class, otherwise cooper-

ative. The school report shows that William does very well in

all of his educational endeavors. He is a bright boy clthough

he does not seem to spend much time on his studies. He is popular

in the classrooni but sc=atimes wastes class time with vague and

distracting questions. Good college naterial

PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORT:

This boy is deeply immersed in biz neurotic traits which

manifest themselves in an intense fear of death. This bas not

interfered with biz life and social responsibilities except to

force him to keep active in order to control Nis fear of death.
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iehabilitative efforts applied in him direction. H. has established

a fatheriAlrovge in his brother wbo is his closest friend. There is

a perceptible gap between the boy and his father, and also to some

extent the mother.

OTHER AGENCY CONTACT :

The family has had contact with a private psychiatric clinic.

EVALUATION:

William is a boy who suffers from the common ailment of

adolescence; ladk of understanding from his parents. He

requires some therapy in order to cope with the fear of death

which appears to plague him constantly. He seems to have been

involved in the present situation because of his need for activity

and. the lack of his usual pleasuredriving his mother's car. His

major trouble is that he has not been given eaaugh responsibility

within the family to keep him busy and to give him a source of

accomplishment.

BECONMENDA'TMON:

It is respectfUlly recommended that William Geuther

placed on six mouths' probation without being declared a Ward

of the Court.

354



"Why don't you make a psychiatric examination a condition?"

"Do you think it's a good idea to focus his family's attention on
him that way?"

"Well, an examination would help the boy. And for that matter, so
would hls family's attention. Oh, by the way, I know it's annoying
as hell when the parents talk about 'knowing the Judge personally',
but resist the impulse to include anything about the judge in the
report."

"All right, Mr. Brownlow. Now, this next ease is one of the girls,
Bonnie Ward. I borrowed the report from Margaret Helford because
the girl is involved to the same extent as one of the boys. They
both went along for the ride, didn't want to Chicken out."
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MCVNIE BEAD= WARD Court Report Part II Social
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CONCERNING: BONNIE NADINE WARD, born May 9, 1949, Osborne City,

California (age 3.4 years, 4 months), 637 Sycamore,

Osborne City, California

Father: Janes William Whrd, 637 Sycamore

Mother: Helen Ward, same as above

MINOR'S STATEMENT:

Mbnnie states that on Friday night about 9:00 p.m., William

Ganther and Duncan Karp drove up to Hilary Peterson's home. The

two girls were playing some new records that Bonnie had just

gotten. The two boys asked if she and Hilary would like to go

for a ride up to the hills for a perty. "When Duncan bragged

that the car vas stolen and that the party was going to be in the

hills and not at his house with his parents there, I was scared."

She stated that Hilary "pooh-poohed" her into going along. After

the four got into the stolen car, William showed them the bottle

whils- Duncan started the car and drove toward Mark Twain Avenue.

They bad just gotten started when William saw John Carter walking

by himself and told Duncan to stop the car to see if John would

like to go along. "I was glad. because I thought John might help

me talk them into leaving me off. He's nice."

She fUrther stated that thoy were stopped by the policeman

just atter Jdhn had agreed to join them and. Duncan had again

started the car. "I'm-glad we were stopped."

Bonnie realizes the trouble she's in and seems willing to

ccoperate as much as she can. She apparently thought it romantic

to be asked to a party and did not realize just what a "party"

meant to this group.
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FAMILY:

Bonnie is an only child, dearly loved by her parents. Mr.

Ward is a tugboat captainnoted to be one of the bestwhile Mrs.

Ward is a teacher at Dickens Elemcntary School (2nd grade) . To-

gether their in.come is more than adeouate for the family needs--

they've been able to save enough for a new ear next year.

The parents were interested and concerned about Bonnie's wel-

fare and. were bothered by the types of friends that Bonnie has

apparently been running with. They have tried to teach Bonnie to

be a good girl so that, as Mr. 1,24rd puts it, "she'll make some

lucky man a fine wife." They have Agreed to cooperate with the

Court.

There has been some tension in the family dbout whether Mr.

Ward should. retire next year or not. Both Mrs. Whrd and Bonnie

would like hint to retire because be has a weak bmart, caused by

rheumatic fever as a childland should not exert himself as much

as he does on the boat.

Otherwise the family is intact with no serious defects to

affect Bonnie' s future.

TEES MINOR:

Bonnie is a very pretty girl who is somewhat naive concerning

the "party" she had. been invited. to. She admlres !Mazy retmson

b,ecause of Hilary's independence and her way with boys, and does

not want Hilary to tli/nis: that she is a "pertY PooPer."

She speaks in a gentle voice and is somewhat shr 'when she

speaks to older persons. She Is very nervous about the situation

she is la (joyriding) and at times during the
interview appeared

to be on the verge of tears. The girl is apparentay very sensitive

262-252 0-67-11 3.57
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and can be easily hurt by the remarks of others.

Bonnie is a "wonder" to have about the house, according to

her mothex. She has been taught to type, and, to sew, cook, clean

house, and do all the various other odd jobs that a housewife nmst

do. Her mother says, with a giggle, that she does not want 'my

son-in-lsw to go hungry or in rags." The girl is the apple of her

tether's eye and receives MUCh affection from both parents.

Hew schwlworkis good but she has to spamdalot of time

on her studies in order to keep her good marks. Bonnie's main

recreation is listening to rockp-and-roll records. She has "the-.

best collection of records on the block." She was at Hilary's

house playing some of her Dew records, which her dad buys for her,

vhenthe two boys drove up in the stolen car.

Concerning the situation, she stated that she was afraid of

going to the party in the hills because her mother had told her

about what "batboys" do to "bad.eirls" in the hills. She got in

the car only because she did not want Hilary to think her a party-

pooper. Hilary is her best friend and. she adndres Hilary and

seems to see in Hilary some of the qualities of her favorite

movie stars. She was very relieved when the stolen car was

stopped by the police.

SC:IDOL HEMET:

Edvanit B40, School (wbOakgrade)

Seholarshin: Baverage

Attendance: Baeelleot

100

Behavior: Rim-el./mut

The school report praises Bonnie asavery indus-lous
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student who is one of the nicest girls in the school. She is

apparently working very close to her mental capacity. Bonnie is

accepted by the other students and is well liked, by the teaching

staff.

EVALUATIM:

The girl Is upset about the present Incident and cried at

tines during the session. When asked why she was crying, she

stated that she was afraid that people will tbink she is a "bad

girl." Her parents are very proud of Bonnie's reputation as a

"good girl" and she is worried about the effects of this situation

on the thoughts of others.

Her parents are also verr worried about the girl. Her main

problem is her docility and her hero-worship attachment to the

Peterson gIrl. Bonnie is a good girl, but she seems to be al-

most too sweet and too nice. Ber parents have shielded her from

all the problems that normal kids nmst face sooner or later.

Peataps the guidance of another adult whom she could conflde in,

etc., would be of benefft.

DISPOSITION:

Reprimanded.



"I was going to take the third boy, John Carter, to court, but
since Margaret gave this girl a reprimand, I'm beginning to think
that would be enough. What do you think?"
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CONCERNING: JOHN PETTJLTP CARTER, born February 2, 191!8, in
Brooklyn, New York (age 15 years, 7 months),

630 Beech Street, Osborne City, California

Grandfather: Benry Lorence, 630 Beech Street
Grandmother: Jenny Ann Lorence, same as above

Parents: Killed in plane crash in 1958
FAMILY.

John's grandparents live in the same house on Beech Street
where they've lived ever since Mr. Lorence worked the docks in
the "old days." Mr. Lorence is retired and the femily lives on
his Social Security and Union benefits. The Lorences' are John's
natermal grandparents at whose home he was staying when his parents
were killed In 1958.

John remembers his parents as wonderful people and the best
parents he could have asked for. Bis favorite memory of them is
the Christmas before they were ki 1 led. "I'll never be eis happy
as that again In my whole life. My dad nade me a soap-box racer
and my mom painted it real pretty like. I was so happy. I still
have It at home."

The grandparents love the boy a great deal, finaing in him
part of their daughter, their only child. John realizes haw much
he means to his grandparents and loves them in return. "They're
wonderful people. They've taken good care of me." His main am-
bition is to be a lawyer like his father so that his grandparents
will be proud of him.

Both grandparents seemed upset about the situation and, will
do anything they can to help John. They said he was a good,
thoughtful boy who's never been in trouble before. They blame it
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upon his friends. "There's no one around here that he likes to be

with except that Bill Geuther and Duncan Karp." They are willing

to give their full cooperation.

THE MINOR:

John is a quiet boy who speaks in low tones and in a shy

manne-. He is very sorry about the trouble he's caused everybody,

especially his grandparents. He appears to be a somewhat lonely

boy; he mentioned that the kids he was with in the stolen car were

his only friends . He seems to be impressed with Geuther and Karp.

"Chip plays foo ,ball on the varsity and DUncan's the greatest guy

in school." Apparently this group of teenagers is the only group

which will accept John and provide him with the friendship he so

greatly needs. His main wish is that he mdght have a brother to

"pal around with."

John spends a great deal of his time working around the house

helping his grandparents keep the place in r,rder. H'e also enjoys

reading, espec4al ly Boys Life, to which his grandparents sUbscribe

for him, and stories by Robert Louis Stevenson and. :Mark Twain. He

appears to be an Intel 1 4 gent boy who is willing to study hard. to

get the grades he needs in order to be admitted tc law school.

The boy' s main need seems to be fOr acceptance and comrade-

ship. He says that his grandparents are nice but that they are

older and. he neel5s a bunch of Aids around so that he will feel

wanted and "like one of the gang." He feels that Ganther and Karp

are just like brothers and. he "wouldn't let them down for nothing."

sodium RETORT:

Rivault T;4gh School (tenth grade)

Scholarship: B average
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Attendance: Eicellent

I.Q. 13.6

Behavior: A, good student who is very cooperative with the

teachers and the other students.

According to the school rep,ort, John is a hard working student

who is liked by all of his teachers Their only complaint is that

he doesn't sp3ak up In class enolAgh. He has never caused aAY

trouble and is r.a.msidered to be a pleasure to teach.

OTHER AGENCY CONTACT:

No other community agency has agy record concerning this

family.

EVALUATION:

John is nice quiet boy. His kind rarely gets into this type

of trouble. He needs the acceptance of the other juvPlvTl es and

went along in the stolen car so that the others would not think

him "chicken." Be is a lonely boy with very few friends and he

got mixed up with the wrong bunch of kids. His grandparents are

willigg to do everything in their power to help John. The need

for acceptance night possibly stem front the death of the boy/ s

parents when he was 10 y ears old.
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Third Setting

Juvenile Court, the next day; a detention hearing.

Characters

The Judge Juvenile Court

Herb Brownlow Probation Officer

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ganther William's Parents

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Karp Euncan's Parents

Mandy James Ralph's Mother

William Ganther Juvenile Offender

Euncan Karp Juvenile Offender

Ralph James Juvenile Cffender
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF HOWARD

IN SESSION AS A JUVENILE COURT

)

In the Matter of ) No Case IV

)
Duncan David. Karp

) SUPPLEMENTAL PETITION
)

Age .... .3:A... Birthdate 8/4/46 )

)

Address 637 Pine., Osborne City:, Calif.)

I, the undersigned petitioner, sgy aa information and belief:

(1) The person named in the Above caption is/iPeWnra ward of the
Above entitled Court.

(2) The previous orders of this Court have not been effective in the
rehabilitation of the abcme named person, in that: he last appeared before
this Court on April 260 1963, and was paaced on probation for a period or six
months without, wardship; this order is still in fUll force and effect;

That he is a person described by Section 602 or the Welfare and In-
stitutions Code in that on or about SepteMber 20, 1963, he took an automobile
property of D. T. Thornton, 621 Pine Street, Osborne City, California, for
the:purpose of temporarily using or operating same without the permission
of the owner, thereby violating Section 499 (b) of the Penal Code of
California;

Parents: Raymond and Gladys Karp, 635 Pine Street, Osborne City, Calif

Taken into custody at 9:15 Won SepteMber 20, 1963.

The above named. person 1E/lamotodetained. HeariLg as to fUrther
detention is set for 1:30 PM on September 23, 1963

Therefore, I request that the Juvenile Court have a fUrther bearing
on this matter.

Dated- - . 23.0. :1.963
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CAL/FORNIA IN AND FOR TEE COUNTY OF HOWARD

IN SESSION AS A JUVENILE COURT

In tikilgaPIIErgIcarp

15 years, 1 month

(Age - Years)

Proceeding No.
Case Iv

RECOMMENDATION FOR
ORDER OF DETENTION

TIremg4gation Officer hereby recommends in connection with the

supp- petition filed in the matter of the above named

person that an order of detention of said person pending hearing be made

by this Court for the following reason:

( 2) Said minor has violated an order of the Juvenile Court.

) Said minor has escaped from a commitment of the Juvenile Court.

) It is a matter of immediate and. urgent necessity for the pro-

tection of said minor that said minor be detained.

) It is a matter of immediate and urgent necessity for the pro-

tection of the person or property of another that said minor

be detained.

) Said minor is likely to flee the jurisdiction of the Court.

The facts in justification of the recommendation for such holding

order in this matter are as follows:
Duncan was brought to Juvenile Hall by an Osborne City patro3.man on

September 20, 1963, for auto theft. The officer had. been patro111-ng along
Mark Twain Avenue when a car full of juveniles passed him. He noticed that
a bottle of liquor vas being waved around.. He stopped the car and. during

the questioning of the occupants discovered that the car vas stolen. Five

youths were involved, 3 boys and. 2 Ecirls.

Dtmcan admitted taking the car from in front of a neighbor's home

by hot wiring. One of the other boys had taken the bottle of liquor from

his father's stock. -Ohen apprehend.ed they were "heading for the hillg

have a party."

On April 26 of this year, Duncan was placed on 6 months probation

without wardship for auto theft. At that time the Court cati.:red that he
obey all laws and that Duncan not operate are: motor vehicle until licensed.



LATPERIOR C.URT OF THE STATE CF CALIFCRNIA IN i:ND PIR THE CCUNTY OF HOWARD

IN SESSInN AS A JUVENILE ceuRT

Matter of

WIllIam Ganther

l!qze 16 7iirthdate .5/2/47

Address .348.Astoria.1)riye,.Osborne.City)

No Case.IV

PETITION
(See'ion 602)1/4

I, the undersigned oetitioner, say on infrfrmation and belief:

(1) The person whose name, address, and age are shown in the above
caption, is under 21 years cf age and isfida residing within Howard County.

(2) This person comes within the provisions of Section 662 of the
Juvenile Court Law of the State of California, in that said person, on or
aboutAeptember 20, 1963 in the County of Howard, State of California,
did then and there take an automobile, property of D.T. Thorntcm, 621
Pine Street, Osborne City, CO.ifornia, for the purpose of temporarily
using or operating same without the permdssion of the owner, thereby
violating Section 499 (b) of the Penal Code of California;

(3) The names and residence addresses of oarents and guardians cf
said person are:

Name Relationship

.A1Max4A.qqnszJGArit4v: .... Pqrents

(4) The above named minor is460708e
was taken into custod5t

t-
entember 20, 1963

further detention is sefor 1:30 PM

Court-

Address

,148 AstoriA .321: 0Ab.o.rjle

City

detained in custody. Said =Inor
at 9:15 PM Hearing as to

on Sept-ember 23, 1963

ti!=alt.enEE, I request that this person be declared a ward of the Juvenile

Dated Ji<gtemb=232..1:953....
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF HOWARD

In the Matter of

William Geuther

16 ?rears; months

(Age Years)

IN SESSION AS'A JUVENILE COURT

Proceeding No. JIAPP-XY

RECOMMENDATION FOR
ORDER OF DETENTION

The Probation Officer hereby recommends in connection with the
petition filed in the matter of the above named

person that an order of detention of said person pending hearing be made
by this Court for the following reason:

( ) Said minor bas violated an order of the juvenile Court-

( ) Said minor has escaped from a commitment of the Juvenile Court.

3, It is a matter of immediate and urgent necessity for the pro-
tection of said minor that said minor be detained.

( ) It is a matter of immediate and urgent necessity for the pro-
tection of the person or property of another that said minor
be detained.

( ) Said minor is likely to flee the jurisdiction of the Court.

The facts in justification of the recommendation for such holding
order in this matter are as follows:

William vas brought to Juvenile Hall by an Osborne City patrolman on
Sep ember 201 1963, for auto theft. The officer bad been patrolling along
Mark Twain Avenue when a car with 5 youngsters (3 boys and. 2 girls) passed

him. He noticed that a bottle of liquor vas beingwaved around. He stopped
'.he car and. on questioning the youths discovered that the car was stolen.
Further, none of the occupants had a valid driver's license.

William says that he and. Daman were bored. and Duncan suggested. taking

a neighbor's car. He states that they meant no harm2amd. were "just

borrowing the car." He had taken the bottle of bourbon fromhis house but
it never vas opened.

William's previous history consists of several referrals for traffic
violations (driving without license and. speeding). His license was suspended
for six myths in August 1963 as a result of these offenses- It is believed
that his driving -- especially under the circumstances of the present
referral -- constitutes a menace to the safety of other persons and. property.
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Herb nodded tc the Judge, who straightened up in his chair and looked

sternly at the boys. "Our purpose today is to determine where you

are &dug to stay until your hearings."

The Judge spoke loudly enough so the adults could hear him clearly.

"Between now and the dates of the hearings the probation officer

will complete his investigation of the circumstances of each of your

cases. If it is necessary, the probation officer may bring in wit-

nesses at thehb.aring te:, prove the allegations. Each of you can bring

in witnesses to testffzi fm your behalf. If you or your parents

want to bring in auy .:::_tnesses, you should give the names to the

clerk of the caurt of the probation officer and we will seathat sub-

poenas are issued. If there should be insufficient evidence at the

hearing, the petition will be dismissed in your case and that will

be the end of the matter. However, if the evidence shows that you

have violated the law as your petition alleges, we will have to de-

termine whet the best course of treatment for you should be.

"The purpose of the juvenile court is to help young boys like your-

selves to grow up into healthy, law-abiding citizens. The court

prefers that this growing up be done in the homer but the home may

not always be the best place for you. Sometimes an institution can

give you better training."

"Now I assume you have ail been informed that you are entitled to

have an attorney represent you. It is not necessary to have one,

but If you want one, it would be a good idea to contact one as soon

as possible. If you cannot afford one, the pdblic defender will

represent you. If you are in detention, you can ask your probation

officer to contact your attorney for you.

NOTE: As our readers know, the court often
considers at the same hearing the caSes of
youth involved in unrelated grimes. In this
instance, for the purpose of "setting the

state
2
" three youths have been introduced;

for the sake of brevity, only the cases of
Duncan Karp and William Ganther will be con-

sidered. Readers are referred to Case III
for the decision made with regard to Ralph

James, PA, 88-90=
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The Judge glanced at the petition and recommendation for order of
detention in the cse of Duncan Karp.

"Duncan, do you understand why a petition has been filed on your
behalf? the Judge asked, looking at the boy.

"Yes."

"And you, Mr. and Mrs. Harp. DO you understand the allegations?"
the Judge shifted his gaze to the back of the room.

Both parents nodded their heads.

"You're presently on probation, aren't you, Duncan?"

"Yes," the boy said aheepishly.

"It would appear you have trouble keeping your hands off other
people's things You've also violated the terms of your proba-
tion. I think it best for your protection and the protection of
others that we keep you here until your hearing."

Duncan ahrugged his ahoulders. Mrs. Karp made a motion as if ahe
were about to stand up and say something, but her hudband heId. her

back. They began talking in angry whispers. The.JUdge signed the de-
tention order for Duncan Karp and passed it on to the clerk who was
seated at a separate desk to the right of the Judge.

"What dbout you, William? Do you understand the allegations against
you? Let's see, you mere involved with Duncan, weren't you?"

"Yes, sir."

"And your license has been suspended?"

"Yes, sir, but really I'm a good driver."

"Even when you're driving other people's cars?"

William blushed.
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"Your Honor, may I say something?" said Mrs. Ganther. "I hope you

are going to let William come-home. He shouldn't miss going to

sdhool over this

Nrs. Ganther," the Judge said acidly, "there are some things more

importart than school. William obviously has not learned to respect

other People's rights. I don't believe he can behave himself between

now a...Z the time of his hearing. I find that it is a matter of im-

mediate and urgent necessity for the protection of the person or

property of another that William be detained."

"Your Honor, you can't do that," Mr. Ganther was on his feet.

"It's already done, Mr. Ganther. I would advise you to sit down."

Ganther hesitated for a moment then sat down.

"Al/ right, boys, you can get up now," the baliff said. "Parents

yill remain seated." The boys stood up and followed the counselor out

of the room in orderly single file. Then the parents left, all talking

at once.

1.73
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DETENTION OF DUNCAN KARP

The law specirically permits detention solely on the ground that

a youngster has violated an order of the court. It has been contended that

detention on this ground is retribution and is a departure from the re-

habilitative philosophy of the juvenile court. Others feel that although

it may in fact be punishment, sudh punishment has therapeutic value. More-

over, whereas punishment prior to adjudication of a first offense may be a

violation of due process, punishment of a youngster on probation is legally

permissible without a full court hearing, especially where the evidence of the

subsequence offense is overwhelming and the youngster admits his complicity.

As indicated before, assumptions regarding the efficacy of punish-

ment are at best shaky. In Duncan Karp's case what could the judge have done

to buttress these assumptions? Wbuld you recommend any of the following:

1) An inquiry by the judge regarding whether Duncan

had ever been detained before?

2) A probing by the judge into the attitudes of Duncan

or his parents toward further detention?

3) An off-the-record discussion between the judge, the

prbbation officer and the detention counselor re-

garding Duncan's present experience and reaction during

detention?
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DETENTION OF WILLIAM GANTHER

The major reason for detaining William vas the danger that he might

commit another offense prior to his hearing. Hut if William is a "security"

risk prior to his hearins, why is it any less likely he will be one after

bis hearing? In rich cases the only logical recommendation for disposition

would be institutionalized "treatment" prior to releasing William back into

the community. Not infrequently, however, the probation recommenaation in

such cases is that the youngster be placed on probation, scmetimes with-

out even wardship.

As a matter of logic, is it necessary that the Judge recognize the

potential disposition as a factor in determining whether detention should be

ordered?

As a matter of policy, do such cases support the argument for in-

troducing bail into the juvenile adjudication process?

Would you approve of either of the following alternatives:

1) A statement by the Judge to the probation personnel

that he will not approve detention recommendations in

"security" risk eases unless there is a likelihood

that the disposition recommendation will be for some

sort of institutionalization?
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2) A request by the Judge that probation personnel present

sufficient evidence at the deteution hearing to support

special findings that the youngster is a present "se-

curity" risk?

Was there sufficient evidence for such a finding in

the case of William Geuther?
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DISCUSSION

As we have pointed out, there is prObably as much middle-class

delinquency as there is lower-class delinquency, but criminal statistics do

not dhow this because the middle class is better able to cove::: up the mis-

deeds of its children. There are certain informal and formal ways of covering

Up .

When children from wealthy families wish to have a drinking party,

they can often do so in privacy at home, or in another town. If they get

drunk, the parents may drive over quiday and pick them up. Whatever dif-

ficulty they cause is often straightened out privately among other middle:

class parents or complainants. Lower-class children must party in public, or

nearly so, and are bound to create wide discontent with their noise and

drunken behavior.

; When a middle-class boy is troublesome, or his middle-class girl

friend is "In trouble;" the parents know of and can afford private schools,

sammer camps, and visits to Aunt Jane in the country, whe their children

are sent to get over their prOblems. These facilities are not normally avail-

able to poor peop/e. In the case under discussion, one of the juveniles in-

volved came from a wealthy district in Odborne, another from a middle-clac.s

district, and the rest from the poorer district of the city. Possession of

alcohol and joyriding are offenses which are not usually detected when com-

mitted by middle-class children.
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This case is proof of the pressures which the adolescent group

brings to bear on, and within, its individual members. Two of the group,

Bonnie Ward and John Carter, did not really want to go along, but were qfraid

to be labelled "party poopers." EVen when they discovered that the cax was

stolen, they hid their reluctance from their friends. Bonnie Ward, who was

very unhappy when she discovered what sort of party it was going to be, was

glad when the policeman stopped the car.

For a look at the "pressures" on the
adolescent, which tend to provide di-

rection for action, see Erikson's
Identity vs. Identity Diffusionzpp. 193-197

It is difficult to tell which of the other three was the leader of

this group. Because of the age of the yonngsters, their stories were more

consistent and more revealing. The Peterson girl was obviously out for fun.

Karp's great longing to have a ear spurred him to suggest stealing one.

Ganther came from the wealthy district, and was able to acquire the alcohol

at home. Among these three -- Karp, Ganther, and the Peterson girl -- there

grew the spontaneous idea of a party. Bonnie Ward vent along:because she

idolized Peterson, and the third boy got into it because the others just hap-

pened to pass him and asked him to join them.

At the police station, the officer had to decide how to interview

the juveniles. The technique of having each one write a statement works in

some cases, more often with older than with younger children. You will find
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it useful at times. The statements we have included here give some idea of

this method's effectiveness.

This case raises another general consideration. Agencies of jus-

tice tend to treat boys and girls very differently. Boys are usuallyiorought

in under section 602 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, for acts which would

be crimes if committed by an adult. Girls are also brought in under section

602, but tecause there is a notion that girls do not commit crimes as fre-

quently as boys, it has become the practice to look upon their delinquencies

as symptoms of something more serious. After extensive examination of her

case, a girl is often found to be in danger of leading a lewd and immoral life

(section 601 of the Welfare and Institutions Code.). This is a rather strange

outcome. Boys, becaustm boys commit more crimes, are filed on under 602 and

girls, because girls don't commit so many crimes, are filed on under 601. The

effect of this practice is to bias the statistics in favor of the assumpticn

that boys commit more crimes. There may be one good reason for acting under

section 601 in girls' cases. When a girl finally comes to the attention of

the police, she is usually pretty far gbne. Girls are somewhat protected by

our society and before they can break away from the formal and informal re-

strictions which are put upon them, they have usually overstepped the mark in

no uncertain may.

The families of these juveniles are all examples of the types of

families which you will meet. Duncan Karp came from a lower middle-class home
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dominated co largely by the mother that the boy was scornful of his father

for being so "hen-pecked." The parents of William Ganther were rich and lived

in the best part of town. They had great expectations for their boy and bad,

in fact, a/ready enrolled him in a university. His drinking and joyriding

were considered as "pranks" by his father who bad done similar things at col-

lege and that "boys will be boys." They resented the attitude of the

police and probation, because social drinking is part of a young man's initiation

into the adulthood of their class.

John Carter, vho lived with his grandpareilts,felt the great age

difference between himself and his grandparents, and remembers his parents as

"wonderful people.

Bonnie Ward's parents loved her and were vtry concerned for her

welfare; as a matter of fact, they were too protective of her.

The other girl, Hilary Peterson, came from a home vhich appeared

to be undesirable. The comments in the narrative and the police report in-

dicate that her mother entertained a string of men. Tbe girl did not like

them and believed that her mother vas engaged In some form of prostitution.

The probation officer's decision to detain her and to file a 601 vas certainly

a sensible one.

These children with their varied backgrounds mere brought together

by the juvenile subculture. This subculture can be very videspread. In one

jurisdiction, the delinquent subculture is so videspread that girls vho come
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into Juvenile Ball know 4.11 about sirls who are already there, even though

they ha,re never met them. They talk and ask questions to such an extent about

other girls who are not there that the probation officers are able to antici-

pate whom they will be getting in the next few months. As another example, we

were told that if one were to take three or four of the hard-core male delin-

quents to a stadium full of school children from the same city, the delinquents

could easily pick most of the troublemakers out of the crowd. They are able

to recognize their kind by means of intelligence and knowledge which tne sub-

culture enables them to pass around. The transmission of information is often

made easier by the administrative policy of the school system which moves

troublemakers from one school to another in hope that they will settle down

in new surroundings. The usual result is that the Juvenile subculture grows

wider and stronger.

All the psychological reports in these cases are exaggerated because

we wish to demonstrate that if one examines any individual closely enough one

can prObably come up with a psycho zal report which, on its surface, is quite

alarming. This is done partly by the use of a technical vocabulary. Beware

of becoming too technical and using Obscure labels to explain behavior. In the

case of Duncan Karp, the insistence on therapy in his psychological report and

in the evaluation is possibly misplaced. Therapy is not suitable here, since

therapy can be used only in carefUlly structured situations and only with

?eople who are amenable to it. Duncan Karp's case history does not lead one
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to believe that therapy will be beneficial to him. The final recommendation

made in his case is prdbably the most sensible one, for certainly be needs

more adult guidance than his family can give him.

Conversely, in the Geuther case, it is prdbably the family which

needs guidance to be made aware of its responsibilities toward William, and

it may veed to 'be brought down a peg or two.

The different dispositions of the three boys mere due to the fact

that one of the girls in the case was dealt with more leniently than the ctber.

This sort of thing is going to happen from time to time. When you get a case

involving a group of juveniles, some of whom are girls, make sure that you

work closely with the female deputy who will be handling the girls' eases. In

this way you may arrive at some uniformity of disposition for those juveniles

whose ease histories are very similar. What we are stressing here is that no

harm ever comes of talking to your fellow officers about cases, or of adking

them how they would dispose of similar eases. This is one of the best ways

to learn.
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Fourth Setting

Juvenile Court, two weeks later; the adjudication hearing.

Characters

The Judge
Juvenile Court

Herb Brownlow
Probation Officer

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ganther William's Parents

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Karp Duncan's Parents

William Ganther
Juvenile Offender

Duncan Karp
Juvenile Offender
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ADJUDICATION

The 'Carps were seated in front of the Judge's desk in his office.
A few minutes earlier In the courtroom, Duncan Karp and William Gan-
ther had admitted taking a car.

"Judge, it seems to me you're making a mountain out of a molehill.
So what if Duncan took a car? He made a little mistake; he was going
to return it," Mrs. Karp said indignantly.

"Mrs. Karp, this isnst Duncan's first offense. Be's getting into
serious trouble now. I wonder what your reaction would be if your
automobile had been stolen?" the judge asked.

"I really don't see haw that's an issue," she said.

"Mr. Karp, what do you think?" the Judge asked.

"I think you are probably right, Your Honor. I've had the feeling
for some time that something was wrong with the boy."

"Oh come now, Ray; his wife said.

"The probation officer feels that Duncan's prdblems stem from his
family situation," the Judge said, looking at Mrs. Karp.

"You're probably right there too," Mr. Karp said.

"Nonsense," said Mrs. Karp, her
"Duncan's just a spoiled 'brat."

W. Karp stared at her coldly.
he asked quietly.

voice skirting the edges of hysteria,

"What do you suggest we do, judge"

"I think it best to place Duncan on probation. This will introduce
a new figure into his life who will help with his supervision. The
probation officer also thinks that Duncan needs professional thera-
peutic assistance. He'll recommend a clinic to you. The parents are
sometimes asked to participate in this process. I think they call it
family therapy."
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"We'll cooperate, Judge," Mr. Karp said, glancing sharply at his

wife.

"I certainay hope so," the Judge replied. "You people are going to

have to learn to work together in order to solve your problems."

The Judge and the Kaxps then re-entered the courtroom. The Judge

sat down at his desk. "Duncan," he said, "you boys have stolen a

car. Do you realize what that means? It means you have committed

a crime. You are criminals. Criminals are dangerous to society

and, therefore, the law says they can be put in jail. It is a

serious and outrageous offense to steal maother man's property. I

expect you to remember that. I'm going to give you a break this time,

Duncan, but do I have your proadse that you will cooperate with the

probation officer and keep out cf trouble if I send you home?"

"Yes," answered Duncan.

"All right, Duncan Karp will be placed on prdbation." The Judge

then turned to the Ganthers. They had been sitting quietly, obser-

ving Duncan Karp's disposition hearing. "You haven't been here

before, have you, William?" the Judge said.

"Of course not," Mt. Ganther snapped.

The Judge looked at him and said quietly, "Why 'of course not,'

Mr Ganther?"

"Bill's a good boy, this was just a youngster's _prank."

"Mr. Ganther, although this is Bill's first time in court, his dri-

ver's license was suspended by the Department of Motor Vehicles for

repeated offenses."

"Those were just traffic offenses, Judge. My God, the bcy isn't a

common criminal as you seem to think. The outrageous nerve of keeping

him in Juvenile Hall until this aearingi"

"Mt. Gantner," the Judge said cc -14, "I'm afraid you don't under-

stand the seriousness of Bill's conduct. He stole an automobile worth

thousands of dollars."
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"I guess that's going too far, but I think you've gone too far as
well."

"Bill, what do you think?"

"I guess we shouldn't have
really think we were dce_ng

the judge said.

done it, but we were bored and we didn't
anything wrong."

"Do you realize it now?"

'Yes, sir. It sure wasn't fun, being cooped up in Juvenile Ball.
good lesson for me."I think this has teen a

"Well, I hope so, young
paa2 like this can harm
tetion."

man. I wonder if you realize how an esca-
not only you but your family and its repu-

"fes, sir."

"Is Bill still seeing a psychiatrist?" the Judge asked.

"He stopped, but we'll see that he starts again," Mi.s. Ganther
answered.

"All right, we'll see that Bill gets some supervision without ir-
retrievably ruining his record. We'll put him on six months' pro-
bation without declaring wardship."
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DISCUSSION

During the bearing the Judge emphasized the criminal nature of

Duncan's and William's conduct because he wanted to make them more aware

of the seriousness of stealing a car. Sometimes such remarks can do more

harm than good. The boys had already been arrested and processed by the

police, detained and investigated by the probation department, and fi-

nally brought to court. They may already have felt separate and apart

from what is considered respectable society. By overdramatizing the

"evil" nature of the boys' acts, and by inviting them to regard them-

selves as criminfos, the Judge may have encouraged. commission Of adtsthe

court is trying to prevent.

Overdramatizing "evil" and the way it

may affect a youth in the process of

In order to receive approval, Duncan and William may be forced to

associate with others who have been similarly stigmatized. Their par-

ticipation in the "normal" activities of such a group may result once

again in their apprehension by the po/ice and then adjudication and dis-

position by the court. If they were then committed to a custodial in-

stitution, they could be thrust into a yauth culture which demands as a

matter of survival that they adopt the values of their fellow "delinquents."

Soon they could come to see law enforcement personnel as "them" and
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criminals as "us." Their "education" as criminals will have been completed.

Duncan and William are not going to become the Al Capones of to-

morrov simply because the Judge referred to them as criminals, but such langu-

age serves to separate them from society rather than to keep them a part of it.

Perhaps the greatest factor militating against the development of these boys

into hardened criminals is their middle-class background. There is less likeli-

hood that such youngsters vill regard themselves as delinquents. Nkts. Karp,

vto felt that "tough" kids commit crimes while her boy only indulged in occasional

pranks, and Mfr. Geuther, who was belligerent in court, are examples of middle-

class Parents who consider delinquent behavior abnormal for their offspring

and the handling of their youngsters by law enforcement authorities a terrible

mistaXe. Though the Judge may be irritated by sudh attitudes, he must zecog-

nize -that they are useful in protecting the family's self-image; they indicate

that tbe Parents vill do everythines in their power to discourage further delin-

quency by their youngsters.

Some of the social influences that
tend to encourage delinquent behavior
are discussed. by Shav.and McKay in
"Social Factors in Juvenile Delin-
guency", pp.203.409.

On the other hand, lower-class youths usually live in high delin-

quency areas and are forced to conform to the demands of the sdbculture vhich

surrovuds them. There is always the danger that an adjudication will encourage
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their delinquent behavior by raising their status among their peers. EVen

where a conscious attempt is made to remain aloof from their delinquent en-

vironment, their families often lack the experience and resources necessary

to make this possible. For example, they are not likely to knoW about the

social services that are available or to have the funds to avail themselves

of such services if they do know about them.

Techniques of "reaching" youngsters must be varied to fit the socio-

economic class backgrounds of their families. Lower-class youngsters con-

stantly faced with the realities of life are particularly sensitive to threats

to their immediate existence./f such a youngster, for example, is interested

in athletics, he can be made to realize that he will not make the team if he

is expelled from school. Older boys from stable homes will be concerned about

the harm that a second appearance in juvenile court can do to their job or

military service opportunities. A parent's refusal to approve a driver's li-

cense Empplication is one of the most effective ways of reaching youths, no

_matter what their social class.

Middle-class youngsters and their families are also susceptible to

more abstract arguments. In this case, the judge appealed to middle-class

values; by mentioning the cost of the automobile, he brought home the serious-

ness of the offense. His reminder to William Ganther of his responsibility

not t..;; damage the "good name" of his family, was an appeal to another important

middle-class value -- status in the community. On the other hand, if there
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is hostility between a youth and his family he may want to drag down the

family honor in order to "get teck" at his parents. The probation report on

the Karps indicated that they were sensitive to the opinions of others. ("The

neighbors will think we are trash. . ") Nevertheless, the Judge did not

mention family reputation to Duncan because the probation report also revealed

that hostility existed between Duncan and his parents. This made the Judge's

task even more difficult. The Karps obviously needed some skilled help wlth

their internal family problems, but any suggestions about mental health

therapy should probably have been rejected with cold hostility if made in

camrt in front of their peers, the Ganthers. The Judge, therefore, arranged

a private conference in his chaMbers.

The primary danger of private conferences is that they will degen-

erate into star chamber proceedings wherein, without the presence of the minor,

decisious are made and plans formulated. This is a serious objection and before

holding sucr a conference the judge should carefully weigh its fairness and

usefulness.

The chief argument for private conferences is that many times they

bring the "unspeakable" out in tne open. Some juvenile court judges believe

that such conferences are unnecessary because the juvenile hearings are not

open to the public. They overlook, however, the fact that the very presence

of the other people involved in the case inhibits candid discussion. This

proble could be avoided by having separate hearings in the first place, but
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as we have indicated, group adjudications can be extremely helpful in obtaining

the best possfble account of the facts when two or more youths are involved

in the same offense. One possible solution is a combination of joint-hearings

through the hearing of testimony and adjudication, then separate proceedings

for dispositions.

Occasionally judges make the tragic mistake of reading probation

reports aloud in court. If the probation report contains derogatory remarks

about the parenps, they may-become hostile or reticent due to the embarrassment

of being exposed in front of their children and the other adults. If the dis-

position involves placement in a private institution, the parents may be loath

to reveal their financial status in front of the other participants. Mbst

judges find that parents are more willing to discuss their family situation

during private conferences rather than in court.

During the conference with the &lisps, the Judge functioned as a

"casefinder" rather than as a "caseworker" who helps the family solve their

prdblems. The Judge made fUrther casework possible by giving his support to

the probation officer's recommendation for therapeutic assistance. This may

have redeemed any prestige lost by the probation officer as a result of not

being included in the private conference. However, in order to insure proper

follow-up by the probation officer, the Judge should not have excluded him from

the private conference. The probation officer usually has more intimate contact
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with the youth and his family, and he is familiar with their history and back-

ground before the judge ever learns of the case. It is therefore unlikely that

his presence would cause the family to become more reticent during a private

conference. If for some reason the probation officer is not present at such

a conference, the judge should inform him of everything that occurs.

Mental health aszistance is not necessarily a panacea and psychia-

trists and psyohologists make no claim that they can control behavior in as

predictable a manner as physicians can control physical illness. They are not

even sure whether an understanding of the emotional psydhe can really be of

help in formulating a useful plan to correct specific behavior. judges must

therefore not automatically rely on the judgments contained in the psychiatric

and psychological reports and ignore the recommendations of the social reports.

Psychiatric and psychological personnel who are aware of the limits of their

disciplines and who realize that some judges rekr t-tally on them have been

known to adjust their findings to conform to the recommendations of the social

report. In this connection, compare the "psychological report" and "evaluation"

sections of 412e social report on Duncan Karp. What do you make of the state-

ment that "the boy is a troublemaker?" Does it tell you more about the

prObation officer's findings than it does about the boy?
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By Erik H. Erikson from New Perspectives for Research on Jtvenile Delinquency,

edited by Helen L. Witmer and Ruth Kotinsky, U.S. DepartmvAt of

Health, Education and Welfare: Social Security Administration --

C.B., U.S. Gov't. Printing Office, Wash., D.C., 1955. pp. 9-10

INTRODUCTION

Erikson, a psychiatrist, is conceined with the developmen-

tat difficulties of adolescence that may result in deviations

of one kind or another. He addresses himSelf to the problems

of identity as they are experienced during the crucial adoles-

cent years, and his Cbservations give a social psychological

perspective to the problems of juvenile delinquency. If ve

know what problems the youth is attempting to solve ve may,

by virtue of our actions, be able constructively to redirect

him.

IDENTITY VS. IDENTITY DIFFUSIM1

ADOIESCENCE

"Let me briefly point to the main components of identity difftsion...

Ultimately each component should be dlscussed in connection with adolescence

as a normative life-crisis; in connection with individual psychopathology; and

finally, in connection with s-xial pathology, sudh as delinquency.
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First, I speak of a sense of time diffusion. This ranges from a

desperate urgency (to act right now) to utter apathy. Phenomenologically,

such diffusion is typical for all adolescents at one stage or another, but be-

COMS4S pathological1y marked in some. The tremendous changes in time-perspective

in adolescence (backward and forward; infinity of phantasy, and immediate long-

range commitment) are aspects of this diffusion. The original trust of the

world is here challenged again, for emotional autonomy must now become com-

plete. Time diffusion can re-awaken basic mistrust, and thus call on very

primitive mechanisms.

"Identity consciousness means preoccupation with discrepancies be-

tween the self-image (ot images) and one's appearance in the e7es of others.

The vanity and sensitivity of adolescents belong here, and also their apparent

callousness to suggestions and their lack of shame in the face of criticisms.

Again, these are primitive defenses, upholding a shaky self-certainty against

uoubt and shame.

"Connected with this, there is often a provocative experimentation

with a negative identity. Adolescents, at one tiMe or another, for longer or

shorter periods, and with varying intensity, suddenly decide to try to be

exactly what some significant people do not want them to be. It is here that

what we analysts call compensations f-rla suddenly cruMble, causing inner anarchy

and either paralysis of initiative or that pathological initiative which is

crime. Young people in extreme conditions may, in the end, find a greater
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sense of identity in being withdrawn or in being delinquent than in anything

society has to offer them. Yet we underestimate the hidden senitivity of these

young people to the judgment of society at large. As Faulkner puts it: 'Some-

times I think it ain't none of us pure crazy and ain't none of us pure sane

until the balance of us talks him that-a-way.' If the 'balance of us' diagnose

these young people as psychotic or delinquent, that may be the final step in

the formation of a negative identity. To a high proportion of 'confirmed'

delinquents, society, since the beginning of their adolescence, has offered only

this one convincing 'confirmation.' Gangs, naturally, become the subsocieties

for those thus confirmed.

"Then paralysis of workmanship. Here you have merely to note the

deep difference between 'completing a job' in the sense of creating a value or

a commodity of any kind, and 'doing a job' (that is a burglary) or 'making a

good job of it' in the sense of completing a destruction. From here it is

only one step to another obvious consideration; namely, that young people must

have learned to enjoy a sense of workmanship in order not to need the thrill of

destruction. Schizoids and delinquents have in common a mistrust of them-

selves, a disbelief in the possibility that they could ever complete anything

of value. This, of course, is especially marked in those who, for some reason

or other, do not feel that they are partaking of the technological identity

of today. The reason may be that their own gifts have not found contact with

the productive aims of the machine age or that they themselves belong to a
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social class (here 'upper-upper' is remarkably equal to 'lower-lower') that

does not partake of the stream of progress, .

"Bisexual diffusion in adolescence needs little explanation. It

fuses with identity-consciousness in the adolescent's preoccupation with the

question of what kind of man or woman, or what kind of intermediate or deviate,

he might become. An adolescent feels that to be a little less of one means to

be much more of the other -- or, ratherlto be a little less of one means to

be all of the other. If at such a time something happens that psychosocially

marks him as a homosexual or a todboy, as a mannish woman, or a 'longhair, he

may develop a deep fixation, connected with a negative identity, and true

intimacy will seem dangerous.

"By leadership polarization I mean that the adolescent has to learn

both to lead and to be led. He has to find out what the pecking order feels

like. If this is short-circuited, he develops some kind of authority diffusion.

Even leaders must be corporals first. On the question of who can tell whom,

and what, the delinquent remains stuck.

"Finally, there is ideological polarization. Young people must be

given meaningful ideological opposites from which to choose (or to think they

choose) a clearly marked group-identity; and a clearly rationalized repudiation

of other identities. Otherwise, ideological diffusion will make a well-

sustained identity formation impossfble. Offhand, it might seem that the

present division of the world into two worlds provides such clearly marked
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opposites. But I would think that an analysis of the effect of the cold war

on youth (probably on both sides) would show that this is an ideological war

between people in late middle age, and that youth is not only not i_deologically

involved and committed but has become somewhat suspicious of the whole thing."

SUMMARY

The problems of identity are always worked out within a

social context. Significant others, who may be family or peer

group members, are important actors in this maturational drama.

The importance which Erikson places upon a meaningful view of

life is dealt with in another fashion by Schwendinger.
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From Frank Tannenbaum, Crime and the Community, Ginn and Company, Boston,

1938. pp. 19-22. Reprinted by permission.

INTRODUCTION

Sometimes there may be an unintended consequence of a

youth's first contact with the police. Instead of being simply

an unpleasant experience which points up the advantages of a

law-abiding life, it may initiate a process which brings the

juvenile again and again to official attention. Tannenbaum

describes how this happens.

"THE DRAMATIZATION OF main

"The first dramatization of the 'Enda' which separates the child out

of his group for specialized treatment plays a greater role in making the

criminal than perhaps any other experience. . . . Be now lives in a different

world. He has been tagged.

"The process of making the criminal, therefore, is a process of

tagging, defining, identifying, segregating, describing, emphasizing, making

conscious and self-conscious; it becomes a way of stimulating, suggesting,

emphasizing, and evoking the very traits that are complained of. If the theory

of relation of response to stimulus has any meaning, the entire process of
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dealing with the young delinquent is mischievous insofar as it identifies

him to himself or to the environment as a delinquent person.

"The person becomes the thing he is described as being. Nor does

it seem to matter whether the valuation is made by those who would punish or

by those who would reform. In either case the emphasis is upon the conduct

that is disapproved of. The parents or the policeman, the older brother or

the court, the probation officer or the juvenile institution, insofar as they

rest upon the thing complained of, rest upon a false ground. . . . The harder

they work to reform the evil, the greater the evil grows under their hands.

The persistent suggestion, with whatever good intentions, works misdhief, be-

cause it leads to bringing out the bad behavior that it would suppress. The

way out is through a refusal to dramatize the evil. The less said about it the

better. . .

"rhe dramatization of the evil therefore tends to precipitate the

conflict situation which was first created through some innocent maladjust-

ment. The child's isolation forces him into companionship with other children

similarly defined, and the gang becomes his means of escape, his security.

The life of the gang gives it special mores, and the attack by the community

upon these mores merely overemphasizes the conflict already in existence, and

makes it the source of a new series of experiences that lead directly to a

criminal career.
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"In dealing with the delinquent, the criminal, therefore, the im-

portant thing to remember is that we are dealing with a human being who is

responding normally to the demands, stimuli, approval, expectancy, of the

group with whom he is associated. We are dealing not with an individual but

with a group. . .

"If we are not dealing with a gang, we may be dealing with a family.

And if we are not dealing ulth.either of these especially, we may be dealing

with a community. In practice all these factors -- the family, the gang and

the community -- may be important in the development and the maintenance of

that attitude towards the world which makes a criminal career a normal, an

accepted and approved way of life.

"Direct attack upon the individual in these circumstances is a dubious

undertaking. By the time the individual has beccme a criminal his habits have

been so shaped that we have a fairly integrated character whose whole career

is in tune with the peculiar bit of the environment for which he has developed

the behavior and habits that cause him to be apprehended. In theory isolation

from that group ought to provide occasion for change in the individual's habit

structure. It might, if the individual were transplanted to a group whose values

and activities had the approval of the wider community, and in which the new-

comer might hope to gain full acceptance eventually. But until now isolation

has meant the grouping in close confinement of persons whose strongest common

bond had been their socially disapproved delinquent conduct. Thus the attack
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cannot be made uithout refeience to group life.

"The attack must be on the whole group; for only by changing its

attitudes and ideals, interests and habits, can the stimuli which it exerts

upon the individual be changed. . . .If the individual can be made aware of a

different set of values for which he may receive approval, then we may be on

the road to a change in his character. But such a change of values involves a

change in stimuli, which means that the criminal's social world must be changed

before he can be changed.

"The point of view here developed rejects all assumptions that would

impute crime to the individual in the sense that a personal shortcoming of the

offender is the cause of the unsocial behavior. . . .

"This of caqrse does not mean that morphological or psychological

techniques do not have value in dealing with the individual. It merely means

that they have no greater value in the study of criminology than they would have

in the study of any profession. . . . The criminal differs from the rest of

his fellows only in the sense that he has learned to respond to the stimuli of

a very small and specialized group; but the group must exist or the criminal

could not *mist.

SIIIMARY

Tannenbaum suggests what may occur when there is an ex-

cessive reliance on arrest and detention. Probably the most
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dttstructive step in the machinery of criminal justice which

the delinquent suffers is his loss of identity and alienation

from the convortional world ciutsidc. This is more likely to

occur when the juvenile has had the complete cycle of contact

with the official process from police to correctional institu-

tion. Tbe loss of identity occurs through what some sociolo-

gists have called a "status degradation" ceremony. Tte juvenile

is photographed, fingerprinted, weighed, searched thoroughly

for hidden items, and given a shower and a new set of clothez.

If the yo.angster is detained for any length of time, he is re-

moved from his family and friends and given a new set of

significant people to whom he must relate. His attempts to

relate to others is simple survival strategy; the juvenile

joins with those in the same predicament in order to make his

new existence liveable. Within the social groupings of the

inmate culture, a circle of acouaintances is established, in

which the youngster can reassert his lost individuality. The

personal relationships developed with others in the same situ-

ation enable the juvenile to redefine himelf according to

the situation, to adjust to the low status accorded him, and

to accept the attitudes of others toward him. Thus the very

tendendes which the experience is designed to repress are en-

couraged by requiring inmates to group together and develop a

code in order to live.
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Abstracted from Clifford R. Shnw and Henry D. MdKay, "Social Factors in Ju-

venile Delinquenci," 7ol. II of Report on the Causes of Crime,

National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, Report No.

13, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 26,

1931. pp. 191-199, and passim.

MTRODUCTION

Astute Observers of city life have often noted that a

youngster's tendency to delinquency is influenced by his

neighborhood. One factor in any judicial decision may be the

area to which the youngster must return -- not just the family

situation but the local community. Because certain areas of

the city supply a disproportionate amount of juvenile and

adult crime, it becomes necesvary for us to take a youngster's

place of residence into account in our judicial decision.

Shaw and McKay discuss the implications of the fact that

some neighborhoods appear more law-bieaktng than others.

SCCIAL FACTORS IN JUVMILE DELINQUENCY

"The delinquency data presented graphically on spot maps and rate

maps give plausibility to the existence of a coherent system of values sup-

porting delinquent acts In making these interpretations it should be remembered

that delinquency is essentially group behavior. A study of boys brought into
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the Juvenile Court or Cook County during the year 1928 revealed that 81.8percent

of these boys committed the offenses for which they were brought to court as

members of groups. And when the offenses wer, limited to stealing, it was found

that 89 percentof all offenders were taken to court as group or gang metbers.

In many additional cases where the boy actually committed his offense alone,

the influence of companions was, nevertheless, apparent. This part is illus-

trated in certain cases of boys charged with stealing from meMbers of their

own families, where the theft clearly reflects the influence and instigation of

companions, and in instances where the prOblems of the boy charged with in-

corrigibility reveal conflicting values, those of the family competAng with

those of the delinquent group for his allegiance.

"The heavy concentration of delinquency in certain areas means,

therefore, that boys living in these areas are in contact not cnly with in-

dividuals who engage in proscribed activity but also with groups whiCh sanction

such behavior and exert pressure upon their meMbers to conform to group stan..

dards.

"The maps representing distribution of delinquents at successive

periods indicate that, year after year, decade after decade, the same areas

have been characterized by these concentrations of delinquents. This means

that delinquent boys in these areas have contact not only with other delin-

quents who are their contemporaries but also with older offenders, who in turn

had contact with delinquents preceding them, and so on back to the earliest
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history of the neighborhood. This contact means that the traditions of delin-

quency can be and are transmitted down through successive
generations of boys,

in much the same way that language and ether social forms are transmitted.

The cumulative effect of this transmission of tradition is seen in two kinds

of data, which will be presented here only very briefly. The first is a study

of offenses, which reveals that certain types of delinquency have tended to

characterize certain city areas. The execution of each type involves techniques

which must be learned from others who have rarticipated in the same activity.

Jack-rolling, Shoplifting, stealing from junkmen, and stealing automobiles are

examples of offenses with well-develored techniques, passed on by one generation

to the next.

"The :-.cond body of evidence on the effects of the continuity of

tradition within delinquent groups comprises the results of a study of the

contacts between delinquents, made throu h the use of official records. The

names of boys who appeared together in court were taken, and the range of their

association with other boys whese names appeared in the same records vas then

analyzed and charted. It was found that some members of each delinquent group

had participated in offenses in the company of other older boys, and so on, backward

in time in an unbroken continuity as far as the records were available. If an

unbroken continuity can be traced through formal institutions such as the

Juvenile Court, the actual contacts among delinquents in the community must be

numerous, continuous, and vital.

262-252 0-67-14
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"The way in which boys are inducted into unconventional behavior

has been revealed by large nuMbers of case studies of youths :Living in areas

where the rates of delinquents are high. Through the boy's own life-story

the wide range of contacts with other boys has been revealed. These stories

indicate how at early ages the boys took part with older boys in delinquent

activities, and how, as they themselves acquired experience, they initiated

others into the same pursuits."

"There is a direct relationship between conditions existing in

local communities of American cities and differential rates of delinquents

and criminals. Communities with high rates have social and economic charac-

teristics which differentiate them from communities with low rates. Delinquency --

barticularly group delinquency, which constitutes a preponderance of all of-

ficially recorded offenses committed by boys and young men -- has its roots

in the dynamic life of the community.

"The high degree of consistency in the association between delin-

quency and other characteristics of the community not only sustains the con-

clusion that delinquent behavior is related dynamically to the community but

also appears to establish that all community characteristics, including delin-

quency, are products of the operation of general processes more or less common

to American cities. Moreover, in Chicago the rates of delinquents for many years

rIA
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have remained relatively constant in the areas adjacent to centers of com-

merce and heavy industry, despite successive changes in the nativity and

nationality composition of the population. This fact supports emphatically

the conclusion that the delinquency-producing factors are inherent in the com-

munity.

From the data available it appears that local variations in the

conduct of children, as revealed in differential rates of delinquents, reflect

the differences in social values, norms, and attitudes to which the children

are exposed. In some parts of the city, attitudes which support and sanction

delinquency are, it seems, sufficiently extensive and dynamic to become the

controlling forces in the development of delinquent careers among relatively

large numbers of boys and young men. These are the low-income areas, where

delinquency has developed in the form of a social tradition, inseparable from

the life of the local community.

In these communities many children encounter competing systems of

values. Theircommunity, which provides most of the social forms in terms of

which their life will be organized, presents conflicting possibilities. A

career in delinquency and crime is one alternative, which often becomes real

and enticing to the boy because it offers the promise of economic gain, pres-

tige, and companionship and because he becomes acquainted with it though rela-

tionships with persons whose esteem and approbation are vital to his security

and to the achievement of satisfactory status. In this situation the delinquent
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group may become both the incentive and the mechanism for initiating the boy

into a career of delinquency and crime and for sustaining him in such a career,

once he has embarked upon it.

In cases of group delinquency, it may be therefore said that the

delinquent, from the point of view of h's immediate social world, is not neces-

sarily disorganized, maladjusted, or antisocial. Within the limits of his

social world and in terms of its norms and expectations, he may be a highly

organized and well-adjusted person.

The residential communities of higher economic status, where the

proportion of persons dealt with as delinquents and criminals is relatively law,

stand in sharp contrast to the situation described above. Here the norms and

values of the child's social world are more or less uniformly and consistently

conventional. Generally speaking, the boy who grows up in this situation is not

faced with the problem of making a choice between conflicting systems of moral

values. Throughout the range of his contacts ir the community he encounters

similar attitudes of approval or disapproval. Cases of delinquency are relatively

few and sporadic. The eystem of conventional values in the community is suf-

ficiently pervasive and powerful to control and organize effectively the lives

of most children and young people.

In both the lower-income and upper-income communities, the dominant

system of values is conventional. In the first, however, a powerful competing

system of delinquency values exists; in the second, such a system, if it exists
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at all, is not sufficiently
extensive and powerfUl to exercise a strong influ-ence in the lives of many children. Most of the

communities of the city fallbetween these two extremes and represent
gradations in the extent to which

delinquency has become an established way of life.

In the low-income areas, where there is the greatest deprivation andfrustration, where immigrant and migrant groups have brought together the widestvariety of divergent cultural
traditions and institutions, and where thereexists the greatest disparity between the social values to which the peopleaspire and the availability of facilities for acquiring these values in conven-tional ways, the development of crime as an organized way of life is most marked.

SUMMARY

Some probation
reports describe the community from which

juveniles come, others do not. If the judicial officer is
generally aware of his community, the address of the child
will often give him the

information he needs on a neighbor-
hood. It is then for him to determine whether the family will
insulate the youngster from deleterious neighborhood influen-
ces or expose him to them.
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CASE FIVE

Sex Offense.

First Setting
Police Station: end of

watchtdesk sergeant
discusses alleged rape incident with officer.

Characters

Sgt. Mike Keats

Juvenile Bureaujack Fowler

New OfficerFlorence Parker

ComplainantKaren Parker

VictimSteveaBell

WitnessDiane Compton

WitnessWtlliani Price

juvenile Offender
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The watch was ending. Things were quietingdown and it looked as
if there would be little to do; a loitering case or so, then home.

A sudden clatter, and the delivery tube dropped a can too loudly

into the receiving basket. The Sergeant muttered words known only
to him, and read the message.

"Hey, Fowler. I got a little job only you can do."

"What?"

"This report from patrol division. An attempted rape. This yuspect

is an old friend. You'd better pick him up."
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Notification of
Osborne City - Howard

OFFENSE REPORT

to Division AC I 11111County
Copy

OFFENSE REPORT

OFFENSE NO. DATE REPORTED
20, 1963:

T1ME REPORTED
11:23

TAKEN BY
J.C. Steele

DIVISION NO.
Allt.

-REFERRED
Sept. 20, 1963

T1ME REFERRED
11:25

TAKEN BY
J.C. Stee1 4

ORIGIN OF REPORT
Public

NAME
Florence Parker

ADDRESS
1629 Mark Wain

PHONE
CL 9-5437

REPORT

Nrs. Parker called concerning 'sex attack' on her

daughter Karen, WFJ (15) in Los Arboles Park just

prior - suspect nay be in area.

RELATED 0 De SE
REPORTS

Acfilm
TIME 1 TAKEN -BY

11:30 N.D. WarrerDIVISION
Patrol

DATE
Sept. 20, 1963

-143.1.

William Price
AKA Sonny

29A Pine Street

PHONE PROCESS REPORT NO.

TNESS

Steve Bell
Diane

Compton

ADDRESS

1803 Salop

515 Crane Avenue

PHONE

N/K

CL 3-0673

OCCUPATION

friend

MORT
Victim says she vas walk:Eng in park with Diane when tvo boys

approached and suggested they should 'have some fun', went

into dhadk iaparkwhere alleged offense occurred.

DISPOSITION
Referred to Jur.

DATE
Sept. 21, 1963

TIME
I 12:30 AM

MADE BY
Patrol
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0.P.D. OFFENSE CONTINUATION REPORT

Reporting Officer dispatched to investi-
gate report of sex attack originating from
ga 629 Nark Twain. Upon arrival, 11/0 ad-
mitted to house by reporting party, Florence
PARKER. B/0 observed Complainant, Karen
PARKER in living room. Her clothing
dishevelled: she was crying and appeared
to be near hysteria. Father of Comp. also
present in L.R. He said nothing.

R/P told B/0 her daughter had just
been raped by two boys in Los Arboles Park.
R/P was very excited. Comp. tried to say
something to R/0 but was told by B/P to
shut up. R/0 advised R/P to let the girl
talk. Comp. then stated the following:

That she and girl friend (W#1) had
been walking in Los Arboles Park shortly
prior, that two boys (susp. and W#2) induced
them to enter a shack, that while in the
shack susp. suddenly exposed his penis,
knocked her to the floor, tore open her
blouse, tore off her underpants, and tried
to rape her. Also that susp. squeezed
both her arms and hurt them. (RP
observed upper arms were red). Comp. also
reported that W#1 and W#2 were outside shack
when this happened.

R/P then informed R/0 that she wanted
to sign complaint against 3usp. and that
she wanted him put away. R/O informed R/P
that Juv. B. would follow up due to
juveniles involved. Advised R/P to talk to
them re: complaint.

Requested J.B. follow up. Comp. too

1

upset to question further at this time.
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"It looks like we Id better get on it. The victim's mother is

screaming bloody murder. Before you go get Price, maybe you dhould

see his record."



3ffense:7049T1
Jay. Bur. No.
Juv. Hall No.
Prob. Off. No.

MIN de.

JUVENILE PROCESSING REPORT
Osborne City - Howard County

ffw) SECTION -

.

-.-

NAME (Last) (Firt) (Middle) 'Sex! Aug 4acei Ofi'entl;
Price Carl m ls,g

. ..._

NO. PICKUP LOC. OFFENSE I 1,0C num, R'ESIST Vegl :31D ;
fl( El. Home. -No No1

, CO1,2LAINAN1 Apaa,7.5s 6E1124344J. L. Waite 1932 Dock
WIMSSES ADDRELSES PHONES

DETAILS OF PlCKU2

1

Date Time
Pickup 2j3-1/60 .30

Parents Not.

Release

Jay.

Parents Not.

! Petition

White complained tbat siaspect had stolen bi4
son's bicycle from the racks at Dickens
Elementary Sehool. Suspect interviewed at bre.

ildadts taking it. Cycle recovered

mcniA.Nes 4,gF BIRM
4

SCHOOL
J

ASSCrIATE

GRAle "'

C ave.
-oORT

De t. Hearing

Release

Hearing

PICKL7

TRANSPORTING OFFICERS

JCIFEITILE FJREALS:=0.13._.
cT 11.7f WTIa iiiS BkIR atElliiip, SCARS, TATTOOS

WMFARE .
T.flJT IfITH ADUL ) ADDRESS

No ; %tel.= Price '294 l'ine
RACE I AGE SEX I ADDRESSill

1

PAONE

REMARKS

Subject d.enies stealing -- says he only borrowed it.
_Dew:twist!

PH= -idgerit2trTION

/Egg Sin

AagEvre

I-MIMED !PHOTO
No i No

INVMV. 07F.

RELATED FILE NUMBERS

REASON ADMITED
__ziOr.orilXnLINEMEDIELqALL ilaAKE *.zcTlys_

[BROUGHT IR BY Mo. TIMES PREV. DETADV.5-1
Citation

RELIGION T an/ 2.ENT.'.441r FR-O-FTL(FD2LALN )

none
ADDLtE:

MOTHER FIGURE

mothol
CUSTODIAN CIF OTHER

STEPr *.Cir

ADDRESS

Above
)1ADDRESS

PRONi;

PHOIE 1

PRONE

STEPMOTHER

NO. OF SIBLINGS
LILL.) ; ( I married

216

218

Mith.A.1 17..ECS

Reprimand
Case closed.



Offense No.
Juv. Bur. No.
Juv. Hall No. 711!!===
Prob. Off. No.-ITYlu--

JUYSNILE Fnce.ssING REPORT
Osborne CIty - Howard County

_FIELD SECTION_
NAME (Last) (First) (Middle) 'Sex ! Rao& Ofrens4

Pri William Carl X
NO. PICNUF1LOC. OFFENSE LOC. PICKUP! RESIST WPfir..11;

3 ISP Yard Yard
COMPLAINANT ADDRESS

-TiffNissEs ADDRSES

00

:PHONE II

1

PHONES :

DETAILS OF PICKUP

Patrol observed 3 bqys
hand breaking glass -- saw
admitted breaking RR signal-

,

1

;

Date

PiF"e- .8/29/60-4420. pm-

0 006

11.1*..".."-fr/20/Ea 13 : xrptr-
Purents

15,20/60 9 :30' Pzu

-t---;

Release

Juv. Hal_

F_Parents Rot.

1

1 Petition

it Det. Hearing_
1 r

on railroad propeky
them run and app4hended It

Release

1

I I Hearing

AM

NICKNAMES
Sonnv

SCHOOL
O'Neill CP.AilF

BiRrrd

PICKUP OFFICERS
ZR. Davidson

TRANSPORTING OFFICERS
D

4

1

11=m006a011
aummw

"'ATE ;BT.
Btn

HAIR
5'

'REPORT
WELFARE ILINW5-G WITH ALUL

C eve. NO Thelma Price

ASSOCIATE
Jemes Whtt N

Chris Gormazi N

SEX ADDRESSMHONE
7 Lime --

114 r Beach

71----tv. SCARS, TATTOOS ;

Itonel(S'

ADDRESS
Pine St.

PHOFE REL.PCION
ther00.1101.

7NAT. FATHER ADDRESS
T.C.Price

[
Unknown

NAT. MOTHER: ADDRESS
TbelmaPrice 1 Above

rPRDINTEL: !PHOTO I ENVEST. OFF.
I.R. Lovidson

REMARKS -billFuli043 FILE NUMBERS

Boys admitted malicious mischief -- Sassy J5038-9

REASON ADAETTED
Citation raiN34ie 3'

ien= PnV. LETAIIED
uone

. _
1RELIGION 1 40/DENtXT. PROBLEMS ()71$AIN)

# Luth. None

1 Olt ;

None !

-Piroft-1FIGURE
Mother

ADDRESS
Above

11-.1STOLTAN-TIF OTHERPDDRES3
I

FaaaE i

dtEFFATffER----------1 :-.5--ka±}: -----;---. --*
i

.110MEK

NO. OF SIBLINGS
1 married.
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Boy admits -- seems sorry. Mother
thinks she can handle him *with a
little help -- vill.
Six months informal probation.



CaTrfrON
KFFEAR

TEITFIC-7TTATTON

t,r3T-Trftlt-ez--R

Station
Interrogation

I I " Field

JUVENILE CONTACT REP
Ozborne City Police De a

NAME /0
/ (L.e.-etq /

ADDRESS ! PHONE

;zei

OR S.,

4I
fi

TE OF 9;4THLW;gEre IRACEIP,QETOTII.:EIGHTI.EYESIR COMPL:
° I /)-0

DRESS, SCARS, E TC.

ChUQL IGRADE
.-trGt-V g-S i /0 i

i /7 ;../ 6- ?.--
i REASON FOR CONTACT
i

I

eADEZedILS OF CONTACT
toesi-a..e

PIA OF CONTA T CODEZCTION

.0.0-1fr..41.41u/

Nid OFdt7..elf OFFIC MEM) BADGE NUMBERS (OR ADDRESSES)
. /3? st'

..RMR.MT NUMBERS FILES

/

..5-30 7

I INSTRUCTIONS TO PARENTS RDIANS: You are he:reby notified that the above named

1 minor was involved in the stated offense and is released to you pursuant to Section 26

!
of the :Ielfare and Institution= Code upon your promise to bring said minor before the

;
probation officer of Howard County at the County Probation Offices, 1790 Jefferson

i Street, Osborne City at pmiam on

I promise to appear and to bring the above named minor as directed. I understand

, that any wilful failure to perform az promised constitutes a misdemeanor and is punish- i

able under the provisions of Section 513 of the ::elfare and Institutions Code-

Signed Minor

BRING THIS FORM
TO THE BEARING

Signed Parent
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Offense No.
JN. Bur. NolT40---U
Juv. Hall No.
Prob. Off. No.

JUVENILE PROCESSING REPORT

Osborne City - Howard County

F.t.ELD .SECTION
Date ; Time

liAtE (iasti --(First) (Middle) 'Sex I 1-i'gg Race! Ofr nseq Pickup
. ; .

5/3463:- 4

NO. PICKUP! LOC. OFFENSE

Arhnies Zar
COMPLAINANT

WITNESSES

R. M. Brooks

E. A. Benson

-it"Y---

ADDRESSES

#220

LE76:-.-?ICKUP RESIST. WPNI 31111-- PtLr 5/301-63 01:30
No No!les__Egrk No (

ADDRESS PHONE
Parents Not 3/30/63

IMETAILS OF PICKUP

Park patrol saw suspect hiding something

investigated, and found unopened beer can.

uncooperative ;

NICKNAMES

SCHOOL

ASSOCIATE

REMARKS

Subject admits possession of alcohol - Lad already drunk

ZIOBATIOILDZIETSELJUV. HALL --- ilTAKE *ECU
REASON ADIZTTED [BROUGHT IN BY

--RELIGION I MED/DENTAL PRoiltms(EicplAni)

. PHONES

in--i
t

inishes-
St4spect

Release 5/30/63_ .41

Juv Hall

Parents Not.-___...
Petition

De t . He

Release

Hearing

(-

PICKUP OFFICERS
Brooks

TRANSPORTING OFFICERS
Pranics

JUTZTILE BUREAU TION
HAIR COMPL. I MARKS, SCARS, TATTOO.?

Med. tope
PHONE

DATE OF BIRTH ISTAM ;HT. WT. EYES
0,1011-r 5t c 131- im%

REPORT WFJFARE 'LIVING WITH (ADM
P-'ce

RACE AGE !SEX ADDRESS PHONE

) ADDRESS
P.

:NAT. FATHER
C,Price

NAT. MOTHER
lmaPrice

:PRINTED ! PHOTO

No

RELATION
ther

ADDRESS
Unknown
ADDRESS
Ala ve

INVEST. OFF.
Pife

RELATED FILE NUMBERS

-...." ....a..

4-7-romm-7.1-duRE

Old
PREV. DETALNEE'

ADDRESS PHONE ; REMARKS

MO !LIN" FIGURE ADDRESS lgonE

0-T-HfR)1-KDDRESS

STEPFATHER '1- ax,...;em

NO. OF SIBLEiGS
M

.

219

tor

-
PHOI1E

p cLt



IU201.1Offense No.
23

.._ --. - -
Imre , Time

9/21/61 1 1:113, ..

Juv. Bur. No. 1 5.43 JUVENILE PROCESSING REPORT
Juv. Hall No. Osborne City - Howard County
Prob. Off. No.

.......... ... ... .....____ .

... ..etTa S.F.C.TIOR . . . . ....,_ . .... i

(Last) .-(First) (Kiddie) `Sex! Ag ilacd Offensii Pickup
Price William Carl : M : 17 11 Att. im-

NO. PICKUP1 LOC OFFENSE LOC PICAUP2* RESISt-'WPN1E13D Juv _ 9/21/63 ' 1.50.-.

1 iLosArbolesPark
. _Par

sev.blks.hoMe No Nc1
i

COMPLAINANT ADDRESS PHONE Parents Not. t .

Mrs. Florence Parker 629 Mark Twain CL9-5437
WITNESSES

j

ADDRESSES PHONES
.

Steven Bell 1803 Salop li/K

i Diane Compton 515 Crane Ave. CL3-06/3
I ,

1

Release 1

i

i ,_

. 5___1Juv Hai./ ga____.t...a.;i4.__
,_....9./a

Parents Not. 1

!Petition

,

i DETAILS OF PICKUP
i

Call from Ni-s. Parker;at 11:23 concerning:"sex
attack" on her daughtel. Karen. Named Wiliim
Price as "attacker." .cpntacted Wirlinm at. one
about 1:00 AM. Denies-knowledge of incid t

Det. Heari

Release

Hearing
i Iand ran from juvenile fficers. Apprehend0d. by

patrolman at 1:43 AM s eral blocks from lime.tv
No resistance.

i

PICKUICEICaigiven

TRANSZQUING,OFFICERS
B.U. warren

JUVENILE BUREAU SECT OY
NICKNAMES D OF BIRTH ismmIBT.

4 11 46 1Calif: 5'6'
WT. Ez.S
135 Br

HAIR
Br

C6MPL.
Med 1

I MARKS, SCARS, TATTOOS-1
None

SCHOOL
. Rivault

GRADE f REPORT
Jr. . C ave.

WELFARE .LIVING WITH'(ADULA)
Nb ! Thelma Price

ADDRESS
29A Pine

PHOYE RMATION
Mother

ASSOCIATE RALE AGE SEX ADDRESS
I

PHONE ;NAT. FATEER
1 Wm. Price

ADDRESS
Unknown

L,_

1NAT. MOTEER
! Thelma Price

ADDRESS
Above

1PRINTRO !PHOTO I

,

Nb i No
INVEST. OFF.
Fdwler

REMARKS William seems (.o be very upset about FILE NUMBERS
the incident. Cooperative .14971;35307;38339

PROBATIO OFFICE/JUV. HALL -- INTAKEZEQTION....
REASON ADMITTED rilowEnliw BY I'M. TIliES PREV. DETAINED
Danger to others rowier Two

i

RELIGION 1 MED/DENTAL PROBLEMS (TXPLAIN)
Luth ' none
UN' x V ' ADDRES 'PHIS, REMARKS

.

iNbne
MOTHER FIGURE

Ndther
ADDRESS
above

PHONE 1

---1
PHONE I

1

CUSTOLEAN71P-oTHERAALDRESS
1 s

SIEPFATHER I- STIzaJMOMER
I
,

NO. OF sImaisms 1 married
.

m ( ) P ( )
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"'We sure can't leave him until morning. It seems pretty obvious
that his mother can't control hlm."

"Yes, pick him up and have him make a statement if you can, tben
de/1ver him to Juvenile Hall. We'll make a more complete inquiry
1452ell the girl and her mother have calmed down."

* * *
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DISCUSSION

In sex cases, the officer must contend with his and others' over-

wrought emotions.

The call was taken by the switchboard officer who radioed the

complaint to patrol division. Patrol investigated immediately, found that

juveniles were involved, and called the juvenile bureau for advice.

The victim identified William Price as her assailant. She admItted

leading Price on and therefore she was a willing victim to some extent.

However, the crime itself, the insistence of the victim's mother, and the

suspect's past record indicated that action had to be taken immediately.

The juvenile bureau has small discretion about the disposition of

cases like this ane. However, the follow-up should be very thorough, and a

policewoman can be very helpful since girls are involved. For both the com-

plainant and victim, such an experience can be very upsetting. Care and

understanding should be exercised during the investigation and those invol-

ved should be given time to calm down and collect their thoughts; the offi-

cers, on their part, must be careful to view the whole matter dispassionately.

In this case, it was not an innocent maiden who was lured into the shack in

the park at 11:00 P.M. Why was she there? Parents must rEglize the danger

of allowing their daughters to wander in lonely areas late at night.

Note that William Price has no father. Wilkins, in a study of

children born in England during and just before the war, discovered that.
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fatherless children were responsible for a disproportionately high amount of

crime. Hitherto, the absence of the mother has been blamed for much delin-

quency. But the father too has an equally Important role to play in the

modern family.
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Second Setting

The Probation Office, the next day; discu5sion of
pending eases.

Herb Brownlow

Fred Clarke

Karen Parker

William Price

Steven Bell

Diane Compton

Characters

Supervising P.O.

Probation Officer

Victim

Juvenile Offender

Juvenile Offender

Juvenile Offender
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Four-thirty. Nothing but the clock kept Herb Brownlow in the of-
fice. He thoughtabout rushing out in an absent-minded hurry as if
he were doing something very important and he wondered who -:ould
guess he was just going hcme early if he did that. He wondered
whether the Bay would be calm enough nor trolling in Raccoon Straits.
"Better stop at the store and get some more weights."

"1:Hello in there."

"H'm? Oh, hi, Fred. Come on in."

"Busy?"

"No, just finishing up. What are you up to?"

"I thought you'd want to see this Price case. I talked to you about
it Mbnday. It's turning into a can of worms.

"What happened?"

first of all the police called The two witnesses, Steven
Bell and Diane Compton, corroborate Price's story that they had
intercourse that night. The police have cited Bell for statutory
rape, and the Cmpton girl has a Notice to Appear on a 601. I
talked to Bell on Wednesday, I guess it was. He couldn't add much.
He and the girl left before the incident, but he thought that Karen
Parker wasn't going to give Price any trouble about it, the way she
was acting. Anyway, I'm going to file a stet rape on Bell. His
case will come up with Price's."

"What did what's her name have to say? Bell's girl?"

"Liz Maddox and I talked to her. She's inIdanger of leacling a lewd
and immoral life,' all right. She remembers about a dozen affairs
with different boys . Almost married one, a sailor, but they found
out she wasn't pregnant and called it off. She says the Parker
girl was hot for it. They'd talked about it on the bus. 'dell
surely file a 601 on her."

"What does Karen Parker have to say to all this?"
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"I called to ask her, did she fall or was she pushed, but her fa-
ther said that his wife and daughter had gone out of town 'to for-
get this dreadful thing,' as he put it. I chewed him out, and told
him About the obligation of complaint."

"With austere dignity, I hope."

"I was fittingly grave. So first thing yesterday morning Ws.
Parker towed the girl in, Liz and I interviewed her, and she changed
her mind about tbe whole thing. Said she didn't know whether Price
exposed his penis, and wasn't sure whether he knocked her down or
they fell, and she said be certaialy didn't take her panties off.
That was more like his story, but Liz arranged for a medical just
to be sure. The mother had to be persuaded, spoke loudly of her
daughter's virgin blushes, but the girl didn't object at all, and
that's in her favor."

"Are you filing an amendment to the petition?"

"Yes, I don't think there's evidence to warrant anything more
serious than alleged battery. Lt. O'Leary in Juvenile agrees on
that. Here's Price's report and his statement. The clinic came
through in a hurry with a psydhological report, too."
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CONCERNING: WILLIAM CARL PRICE, JR., born April 11, 1946 in

San Diego, California (age 17 years, 5 months)

Father: WILLIAM CARL PRICE, whereabouts unknown

Mbther: THELMA PRICE, 2% Pine Street,

Osborne City, California

William resides with his mother who has legal custody. He

was taken into custody and placed in Juvenile Hall on September

21, 1963, ordered detained at the Detention Hearing or. September

23, 1963 and then released by Court order on September 27, 1963.

REASON FOR HEARING:

Amended petition alleges battery upon the person of Karen

Parker 0/A September 20, 1963.

FACTS CONCERNING ALLEGATION:

At 11:23 p.m. on Fil.day, September 20, 1963, Otborne City

police received a telephone report from Mrs. Florence Parker

concerning what she termed "a sex attack" on her daughter, Karen

Parker (15). Patrolman N.D. Warren responded and vent to the

Parker house where he obtained the original offense report fram

the victim. Her initial account of the incident (including a

statement that her assailant had exposed his penis, knocked her

down, and taken off her panties) led to the crime report

classification of "attempted fOrcible rape." (It was reclassified

to battery on September 23, 1963). She named William Price as the

offender. Juvenile officers were summoned and carried out the

investigation.

Investigation by the police and probation departments

reveals the following concerning the incident:

At approximately 10 p.m. on Septetber 20, 1963, Karen Parker
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WILLIAM CARL PRICE, JR. Court Report Part I Offense
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and Diane Compton (16) got off a bus at Washington and Hill Blvd.,

intending to go to the Parker girl's home. Following them from

the bus were William C. Price, Jr., and Steven Bell (17). (Steven

and Diane were acquainted, but William did not know either of the

girls.) At Diane's suggestion the girls crossed the street, in a

direction opposite from their destination, and entered Los

Arboles Park. The boys overtook them, engaged them in friendly

conversation, and began walking with them.

In the vicinity of the park bandstand the four paired off,

William with Karen and Steven with Diane. By mutual agreement

they entered an unlocked concession stand storeroom and began

petting, which soon became "heavy." Steven and Diane spread

cardboard on the floor and ultimately (with Diane's consent)

engaged in an act of intercourse, still in the presence of the

other couple. After completing the act they left, leaving

William and Karen inside.

William then attempted to induce Karen to lie down with him

on the cardboard. When she refused, William grabbed her by the

upper arms and they both fell to the floor with William more or

less on top of Karen. She began to scream and resist him. It is

not clear whether William continued his advances after this point.

Steven and Diane, hearing the commotion, returned to the door

and saw William running away from the scene. They both helped

Karen to her feet. She ran most of the four blocks home, Diane

accompanied her but did not remain to talk with karen's parents.

The boys had gone to their respective homes by separate routes.

William was contacted at his home, by Juvenile officers at

approximately 1:00 a.m., September 21, 1963. He denied knowledge
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WILLIAM CARL PRICE, JR. Court Report Part I Offense
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of the incident and. ran from them when they told him he was being

taken into custody. He was apprehended by a patrolman at 1:43 a.m.

as he walked from an alley several blocks away. There was no

resistance at that time.

After being taken to the Osborne City Police Department for

processing, William gave officers a written statement in which

he admitted "pulling on" the girl's arms, but he denied any intent

to rape her. He was delivered to Juvenile Hall at 3 :4-5 a.m. on

September 21, 1963 and booked for investigation of attempted rape.

A petition alleging that offense was filed on September 23, 1963

but it was amended to battery on the same day.

Medical examination of the victim showed that intercourse

had not occurred. The only injuries noted were bruises on both

upper arms .

VICTIM'S STATEMENT:

Karen Parker (subpoenaed) will testify that she met William

for the first time on September 20, 1963 and that she went with

him into the storeroom. She states that she was willing to "make

out" with him but she claims that he tore open her blouse and

attempted to force her to the floor, thereby hurting her arms.

Sae states that she is "not sure" what William was trying to

do or whether he exposed his penis. She will testify that he did

not remove her panties as she originally reported to police.

STATEMENT OF WITNESSES:

Steven Bell and. Diane Caulp on will be available (their cases
are calendared on the same day) to testify that they did not

observe Karen resist William in any way while they were inside

the storeroom with them. They will also describe their
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WILLIAM CARL PRICE, JR. Court Report Part I Offense
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observations After bearing Karen's screams.

MINOR'S STATEMENT:

William admdts the alleged battery.

He states that Steven told him (while on the bus) that Diane

was "an easy lay" and that her girl friend probably was too. He

claims that they followed the girls "to see if there would be any

action."

As to what happened inside the storeroom, William says that

he and. Karen "made out for awhile" and he also says that he knew

Steven and Diane were engaging in intercourse (although it was

dark inside). He admits suggesting to Karen that he and. she lie

down on the cardboard. When she refused, he relates, he "got

excited" and grabbed her arms, squeezed them as he pulled on her,

and then lost his balance, causing them both to fall. He denies

tearing her blouse or attempting any sexual advances arter they

fell. He explains his running from the scene and from police by

stating that he was "really scared" by Karen's screams.

RECOMMENDATION RE: FINDING:

It is respectfillly recommended that the allegations of the

amended petition be found true.
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WILLIAM CARL PRICE, JR. Court Report Part II Social
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PREVIOUS HISTORY:

Probation Department:

February 11, 1960

August 20, 1960

Citation Hearing
Bicycle Theft

Reprimand
case closed

Citation Hearing 6 months
Malicious mischief informal
(hreaking railroad probation
signal light)

Osborne City Police Departnent:

Novetber 21, 1962

May 30, 1963

Field Interrogation
9:50 P.M. (In group
loitering near Drive
Inn)

No action

Possession of beer Reprimand
Release to
mother

FAMILY:

William is the second of two c.krildren born to parents who

were married In Las Vegas, Nevada, on April 21, 1942. The older

child, a girl, is married and has been out of the home for almost

3 years. The father was living in Phoenix, Arizona,in 1961, but

18 the mother and boy have had no contact with him since then and

19 do not know where he is now.

20 The marriage was the first for the father who was in the

21 Navy when it took place. Mrs. Price married for the first time

22 at 16, but that marriage was annulled several months later. She

23 is frank in discussing the fact that both her marriages were

24 precipitated by pregnancy (the first was interrupted); she was

25 four nonths pregnant when she married William's father. From

26 all indications, the union was never a stable ome in any respect.

27 During the early years, the father wa on sea duty and separated

28 from his family.
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WILLIAM CARL PRICE, JR. Court Report Part II Social
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After his discharge (1945) and the birth of William, the

family existed as an intact unit for only a few months. The

mother says that the father began "drinking and drifting" and

that they were separated most of the time in the ensuing years.

The father came home from time to time, but his visits were

seldom Pleasant occasions. The final separation was in 1956

after the father, in the children's presence, accused the mother

of bringing other men into the house and. beat her with a beer

bottle. (William telephoned. police.) The father was sentenced

to 30 days in the county jail for battery; he never returned to

the fmrtily after his release. The mother has no 10Anq for

divorce. She states that she would sue for divorce only if she

wanted to remarry; she hastens to add there are no prospects for

this.

Mrs. ?rice has been employed intermittently during the past

few years. She received welfare benefits after the father left

home but these have been discontinued. She claims she has always

arranged for a neighbor to "look in on" William while she worked.

This continued to be the case until William's present referral.

She has been working the swing shift at a local glass companY,

but she says that her supervisor has arranged to r.hAnge her to a

Iday shift so that she can give William better supervision.

The home, a 3-1/2 room apartment, is rrinimally adequate.

The mother uses the only bedroom and William sleeps on a day bed

in the living room. The neighboihood is mixed residential and

business In an area with a moderate delinquency rate.

The mother describes William's home behavior and sh.:titude as

"normal." She concedes that "he is getting pretty Independent."

26

27

28

I
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WILLIAM CARL PRICE, JR. Court Report Part II Social
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Several times in recent months she discovered that he left the

house after she went to bed (after midnight). On one occasion, he

came home under the influence of alcohol. She also complains that

William doesn't talk to her as much as he used to; she knows

little about his friends or his pastimes.

Ws. Price has been cooperative during the present investi-

gation. She seems to possess average intelligence and she also

appears motivated to gain insight into William's behavior and

emotional needs. She promised to cooperate in any disposition

made by the Court.

MINOR:

William has shown anxiety about the pendigg court action as

well as the entire situation. He has stated: "people will =ink

I'm a sex fiend or something." The incident seems to have had a

strong emotional effect on him. The boy has been res2onsive and

genera123- cooperative (after the initial attempt at evading arrest).

His appearance is pleasant and his physical and. mental development

are appareatly normal. He has no significant medical history; the

only childhood diseases were mumps and chicken pox. He is naw in

good physical health. No mental health agency contacts are reported.

Most of William's time is spent "just wandering around" the

neighborhood or in the ht,nes of friends talking and listening to

records. He does not belong to any formal groups; although

nominally a Protestant, he does not attend Church on a regular

basis. His interest in athletics is low; he was on the school

basketball team in junior high, but he now shows little interest

in agy sport. He has not formed any miens concerning an occupa-

tional goal. 236
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William clains that he is "going with" a 15-year-old girl who

attends the same school. Their dates are usually confined to week-

end movies (he meets her at the theater) and occasional school

dances. He denies any sexual misconduct with her and, he is

anxious that she not learn of his present predicament. When

questioned dbout his sexual knowledge and experience, he disclaims

any sex relations whatsoever in the past, but he acknowledges

occasional solitary mastuxbation. He states that he has had no

fornal sex education although his nother once gave him a book on

the subject and told him to come to her Nit-thaw questions.

SCHOOL REPORT:

Rivault High School llth Grade
(no report yet available for the current term)

Final grades for Spring 1963 semester:

Scholarship: 4 C's, 2 D's

Citizenship- Average (one 5-day suspension for
smoking)

Attendance- Fhir (4 truancies, 5 period cuts)

I. Q.: 93 (s-B, 1961)

JUVENILE HALL OBSERVATION:

Willf.am was not a disciplinary problem during the several

days in detention. He was assigned to kitchen duty and. performed

well.

Althcugh he participated in group recreation if called upon,

he preferred to renair to himself, reading nagazines and conic

books. no unusual and/or unacceptable behavior was noted. He

demonstrated a positive attitude toward tht. staff.

EVALUATION:

The primary focus of concern in this case is the aggressive

262-252 0-67-16 237
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nature of the alleged offense and its implications for William' s

future social adjustment. The offense itself was the result of an

"etiom%l ly charged" situation intensified by the behavior of the

victim and, the other couple. William appears to understand. that

the contributory actions of the others do not relieve him of his

own responsibility; he has not tried to project it on the others.

William is not habitual ly physically aggressive and he does

not represent a real threat to others on the basis of this one

incident. Re has no prior history of violent behavior despite

his witnessing frequent exhibitions of violence by his father

against his mother. In fact, he seems to be experiencing a great

deal of anxiety because he sees in himself the same type of

behavior which makes him think of his fathef as "a bum."

Thus it is not believed that placement of the bpy outside the

home or community is indicated. He appears to have the potential

for responding to a plan cf probation. This plan would provide a

stable male authority figure to set and enforce behavioral limits

and. give hdm tae emotional support and counsel which he definitely

needs.

RECOMMENDATION FOR DISPOSITION:

It is respectfUlly recommended that laiILL= C. Price, Junior,

be declared a ward. of the Court and placed under the care and

supervision of the probation officer and. reside in his mother' s

hone.
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SUMMARY OF PSYCHODIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

William Price, Jr. Clinic: #11406 M

B.D. April 11, 1946 Deputy

C.A. 17 yrs., 6 months D.P.O.

Reason for Referral: William was referred by the
investigating D.P.O. after the boy was arrested for
attempted rape of a 15-year-old in an unoccupied shack
in a local park. Circumstances of the offense are
sudh that there is some doubt whether this is a bona
fide attempted rape or a less severe type of physical
attack. The girl was bruised and "emotionplly shaken"
by the episode.

The deputy poses questions concerning his level of
intellectual functioning, indications of emotional
disorder, whether psychological findings indicate that
William is a probable aggressive threat, and whether
return to the home is a realistic solution.

Procedures: William was seen for clinical interviews
and psychological testing on September 24 and 25, 1963.
The California Psychological Inventory, the Rotter
Incomplete Sentences, the Rosenzweig Picture Frustration
Study, the MMPI, and several subtests of the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale, were acimiristered. In addition,
the deputy was consulted concerning background. material,
and William's mother was interviewed.

I Summary of Clirical Findings: William is a fairly handsome,
athletically built boy of 17 who makes a good first
impression because of his cooperative manner and verbal
ability. Although denying the specific intent of rape in
his physical attack on the sirl; he admits some _zse of

and does nottry to place the blame elseWhere. He
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Implications : Ptychological findings do not reveal
severely aggressive or hostile impulses and thus William
cannot be described as a threat to the community.
These findings also indicate that a supervision program
should be more supportive than authoritarian. There
is nothing to suggest that William will be unable to
respond to supervision in his own home.

IPsych. Report

SigmunE Jung, M.S.
Cl I ni cal Psychologist

3 im Price



"You really think probation is going to be enough for this boy,
Fred?"

"Yes, I don't see how placement could help him. Be's scared now,
and I think his mother can cope with him with our help.

"What's that other report, the stat rape?"

"rhat's what the law calls it, I guess. I feel kind of sorry for
Bell. We could have forgotten all about it. just another girl raped
in the park, if it hadn't been tied up with this assault."

21;2



STEVEL ROBERT WELT, Court Report Part I Offense

CONCERNING: STEVEN ROBERT BELL, Born in Osborne City on June 19,

1946 (age 17 years, 3 months)

-43ather: Percy Beli, 1803 Salop, Osborne City (cited)

:her: Margaret Bell, same address (cited)

fi.I.E-f.e_ence with:parents who retain legal custody.

Steven bas not been detained in Juvenile Hall.

REASON FOR HEARING:

Petition a/leges statutory rape of Mane Commton (16), on or

about Seotember 20, 1963.

FACTS:

On September 23, 1963, Steven ?ell was issued a Notice to

Appear by the Osborne City Police Department for statutory rape

of Diane Compton, after he admitted engaging in an act of inter-

course with her by mutual consent on the night of September 20,

1963. The offense came to light through the Police Department's

investigation of an attempted forcible rape case (later changed

to battery) involving William Price, Jr. (17) and. Karen Parker

(15, victim).

Both incidents occurred in a vacant, unlocked storeroom in

the Park shortly after 10 p.m. on SepteMber 20. All four of the

youths entered the roan and petting and other sex play ensued,

culminating in Steven and Diane engaging in intercourse on the

flocr. The other couple was present in the darkened room when the

sex act took place. Bo contraceptive device was used. The girl

has been =mined by a doctor and found not to be pregnant.

After Steven and Diane left the room, the battery incident

took:place. William Price has been referred to Cort for that

offense, and Diane Compton has also been referred (waywardness
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Court Be-oort Part I Offense

BOY'S STATEMEWT:

Steven rearliTy admits the allegations of the petition. He

states that he followel the girl into the park because be knew of

her reputation ("an easy lay") from other boys. He reports that

she actvally encouraged his advances which led. to the completion

of the act.

The boy states that he knew what he was doing "was wrong,"

but be also claims he was not aware It was against the law,

although he knew Diane was under 18. He categorically denies any

other such incidents.
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PREVIOUS HISTORY:

Probation Department Traffic Unit:

February 261 1963 Speeding (=tor scooter) Finding
42 nph in 25 mile zone Traffic

School
Case closed.

Osborne City Police Department:

chine 20, 1963 ePossession of beer Reprimand
(with group at beach Released

party) to parents.

THE FAMILY:

Steven lives with both parents and three siblings in a three-

bedroom house which the parents are buying. There is also a

small living area (converted garage) which is shared as a bed-

room by Steven and his 19-year-old brother, a student at City

College.

The parents were married in 1942, and the marriage, the first

for both., has remained intact with no separations or serious

marital disorder reported. The father is an accountant for a

local retail auto dealer. The neighborhood is residential and

housekeeping standards are very good; in short, the physical

resources of the home are quite adequate.

Interpersonal relationships are apparently no cause for

concern within the family. Steven gets along well with his

siblings, although there is considerable bickering between him and

his 16-year-old sister. This is within the normal range, however.

The father says that his job is tedious and requires much

overtime. He thereby explains that he has left matters of

discipline and c'hi3d management primarily to the mother. She

feels capable of handling these responsibilities. Mr. Bell
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verbalizes the intention of "getting closer to" (his expression)

the children because of recent developments.

Steven is described by his parents as a typical teenager who

is asserting independence by occasionally "bending" his weekend

time deadline of 11 p.m. They punish him for this by not allow-

ing him to use his motorscooter. They also exhibit a modicum

of insight into his behavior and attitude (generally good) at

home. They are at a loss to explain his present involvement;

their embarrassment is quite obvious.

THE MINOR:

Steven is a physically well formed youth without any parti-

cular distinguishing marks or dharacteristics. No surface

indications of emotional disorder were inferred from his attitude

and responses during interviews. He is a personable boy although

his manner is perhaps too ingratiating.

He expresses general regret about his present situation,

although he makes little attenpt to disguise his feelings about

the girl. In his words, "she isn't much." Steven disclialms any

previous experiences of intercourse or other sexual behavior.

Although he occasionAlly dates (movies, school dances, etc.), he

is not going steady.

Steven's only group membership is in "The Sundowmers," a local

motorscooter group. He learned about Diane's reputation from

the boys in this group.

He is looking forward to attending The Marine Stewards'

Union training school for apprentices upon completion of high

school. Arrangements for this are being made by an uncle who is

a union official. Completion of this course would result in full-
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tine employment aboard a merchant vessel.

SCHOOL REPORT:

Rivault High School, 12th grade (grades are for April, 1963

semester)

Scholarship: I MI, 3 C's, 2 D's

Citizenship: SatisfactorY

Attendance: Regular

I.Q. 111 °(uhlman Anderson, 1960)

EVALUATION:

There is no question that Steven's involvement in the alleged

statutory rape was by design: he was out to try what is not onlY

pleasurable per se, but also of status value in his group. The

narginal values of his reference group (the scooter club) are

evidenced by frequent referrals of group members to this department

and to the Court. The parents were not aware of his membership,

and they have taken concrete steps to terminate his participation

in the group by selling the notorscooter. Steven promises to

stay away from the group In the future.

There are positive factors in this case which preclude the

necessity of wardship and an indefinite probation period. First

among these is the constructive plan for vocational trPining upon

completion of high school. Steven's trivial prior historY Is

another factor; a pattern of delinquency is not present. The third

factor is his famlly's awareness of the boy's situation.

RECOMMENDATION FOR DISPOSITION:

It is respectfully recomnended that Steven Robert Bell be

placed on probation for a period of six nonths without being

adjudged a Ward of the Court.
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"1When's the hearing, NOnday?"

"Yes, I thought you'd want to see

'Thanks, Fred. So wg. have William
tery, you're recommending wardship
Steven Bell, six months' probation
Liz was filing on Diane Compton."

this before the weekend."

Price, amended petition for bat-
and prObation for six months.
without wardship. And you sald

"Yeah. Mrs. Parker won't like it, but that's too bad. Where you
off to, Haab? Khocking off early?"

"No I have an appointment uptown. Have a good weekend, Fred."

"You too, Herb."
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DISCUSSION

This case is complex because it changed in important ways after

it reached the probation department. The police received a complaint about

the attempted rape of Karen Parker who identified William Price as her

assailant. Later, the two witnesses said that just prior to the alleged at-

tempted rape they had engaged in an act of intercourse in the shack while

the other two were present. Since Diane Compton was under 18, a statu-

tory rape charge was filed on Steven Bell, and a petition for waywardness was

filed on the girl because she admitted acts of intercourse with several other

boys. Furthermore, the prObation officers began to wonder whether the attemrted

rape victim had been quite so thorougicay victimized as she said.

Mrs. Parker had taken her daughter out of town for a few days to

soothe her nerves. When they returned, Karen made a statement which removed

the grounds for a charge of attempted rape against William Price, but supported

a charge of assault. The amended pdltion on William Price is an example of the

complications common in such cases. EVidence and statements must be checked

and rechecked when emotional reactions tend to obscure the facts and distort

statements.

In Karen's case a medical examination was necessary to determine

whether penetration had occurred or any physical damage had been caused.

In Diane's case, the court needed to know whether she was pregnant or not,

although in this instance, since the trial took place soon after the offense,
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it is doubtful whether a pregnancy resulting from it could have been deter-

mined.

Now let us look at William Price's case history. William admitted the

alleged battery but denied that anything else took place. Because of the

girl's statment, there was no reason to didbelieve him, and it was obvious

that she gave him good cause to expect compliance with his wishes until the

point was reached when she became frightened and broke away. However, his

record of general minor antisocial behavior (theft, malicious mischief, loi-

tering, possession of beer) and his school report showed that he needed super-

vision. The family situation also showed the need for a man's care or in-

terest since the father was no longer with the family and the boy was beyond

his mother's control. A probation officer might well be able to help her in

this matter. As the boy was cooperative and genuinely worried About his

actions, there was no reason to take him out of his home. Uhat he needed

vas firm guidance within his home environment.

A statement made by the boy and a psychodiagnostic evaluation

were attached to the court report. The statement described, the sequence of

events fairly well, and the questions and answers at the end were useful. This

case dhould not have been referred to the clinic since the report says very

little About the boy Which was not already known at the time he was referred.

However, it is standard policy in many places to refer sex cases and serious

assault cases to psychiatric clinics. It is a wise policy for many problems
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may be discovered this way.

As for Steven Bell, he had a record, but not a serious one, andhis family appeared capable of taking care of him. Howeve.:, he had been
hanging around with a rotorscooter gang.

Motorscooter and motorcycle gangs, and the surf gangs of Southern
California are thc equivalcnts in western adolescent life of the permanentgangs of eastern and midwestern youngsters. These gangs cause a great dealof trouble and the rate of referral of their members f.s high. Night it notbe a goad idea to break away from the oll idea of family casework and con-sider the usefulness of doinr autharitarian casework with these groups?

Often assumptions are made that cer-tain tynes of behavior occur only
within7cel-tain groups. For a criticismreflecting on the basis for theseesumptions, sec nages 252-259.

Stetutory rape in this age group raises serious social questions,gor it seems unjtIst thot tlie courts should favor the consenting female. Thegirl in this case was considerably
nore experienced than the boy, and wasfreely available to mem:Derr,- o-C his gang, if his statement is to be believed.

revertheless, soc:Tety soyt; that the rale must take the blame in such cases.
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From James F. Short and F. Ivan Nye, Social Problems, Vol. 5, No. 3 (Winter
1957), pp. 207-212. Reprirged by pernission.

INTRODUCTION

We have seen that dramatic transformations are occur-

ring in the composition of our conmmnities which have impli-

cations for delinquency. These changes are reflected in our

official statistics. Though these statistics may be imperfect,

they are the best we have at this point. Short and Nye sug-

gest some cautions in using official statistics and indicate

a way of getting a more realistic picture.

REPORTED BEHAVIOR AS A CRITERION

OF DEVIANT BEHAVIOR

"The literature on social deviance is replete with caution and

foreboding on the subject of official statistics. We are warned that such

problems cannot be measured in terns of dollars and cents, that reporting

systens are only recently and imperfectly developed, and that varying referral

practices and jurisdictional procedures distort the accuracy of data for in-

dex purposes. Yet most research proceeds to utilize official statistics with-

out regard for these cautions, perhaps because of the apparent lack of alter

natives. . . .
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. . . The alternative to the present confusion in measurement of

social deviation which we suggest is the utilization of data on reported be-

havior. That is, we suggest going directly to the segments of the population

in which the researcher is interested and studying such groups by asking

questions relative to the behavior under consideration. This can be done by

systematic sampling techniques . . . or by studying entire groups . . . .

"Certain theoretical and immediately practical advantages to this

type of study are apparent. In the study of juvenile delinquency, for exam-

ple, the extent and nature of various types of delinquent conduct and its

vaiiability can be investigated. This, in contrast to the usual procedure

of assuming that a group of aoninstitutionalized children are "delinquent,"

and comparing them with a group of naainstitutionalized children who are de-

fined as "nondelinauent." Further, such investigation can be made in all

segments of the population rather than in the socioeconomically biased in-

stitutionalized or officially apprehended group. For purposes of etiological

inquiry, such data have the advantage that they can recognize the existence

of institutionalization and in fact study its influence as an etiological pro-

cess. That is, a frequent criticism of past studies has been that some of the

processes studied, e.g., emotional instability, strained family relations,

and school maladjustment, may result from institdional experiences, or the

fact of institutionalization, rather than being a cause of the delinquency

being studied. Such confusion of cause and effect relationships is not entirelY
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eliminated by the use of data on reported behavior, but the technique allows

greater control over the variables by the investigator toward this end.

"Recent empirical investigations by the writers suggest a fUrther

weakness of official delinquency statistics, viz., that such data are uneven

in their biases. FOr example, a comparison of the reported delinquent be-

havior of boys and girls in different socioeconomic categories finds few

statistically significant differences in the incidence of such behavior.

The traditional assumption of a higher incidence of delinquent behavior among

meMbers of the lower socioeconomic groups, based upon official statistics,

is not substantiated.

. . The unanswered problem with regard to official statistics,

then, is: what areas and to what degree are such data biased? These are cru-

cial questions in the search for ger2ralization regarding the extent and

nature of social deviance and its etiology.

"In addition to these problems, the comparability of official

juvenile delinquency statistics from one Jurisdiction to another suffers from

a weakness inherent in the very concept of juvenile delinquency. This con,.

eept eMbodies a rehdbilitative, clinical approach to the child which demands

that each child be dealt with in a manner calculated to serve his best in-

terests -- regardless of the legal classification of his behavior. This means

that the way' in whichadhild enters into the Juvenile delinquency statistics,

or whether he enters at all, will vary according to his personality, family



and neighborhood relations, etc., -- and according to the philosophy, per-

sonnel, facilities, and skills available in each court. 'Perfectly comparable

statistics necessarily imply identical handling of legal identical cases

and therefore the negation of the juvenile court (and police) philosophy.'

Thus, so long as statistics are tied to legal categories, as it appears they

must be, this conflict in legal classification and court philosophy will con-

tinue to exist.

"Finally, the problem of rapport with respondents is likely to be

less formidable with the general population than with institutionalized groups.

The adolescent who has been branded as a "delinquent" by repeated arrests,

prObation, and institutionalization, may find it difficult fully and frRnkly

to reveal feelings toward parents, sfblings, teact.,..rs, and peers. He may

rebel against revealing behavior or companionship which might conceivably be

related to his deviant behavior. Because of these problems it seems likely

that institutionalized delinquents will more often attempt to manipulate the

interview situation.

"One final word -- it is not the suggestion of this paper that the

study of deviant behavior by reported behavior,reblace the collection of offi-

=

cial data. No other system of data collectiOn seems practicable on a conAnuing

basis. Mich etiological research must remain in the manipulation of officially

defined problems and statistics. Data on reported behavior can, however,
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serve to evaluate official data and suggest improvements in their collec-

tion .

"We wish to urge the refinement of legal classifications of criminal

behavior toward the goal of more behaviorally meaningful categories."

SUMMARY

Within each community we can ascertain whether delin-

quency has increased or decreased if we have kept adequate

records over a long period of time. But these statistics

should be interpreted with care. Interpretations should take

into account a number of things: a disproportionate growth

in the youth population relative to the community at large;

an increase in police activity; increased sophistication of

record keeping (more is being reported now); the shift in the

definition of juvenile crime in State and local statutes; and

varying administrative and community emphases at different

times.

The authors suggest using reported behavior as a more

precise criterion of delinquency. In their own studies they

diicovered that a disproportionate number of lower-income

youth become part of official statistics despite the fact
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that delinquency is distributed evenly throughout the popu-

lation.

The important point to be drawn from the article is that

general alarm about the increase in "hooliganism" is not jus-

tified when we take a sdber look at juvenile statistics.

However, this does not deny the fact that more young people

are coming to the attention of the police in our cities and

coming more often.
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Third Setting

Juvenile Court, the next day; a detention hearing.

Characters

The Judge Juvenile Court

Herb Brownlow Probation Officer

Thelma Price William's Motl'er

William Price Juvenile Offender

Karen Parker Victim

.2-525/
/259
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA IN AND FmR THE CCUNTY OF HOWARD

In the Matter of

Age

William Carl Price

Address

IN SESSIoN AS A JUVENILE COURT

17 4/11/46 )
Birthdate

29A Pine Street, Osborne Ci

No
Case V

P.e.LITION

(Section 602)

I, the undersigned petitioner, say on information and belief:

(1) The person whose name, address, and age are shown in the above

caption, is under 21 years of age wId uithin Howard County.

(2) This person comes within the provisions of Section 602 of the

Juvenile Court Law of th-p- State of California, in that said person, on or

about, Sept ember 20 , 1963 in the County of* 2oward, State of Califorr,a,

ldid then. and there by means of force and violence, wilfully and
attempt to accomplish an act of sexual intercourse with Karen

Parker, a female person not his wife, thereby violating Section 261 (3)

of the Penal Code of California;

(3) The names and residence addresses of Parents and guardians of

said person are:

Name

William Carl Price

Thelma Price

Relationship Address

Father

Mother

(4) The above nemwd minor isii detained
was taken into cu oepteMberstody at 1:432 , 19

further detention is set for 1:3° PM

Court.

Whereabouts unknown

29A Pine St., Osborne City

on

custody. Said minor
Hear4ng as to

SepteMber 23, 1963

THEREFORE, I request that this person be declared a ward of the Juvenile

Dated SepteMber 23, 1963
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA IN AND DOR THE 00UNTY OF HOWARD

IN SESSION AS A JUVENILE 0OURT

In the Natter of )

)

William Carl Price, Jr.
)

z )

Age 17 Birthdate
)

Address ..29AYAlle..S.t.Inqt., Osborne Cit,

No. Case
AMEVDMENT TO THE

PETITION

CSection 602)

I, the undersigned petitioner, 7ay on inftrmation and belief:

(2) The person whose name, addres:7 and rrre are shown in the above
catttion, is under 21 years of age and ist reoidiug within Howard County.

(2) This person comes within the nrovi.:ions of Section 602 of the
Juvenile Court La of the State of California, in that :;aid person, on or
about, SepteMber 20, 1963 in the County of Howard, State of California,
:id then and there wilftlly and unlawfUlly use force and violence upon
the person of Ekren Parker, thereby violating Section 242 of the Penal
Code of California;

(3) The names and residence addresses of barents and guardians of
said person are:

Name

William Carl Price

Relationship Address

Father Whereabouts unknown

.... . Ao.t.12.e.z . ..Zah 1151r-rim .Caty

(4) The above named minor isktoccut detained in custody. XXXX=COt
Vc0067,===gc=4X1W moo= at xxxxxxx xxxam474xxx=
22.PPPVIIINP0OWNOVVWX=PRPoPPix mtx >cc=

THEREFORE, I request that this person be declared a ward of the Juvenile
Court.

Dated .Aea1iA44=.230.;]aii...
(Petitioner)
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA IN AND FOR TEE COUNTY OF HOWARD

IN SESSION AS A JUVENILE COURT

)

In the Matter of )

William Carl Price, Jr. )

)

)

....... months )

(Age Years)

Proceeding No. Case V

RECOMMENDATION FOR
ORDER OF DETENTION

The Probation Officer bereay recommends in connection with the
petition filed in the matter of the above named

person that an order of detention of said person pending hearing be made
by this Court for the following reason:

( ) Said minor has violated an order of the juvenile Court.

( ) Said minor has escapecl fram a commitment of the Juvenile Court.

( ) It is a matter of immediate and urgent necessity for the pro-
tection of said minor that said minor be detained.

( x) It is a matter of immediate and urgent necessity for the pro-
tection of the person or property of another that said minor
be detained.

( x) Said minor is likely to flee the jurisdiction of the Court.

The facts in justification of the recommendation for such holding
order in this matter are as follows:

An Osborne City policeman responded to a call frombt.s. Florence
Parker on September 20, 1963, at about 11:25 PM. Mrs. Parker claimed that
her daughter, Karen, had been the victim of a "sex attack." William Price
was named as the attadker. It was alleged that William forced Karen to the
floor of an unlocked concession stand storeroom in the park and there
attempted intercourse, tearing off part of her clothing. William vas con-
tacted at his home at approximately 1:00 AM on SepteMber 21, 1963, by
Juvenile officers. Be denied the attempted forcible rape and ran from-the
officers. He was apprehended by a patrolman about 45 minutes later and taken
to Jimenile Hall at 3:45 AA on SepteMber 21, 1963.

Ifilliam admits pulling on the girl s arm but denies any attempt to
rape her.

The boy has had previous police contact concerning loitering and
possession of beer. He has also had. previous Probation Department contact
in reference to a bicycle theft CFebruary 1, 1960), case was closed with a
regrimand; and for a malicious mischief offense CAugust 20, 1960; for whicia
he was placed on 6 months informal 'obation.
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DETENTION HEARING

The Judge wrinkled his forehead so that his eyebrows looked like
small,bushy, inverted V's. He was staring at 17-year-old
William Price and nis mother.

"You were brought-in, William, because it is claimed that you at-
tempted to rape a15-year-old girl, Karen Parker."

The boy fidgeted in his cnair.

"These hearingsin Juvenile Court arc informal in nature," said the
Judge. "They are for your benefit, because they enable us to
better plan your fUture. You may have witnessesspeak for you, if
you wish. If you will give their names and addresses to the pro-
bation officer, he will see that they are brought into court during
your hearing. You may also have an attorney, if you wish, but it
is not necessary to have one. All we're going to decide today is
whether or not we should keep you in Juvenile Hall until the date
of your hearing. 'You and your mother have already been informed
of when 'that will be, haven't you?"

William and his mother both nodded their heads.

"The petition that brings you before the court today is this paper
I hold in m7 hand." The Judge held the petition up in the air.
"It was prepared, signed, and filed this morning by the probation
officer. It includes this report from the police juvenile bureau.
Let's read this petition. I want you to listen very carefully so
you can tell whether it is true or not."

William moved to the edge of his seat. The Judge began to read from
the police report appended to the petition.

"'The complainantl. Karen Parker, says that she and a girl friend
had been walking in Los Arboles Park and that William Price aild an-
other boy induced them to enter a shack.' Is that true, William?"

"We went into the shack, that's true."
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"We will enter your admission accordingly. Did you ask the girls
to go in?"

"We all sort of agreed."

"awn you deny inducing the girls?"

"Right, man."

The Judge resumed reading. "While in the shack William Price sud-
denly exposed his penis, knocked her to the floor, tore open her
blouse, tore off her underpants, and - .

TI

"The heck I did," said William angrily.

"Well, William this is what has been reported. I think we had bet-
ter enter yourdenial and not go into this any further now."

"Will I be able to take Bill home?" said his mother.

"I'm afraid not, Mrs- Price. William has been accused of a very
serious offense. During his time in Juvenile An31 we will get a
better chance to know him and to decide on the best plan for his
future."

The Judge signed the detention order and William was escorted out
of the courtroom by the Bailiff.

Mrs. Price then got up. She slapped her gloves against her hand,
and walked out.

"Herb," the Judge said, "the facts in these rape cases can be
_pretty tricky. You might alert the probation officer working on
the case to be very careful in his investigation. The line be-
tween seduction and rape is a very thin one."

"I'll put Fred Clarke to work on the case. He's very thorough and
I'm sure he'll keep digging 'til he gets at the truth."

"Well: if it turns out to be only a stat rape, see that the boy is
not detained."

"Sure thing, judge."
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DISCUSSION

William was detained because of the nature of his offense and be-

cause he attempted to escape Police apprehension. The experienced judge,

however, was well aware of the peculiar facts which often surround "rape"

cases and.he also kr:w that William would be out on bail if he had been six

months older.

Often detention hearings occur too early in the investigation pro-

cess for a clear evaluation to be possible. The judge was aware of this and

specifically Instructed the probation officer to release the youngster under

certain conditions. JUdges almost always authorize release at the probation

officer's discretion, and it is seldom that the probation officer will not

willingly exercise wuch discretion. Yet in this case, where there was a

vigorous complainant, the probation officer might have been reluctant to re-

lease even without the uncovering of new evidence. ..)uch reluctance is often

overcame when the judge lets it be known in court that a decision for release

by the probation officer will be backed by court authority.

For a discussion of the recent develop-
ment of the philosophy of the Juvenile
Court, see pages 286-291.

If the same judge presides at both detention and adjudicaiton hearings,

is.it proper for him to intervene in the lavestigation Process? Shpuld he dis-

cuss the adjucicative facts ex parte? Should he allow his decision to be based

on the 2robation officer's recommendation, assuming that he considers the

probation officer competent?
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Fourth Setting

Juvenile Court, two weeks later; the adjudication hearing.

Characters

The Judge Juvenile Court

Fi.ed Clarke Probation Officer

Thelma Price William's Mother

Mr. and bfr.s. Pkrcy Bell Steven's Parents

WilliamPrice Juvenile Offender

Steven Bell Juvenile Offender
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ADJUDICATION

William Price and his mother sat uneasily before the Judge. The
allegations of the amended petition had been sustained on the basis
of a full admission. The Judge W3S looking through the probation
officer's report for information on which to base his disposition.
Iris eye was drawn to the psychologist's report attadhed to the court
report. The courtroom was silent, n11 eyes on the Judge.

In the report William was described as "fairly handsome" and
"athletically built." The judge glanced up and loOked directly at
the boy. William turned his eyes away. The judge decided that
the boy might be called handsome despite his "waterfall" haircut
and a slight case of acne, but he was certainly not sufficiently ro-
bust to be dubbed "athletic."

The psydhologist's report indicated that William might or might not
be aggressive to girls in the future. "That's not m1.7.'h help," the
judge thought, "it could apply to most young men. Chances are the
boy feels worse about the situation than the girl. At least he
looks remorseful."

"William, do you realize you could have serious/y injured that girl?"

"I didn't mean to hurt ter. I thought it was what she wanted."

"That was a daneerous supposition, young man. I hoPe you realize
by now that any use of violence in any circumstances can have the
most serious consequences. Society doesn't regard such things
lightly."

"Yes, sir."

"Besides the offense with the girl, you also ran away from the of-
fixer who was trying to arrest you."

"I'm sorry about that. I guess I lost my head."

"Are you in the habit of losing your head?"
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"NO0 sir. I just wasn't thinking."

"William," the Judge said sternly, "I have serious doubts about
allowing you to remain in the community. Haw do I know you won't
lose your head again and really hurt someone the next time?"

"I promise, Judge. I won't do anything foolish again."

The Judge turned to Mrs. Price and said sympathetically, "I know
it has been very difficult for you to raise William by yourself.
It would be a pity for all that effort to go to waste."

Tears welled up in Mrs. Price's eyes. "Yeso your Honor. Please
let William come home. I know he'll be good. And I've changed my
job now so I can be with htm more," she said in a trembling voice.

William's eyes were focused on his mother while she talked. The
Judge noted that concern for her was mirrored in his face.

"How has Bill been doing since he came home from Juvenile Hall,
Mrs. Price?"

"Just like always, Judge. He's a good boy."

"William," the Judge said, "what would you do with yourself if I
allowed you to remain in yaur home?"

"Go to school."

"I see you are one year behind in your school grade. Do you plan
to finish high school?"

"Yes, sir." William's face noticeably brightened.

"And then what do you plan to do?"

"I guess I'll go in the service."

The Judge looked at the probation officer. 1Mr. Clarke, I'm going to
follow your recommendation and make William a ward of the court and
place him on probation. If he stays out of trouble during the next
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year, I want him brought back to court so we can terminate his
case. By my calculation he could be off probation about nine or
ten months before he graduates.This should be long enough so that
his record will not hinder him from entering the service."

The Judge turned back to William. "I hope you've learned a lesson
from this, Son. You stay out of trouble and you should have a good
opportunity to make something of yourself. The burden is on you.
Don't spoil your chanr.fes for a career and for a decent life for
yourself and your mother."

"rhank you, Judge," Mrs. Price said. "William is a good boy. I
don't think he'l/ make any more trouble for anyone."

She aAA her son left the room, the boy with his arm around her
shoulders.
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DISCUSSION

Nowadays it is the rare judge who does not attempt to use psycho-

logical and psychiatric reports, when available, as an aid in making a dis-

position. Unfortunately, some judges regard such reports as dispositive

per se of the basic issues. The clinician's generalizations concerning the

youngster's intelligence, degree of disturbance, and potential manageability

in the community are regarded as decisive in determining whether the youth

should be committed to a custodial setting.

What these judges often fail to take into account is that the

clinician may be unaware that his conclusions are going to be the sole basis

for the disposition decision of the judge. In selected cases the judgment

of the clinician may be more relidble than that of the judge, but in any case

the clinician should be informed of the significance of his conclusions.

Frequently this will make a difference in the information the clinician may

want to draw upon and the evaluation he will eventually reach. For example,

in William Price's case, if the clinician had known that his evaluation would

be regarded by the court as containing the sole operative conclusions, he might

have wanted to talk to the mother, read the primary social documents (school

and police reports, etc.), interview the Juvenile Hall personnel, and consult

with the prdbation officer concerning available alternative dispositions.

(He would, however, have usurped the function of the probation officer if he

had done this.)
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Most judges feel that in all cases the disposition decision must

be the court's and they regard the clinician's report as only another piece

of information. The difficulty, however, is that few judges have been trained

to evaluate such reports. Often they are expressed in language which, to put

it mildly, means nothing to the judge. This is partly due to the clinician's

technical vocabulary and partly to his different way of thinking about be-

havior. Yet the clinician can often shed light upon the seemingly irrational

and childleh aspecs of behavior and so it is important for the judge to make

a real sttempt to bridge the communication barrier. One ideal method would

be to have the clinician transmit his findings in person to the judge(as well

as to the prdbation personnel who formulate recommendations for the judge). A

give-and-take dialogue in an informal conference can help everyone keep his

perspective and avoid the twin dangers of considering his clinical

findings of paramount Importance or dismissing them as worthless. It also can

give the clinician a chance to interpret his findings in layman's language.

Unfortunately, such informal conferences are usually impractical

due to lack of time, and the written reports must be heavily relied upon.

Consequently, judicial personnel must make every effort to familiarize them-

selves with the basic concepts of psychology and psychiatry through special

courses and institutes and their own reading. Although there is not space in

this manual to undertake such a course of instruction, a few hints can be given

here which may help the judge when evaluating clinicial reports.
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First, the reports are made under difficult circumstances: an

anxious, suspicious youngster, eager to put his best foot forward, meets the

clinician who is under pressure to "come up with something." This is not the

kind of soil in which mature reflection can be nourished.

Second, the questions posed to the clinician (e.g., "whether

psychological ,findings indicate that Wil/iam is a prdbable aggressive threat,

and whether return to the home is a realistic solution") often require cate-

gorical answers which are beyond the clinician's capabilities. In r.linics

and hospitals where psychodiagnosis is accompanied by treatment, the evaluative

report is of great usefulness in determining the style of treatment, the major

problems that have to be dealt with,and the probable duration of treatment.

In juvenile court, the clinician making the diagnostic study knows little or

nothing about the final disposition and treatment of a given ward. Hence the

clinician can often make no more than an educated guess.

Third, the clinician's conclusions are often decisively influenced

by information gathered from nonpsychodiagnostic sources. For example, he

will consider the facts surrounding the offense, but what would the psycholo-

gist have concluded about Villiam Price if his only information dbout the

events in the shack was the story originally told by the girl? Sometimes the

physical appearance of the youth has an influence even though such subjective

criteria are notoriously unreliable. (Uote the differing descriptions of

William Price by the Judge and by the psychologist.) Not infrequently the
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clinician will be influenced by the social information provided by the pro-

bation officer. (Note that the "deputy" was consulted "concerning background

material" on William Price.)

Fourth, the clinician's conclusions are often influenced by his

appraisal of the people who will utilize his report. For example, a few

judges have a reputation for being very hard on offenders in sex cases. In

a case such as Wi/liam Price's, the clinician may feel that custodial treat-

ment is not advisable and in order to buttress this recommendation he may

tend to minimize findings which might cast doubt on the "safety" of returning

the youth to the community. Judges who decry such practices might reflect

that there would be no necessity for them if all cases were judged ou their

merits and not because they fit into pre-established categories.

Fifth, the clinician may compose his report so that it can be used

as an aid in securing needed mental health services from community agencies

not under the control of the court. All too often such services have long

waiting lists and restrictive eligibility requirements. When the professional

clinician feels that the youngster can remain in the community provided out-

patient treatment is commenced, the psychodiagnostic report can be invaludble

in persuading such agencies to give priority to court wards. Thus the report

may contain facts which cause the judge to doubt the psychological stability

of the youngster although these facts are intended only to allow easier access

to clinical help.
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(See. for example, the description of William Price's "conflict and unrest

over the applvpriate passive-aggressive components of a healthy male-female

relationship" and the suggestion for a "supportive" supervisicn program.)

Sixth, the clinician may hope his psychodiagnostic report will be

used as a guide by the probation officer who must supervise the youngster in

the community. In William Price's prdbation report, the analysis of the boy's

relationship with his mother vas made the basis of a suggestion that the

"supportive" treatmer.t take the form of the provision of a "stable male

figure." Assuming the correctness of the underlying psychodynamic theory,

the Judge could justifiably make a disposition in the light of the actual

implementation of this theory he can expect from:his probation caseworkers.

One of the problems in juvenile court is that professional expertise

often substitutes for good sense. The insights of psychiatrists and psycholo-

gists have opened up vistas of understanding not discernible to laymen, but

the traditional and "superficial" approaches may often be wiser than osten-

sfbly more sophisticated ones, especially when simple cases might be turned

into needlessly complicated ones. For example, in William Price's case, how

serious really had his conduct been? By his inexperienced fUmbling he had in-

advertently frightened an innocent girl, upset her concerned parents, and

caused himself and his mother much anguish and embarrassment. His major short,

coming was really a lack of perspective on his conduct, not a will to defy

the law or an inability to control his actions. Therefore, the judge conceived

of his task as twofold: first, to bring home to William the seriousness of his

conduct and second, to ensure that the event would not destroy the boy's future

chances.
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Steve Bell's _arents sat like statues on either side of him; only
their occazional blinking destroyed this illusion. A few moments
earlier the Judge had sustained the allegations of tbe petition on
the basis of a full admission. He was now engrossed in read..Ing the
probation report.

Finally, he looked up. "Steve, didn't you know that having intercourse
with the girl, was against the law?

"I thought it was okay if I was under 18."

"i-There did you ever pick up such an idea?"

"Oh, around. That's what the guys told me.

"Guys? You mean the bcys in the scooter club?"

"Yeah, I guess so."

"Do you believe everything they tell you?"

"Well . .
f t

"Did they tell you about the legal consequences of fathering an illegiti-
mate child? Or about the health hazard? And what about the effect
on the girl?"

"I wasn't hurtin' her or nothin'. Anyways, she wasn't muCh."

"How did you know that?"

"Oh, the boys talk .

"I see you have a 16-year-old sister. What if the boys would
begin to talk about her? Would that give anyone the right to take
advantage of her? Would that justify breaking the law?"

Steve didn't reply. Instead, face flushed, he shifted uneasily in
his seat and looked down at the floor. The Judge waited a moment and
then looked from one parent to the other.
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1Mr. and Mrs. Bell, I'm worried about Steve. Nd:only has he broken
the law but I'm not sure he: realizes that there is something wrong
with his thinking about what is rignt and what is wrong."

"Your Honor," Mr. Bell interjected, "it's probably my fault. I
haven't been spending enough time with the kids. I'm going to have
to get closer to them."

"I apprel:iate your sincerity, W. Bell, and the things the probation
officer says you plan to do, like getting :Fteve to quit the scooter
club and spending more time with him, are quite commendable. But I
dcn't think they'll do much good unless Steve understands that the
fwat lies with him, not you. He's old enough now to accept respon-
sibility for his actions. It's time he understood that he must be-
gin to think for himself Rnd not do something just because his
friends tell him it is all right to do it."

"Judge," Mrs. Bell pleaded, "I know Steve won't do anything like
this again. He's learned his lesson."

The Judge shrugged his shoulders and sighed. "Well, I hope you're
right, Nirs. Bell."

"The judge turned to the boy. "Steve, your parents have faith in
you. Ft.ankly,I don't think they are right. It seems to me you are
more anxious for the approval of some of your so-called friends than
of your father and mother. But maybe I'm wrong. I'll leave it up
to you to show me."

He turned to the court reporter and recited in a dull monotone, "After
having read and considered the prObation report the disposition of
the calrt is that Steven Bell is to be placed under the care and
super-ision of the probation department to reside with his parents. . ."

"Are you making him a ward of the court, *Your Honor?" the clerk
inquired.

"No, let's limit the probation period to six months." The Judge
turned to Steve. "Son, largely because of your parents' faith I'm
going to put you on probation for six months. If everything works
out all right during that time the probation will be terminated.
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Let's see if you can show me your parents are right and I'm wrong
about you."

"rhank you, your Honor," W. and Ws. Bell said almost in unison.
Steve began to say something, tLen seemed to think better of it,
but then finally said to the Judge, "You won't see me again." He
got up and walked out of thc courtroom with his parents.
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DISCUSSION

Statistics show that most youths who come before the juvenile

court never again become involved with law enforcement agencies. Decreasing

the number of second offenders may, in fact, be the chief task of the judge

and other juvenile workers. The case of Steve Bell well illustrates one of

the major dbstacles in carrytag out this task.

Stop for a moment and think about the situation from Steve's

point of view. He was in court as the result of an act which was "normal"

and acceptable within his circle of friends and which would have gone un-

noticed and unreported if it bad not been for the complaint made against

William Price. What lesson is he likely to learn from this series of events?

He now knows that intercourse with girls under a certain age is illegal, but

does he know it is 'wrong?" The Judge says it is wrong but the very society

that pays +he judge's salary also rewards well tb::: hucksters who sell sex

and violence on billboards, television and in the movies, provides the factual

base for the Kinsey Report and other research studies, and insists that status

be given to those who are "popular" rather than to those who are "moral."

These cohtradictory messages being transmitted to children in our society go

a long way to explain much "delinquent" behavior.

Faced with this situation, how can court personnel best fulfill

their task? One temptation is to overlook various kinds of illegal conduct,

but this policy does not improve juvenile behavior and it will undermine the
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efforts of those who continue to insist that legal and moral standards must

be adhered to. In the long run it will also result in a distinct disservice

to many youngsters who, undeterred and uncorrected, will commit increasingly

serious crimes and eventually find themselves in the criminal courts.

Another temptation is to give routine lectures on the evils of

immoral conduct. This practice is not desirable: there is no evidence that

it is efficacious and it may also prevent a search for more effective methods.

Delivering a sermon may satisfy the judge's feeling that he should "do some-

thing", but precisely for that reason it can serve as an excuse not to pursue

constructive alternatives.

A judge who relies on sermonizing usually does not understand the

etiology of a youth's delinquent behavior. If he thinks a sermon is an effective

treatment, he is likely to take stern punitive measures in dealing with con-

tinued delinquent behavior. Such a problem would never occur if the judge had

little faith in the treatment to begin with. A youngster's recidivism may

be more a testimony to the inadequacy of the treatment than to the inadequacy

of the youngster.

Perhaps the greatest temptation is to conclude that the burden is

on the youngsters to change themselves since each individual is "responsible."

Ignoring abstract discussions of free will, retribution,and the like, it is

clear that the criminal court3have long operated on this assumption with

signal lack of success. Moreover, the clear intent of the legislature in
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setting up the juvenile court was to ground it on the quite different premise

that youngsters who come under its jurisdiction are in need of "care and

guidance."

This premise does not imply "softness" toward law breakers. It

does imply that, no matter how seemingly irredeemable a youngster may be, and

no matter how much or how often he must be restrained or incarcerated because

he is a threat to society, hope must not be given up that he can be aided as

long as the juvenile court retains jurisdiction.

The court must, of course, have at its disposal effective methods

of treatment. Like a physician treating a patient, the court should make an

individual judgment on each youngster and then utilize a treatment which seems

best to suit his needs. Unfortunately, for many, perhaps most boys, adequate

treatment is not yet at hand, but even now proper diagnosis and thoughtful

analysis of the problems can increase the chances of a successful outcome.

Despite the above strictures there may be times when the judge can

accomplish something positive through calculated admonitions and verbal manipu-

lations during the hearing. In Steve Bell's case, there were special circum-

stances which might have justified the judge's efforts. First, the judge could

have concluded from the probation report that Steve's self-identification as

a delinquent was by no means complete. Bowever, note that throughout the hearing,

except perhaps for the enigmatic last statement to the Judge, Steve never

positively acquiesced in the court's appraisal of the 'wrongness" of his conduct.
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The boy was obviously more responsive to the values of his scooter group than

to those of his parents or the court. Second, Steve's family was willing to

take positive steps in an attempt to wean him away from his peer group attach-

ments and strengthen his conw.tional values. Unfortunately, as the Judge

intimated, the parents' success in this endeavor was doubtful because of

their lack of knowledge of his membership in the scooter group. Third,Steve's

prospects for successful ertry into adult life were excellent because of the

help he could expect from his uncle in securing adequate employment. Prany

current theorists in the field of juvenile delinquency feel that the best in-

centive to law-abiding behavior is to give the youngster a "stake" in conformity,

to give him an opportunity to acquire status and consequently self-respect.

In Steve's case,the possfble "stake" was economic -- an opportunity to conform

to the work ethic of society. For other youngsters nonmaterial stakes may

also be effective incentives, e.g., athletic browess, academic success, social

popularity or simply acceptance and approval of the youngster by family, peers

or adult authorities as an individual worthy of respect.

But what is the juvenile court to do with those youngsters without

access to such stakes? Is it in a position to provide them? What in fact can

or Should the juvenile court attempt to provide in the way of treatment?

Answering these questions constitutes the basic challenge currently facing the

juvenile court.
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Each day the juvenile court worker is called upon to make difficult

professionaldbcisions. As he takes action, he must continually inquire into

the accuracy of his assumptions and the efficacy of flis methods. Only in this

way can he fulfill his obligation to develop better solutions to the prdblems

which currently vex the juvenile court.
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From Paul W. Tappan, Juvenile Delinquency, Copyright 1949 by McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New York. pp. 4-11. Used by Permission of McGraw-Hill
Book Company

INTRODUCTION

The philosophy of the juvenile court is a recent develop-

ment. It has shifted the focus of attention from the offense,

the main consideration in adult criminal cases, to the offender.

This has created some problems which may undermine the spirit

of the juvenile court law. Tappan discusses some of these di-

lemmas.

PHILOSOPHY OF 1E2, JUVENILE COURT

"The Legal View"

"The problem of definition flows in part from the contrasting views

of those who deal with the delinquent. Broadly considered, two chief general

types of approach may be Observed: the judicial, or legal, view and the ad-

ministrative, or casework view. .

"In the legal approach to misconduct, it is customary to describe

offenses and penalties in specific terms in order to protect the citizen fran

arbitrary or unjust acts of police and judicial authority and, at the same



time, to secure the community against those whose conduct has been shown in

court to be dangerous. Lawyer and judge are inclined to stress as a precon-

dition of treatment through criminal courts the following requirements:

(1) that a specific charge be alleged against the defendant, (2) that it be

defined in definite terms by law, (3) that the offense be proved rather con-

clusively, (4) that protection be given to the accused during trial against

conviction by false, misleading, prejudicial, irrelevant, or immaterial evi-

dence . . . .

"In relation to the young delinquent, . . . this tradition of juristic

liberalism has made for a partly "legalistic" handling of the offender, an

attempt to distinguish as clearly as possfble between delinquent and nondelin-

quent and to treat only the former with the sanctions of the state . . .

The full rigors of the criminal law are mitigated by reason of the offender's

youth, but the judicial view would preserve in the hearings of childfen's

courts a real test of the individual's status as a delinquent before applying

to him the modern and individualized methods of treatment. The child is not

a delinquent unless the court has found him so.

"The Casework Approach"

"In contrast . . .caseirolic brings to behavior problems a dis-

tinctly different set of methods and values. Its aims, generally, are thera-

peutic: to aid in the resolution of the individual's maladjustment by seeking
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out the social roots of his difficulties and attempting to mitigate the con-

flicts that have caused disturbance. Casework, then, essays to deal with a

wide assortment of personal and group problems that represent failures in

man's personal and social adjustments. . . . Treating presumed causes and

symptoms with methods devised to meet the particula.~ needs of the individual

situation is the essential function of casework.

"The practitioner in applied sociology and casework ideally is

nonmoralistic and nonpunitive in approach . . . . The social worker's approach

is less formal than that of the legal mind, since categories and qualities of

problem conduct are not so precicely established in -Wai . content of case-work

theory, nor are methods of treatment so definitively organized and equated,

in general, to the problems of the case. . . . there must be a far wider

province o.P administrative discretion in the practice of casework than is

employed by the judge in attempting to allocate responsibility for deviant be-

havior and to prescribe treatment suited to the subject. . .

. . . Social work is concerned with a multitude of problems of

behavior that deviate from psychological, social, economic, and -- sometimes --

legal normality. In so far as the caseworker may deal with the law violator,

he does so with the same nonmoralistic, nonpunitive assumptions that are ap-

plied to other deviants. . . . In the agency, his (the young antisocial

child's) statutory infractions, if any, are not viewed separately from the

remainder of his conduct but merely as incidents of the total problem to be
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dealt with for the purpose of improving adjustment. The focus of attention

is upon the whole child. His illegalities are commonly interpreted as merely

symptoms of the underlying maladjustments from which he suffers. . . . The

very term "delinquent" is shunned because of its moralistic and legalistic

implications. The child is called "unadjusted."

"Judicial-Administrative Blending in the Children's Court"

"In the modern juvenile court there is a compromising of the legal

and casework approaches: an effort at sociolegal handling.of the child.

Legal influences are inevitable and necessary in a court; they may be seen in

the age limitations for delinquency, in tne statutory specification of par-

ticular conduct deemed to be delinquent, in the preservation of some measure

of procedural regularity and of due process rights, and in the very effort

itse/f to provide children with special protection. . .

"After the birth of the juvenile court movement, the administrative

approach received a great impetus from leaders in the field of juvenile pro-

bation who conceived the function of the court largely in terms of admini-

strative social-work supervision aimed at prevention and rehabilitation of

problem cases . . . . There is an expanded administrative emphasis today on

the need to find the underlying social and psychological maladjustments of the

child in the court, to see the total problem, and to resolve his difficulties

by probation treatment . . . .
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"The trend noted here has been fostered by the general terms in

the provisions of children's court acts, which permit wide discretionary lati-

tude in adjudication and treatment on the basis of vague standards of the con-

duct and the attitude of the child. . . . The growth of administrative process

is seen in the efforts of juvenile courts today to prevent misconduct through

supervision by probation officers and to deal with children's problems in

their early stages before more serious recalcitrance may develop. . . .

"The administrative approach is revealed further by the quite suc-

cessful resistance that comes frequently from probation officers, sometimes

even from the judges themselves, to the legal requirements of proving an of-

fense, excluding hearsay and Prejudicial testimony, allowing counsel to the

defendant, and permitting appeal. . . . There is a marked tendency among many

leaders of the juvenile court movement today, in considering the child to be

merely "unfortunate" or "unadjusted", to avoid reference to delinquency it-

self . . .

"This wedding of judicial and administrative process has not produced

T a wholly compatible marriage. Each strains to dominate the union -- vith

results that are not always beneficial to the child . . . . The special danger

is that in an "overlegalistic" court the experience of trial will be severe

and traumatic. . . . In an "oversocialized" tribunal, on the other band, there

is danger that individuals uill be expose to court machinery and treatment

who do not require state sanctions and who may, indeed, be injured by the crude
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tools to which courts are limited in their treatment efforts.

. . . Here concern has been only with the two conflicting spheres

of ideology that have had so much to do with the determination of the official

delinquent through the actual operation cf the juvenile courts. The incli-

nation of the court to assume a judicial attitude, or the one hand, or the

administrative approach, on the other, determines to an important extent the

probabilities of a child's being found delinquent and may influence as well

the type of treatment he receives."

SUICARC

The social philosophy which animates the juvenile court

law shifts the emphasis from the offense to the offender and

raises problems about the rights of juveniles. bcperience with

the problems of javeniles in court will probably suggest some

formula that will direct our attention to underlying problems

without de-emphasizing due process.
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